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Abstract
Synchronization of an ensemble of oscillators is an emergent phenomenon present
in several complex systems, ranging from social and physical to biological and
technological systems. The most successful approach to describe how coherent
behavior emerges in these complex systems is given by the paradigmatic Ku-
ramoto model. This model has been traditionally studied in complete graphs.
However, besides being intrinsically dynamical, complex systems present very
heterogeneous structure, which can be represented as complex networks. This
report is dedicated to review main contributions in the field of synchronization
in networks of Kuramoto oscillators. In particular, we provide an overview of
the impact of network patterns on the local and global dynamics of coupled
phase oscillators. We cover many relevant topics, which encompass a descrip-
tion of the most used analytical approaches and the analysis of several numerical
results. Furthermore, we discuss recent developments on variations of the Ku-
ramoto model in networks, including the presence of noise and inertia. The rich
potential for applications is discussed for special fields in engineering, neuro-
science, physics and Earth science. Finally, we conclude by discussing problems
that remain open after the last decade of intensive research on the Kuramoto
model and point out some promising directions for future research.
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1. Introduction
Synchronization phenomena are ubiquitous in nature, science, society, and
technology. Examples of oscillators are fireflies, lasers, neurons and heart cells [1].
Among the many models proposed for a description of synchronization [1], the
Kuramoto model is the most popular nowadays. It describes self-sustained phase
oscillators rotating at heterogeneous intrinsic frequencies coupled through the
sine of their phase differences. This model exhibits a phase transition at a crit-
ical coupling, beyond which a collective behavior is achieved. Since its original
formulation 40 years ago [2, 3], several variations, extensions and applications of
the Kuramoto model have been documented in the literature. In 2005, Acebrón
et al. [4] published the first survey addressing the Kuramoto model, discussing
the main works available at that time.
In parallel with the advances in the study of the traditional Kuramoto model,
over almost the last two decades one has witnessed the rapid development of the
new field of network science [5], which not only brought new insights into the
characterization of real networks, but also introduced a new dimension in the
study of dynamical systems [6, 7]. Researchers were puzzled by the question
of how the connectivity pattern between elements in a network can influence
the performance of dynamical processes, such as epidemic spreading, percola-
tion, diffusion, opinion formation and synchronization. This apparently simple
question has motivated a lot of studies comprised in several reviews (e.g. [8–19])
and books (e.g. [20–26]) on the topic. Curiously, the rise of network science is
intimately related to the study of synchronization among coupled oscillators. As
described in [20], Watts and Strogatz conceived the idea of including shortcuts
between oscillators connected as a regular graph to analyze how crickets syn-
chronize their chirps. It turns out that the simple inclusion of a few shortcuts
greatly reduces the average topological distance between the oscillators, improv-
ing the synchronous behavior between them [27, 28]. In this way, through this
process, the so-called small-world phenomenon was formalized and quantified in
the context of networks. This analysis is a milestone in the study of complex
systems triggering an overwhelming number of papers. In 2004, the Kuramoto
model was generalized to scale-free networks [29] to address the role played by
highly connected nodes (hubs) in network dynamics. After that, most of the
focusing has mainly aimed at determining how network structure influences the
onset of synchronization.
In 2006, Boccaletti et al. [11] provided the first review encompassing struc-
tural and dynamical properties of complex networks, where the first theoretical
approaches to the Kuramoto model in networks were reviewed. However, the
study of the interplay between network structure and dynamics was still in its
infancy. In the following years this study rapidly evolved in a way that in 2008
Arenas et al. [14] published a survey in Physics Reports devoted to the anal-
ysis of synchronization in networks. The authors focused on two main topics,
namely the study of synchronization in the framework of the master stability
function (MSF) and networks of Kuramoto oscillators. Regarding the latter
subject, significant new analytical and numerical findings were revised, mainly
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studies on the relation between synchronization and network structure.
However, several important new results on the Kuramoto model have been
published since then. In particular, the development of new network models
has enabled the study of how different network properties affect synchroniza-
tion. More specifically, the early works on the Kuramoto model in networks
have naturally focused on the influence of topological properties present in the
traditional models, such as the presence of shortcuts and hubs. In the last years
new classes of random network models that go beyond the reproduction of the
degree distribution of real-world networks have been proposed. Basic topolog-
ical properties such as the occurrence of triangles, emergence of communities,
degree-degree correlations and distribution of subgraphs were incorporated in
variations of the traditional configuration model allowing the investigation of
the effect of these properties on dynamical processes. Not only these non-trivial
properties encountered in real networks, but also new types of network represen-
tations have been incorporated in the investigations. Namely, in the last couple
of years the so-called multilayer networks have been attracting the attention of
network researchers and, as we shall see, neglecting the multilayer character can
greatly alter the synchronous behavior between the oscillators [17, 18].
It is also important to emphasize that until 2011 only continuous synchro-
nization transitions in the Kuramoto model in networks were reported. The dis-
covery of first-order phase transitions to synchronization (also named as “Explo-
sive Synchronization” [30]) as a consequence of the correlation between structure
and local dynamics has triggered several investigations. Moreover, the study of
temporal networks, whose structures change in time, has provided new versions
of the Kuramoto model. The exploration of several properties in the model, such
as the inclusion of stochastic fluctuations, time-delay and repulsive couplings,
is also a new tendency in the analysis of the Kuramoto model in networks.
The study of the Kuramoto model in complex networks has also been boosted
thanks to findings of new synchronization phenomena, such as the emergence of
chimera states in which networks of identical oscillators can split into synchro-
nized and desynchronized subpopulations [31]. The ansatz proposed by E. Ott
and T. Antonsen [32, 33], which allows a dimensional reduction to a small num-
ber of coupled differential equations, is another recent remarkable result that
has attracted the interest of researchers. This ansatz has been receiving great
attention since 2008 along with its generalizations to networks of Kuramoto
oscillators.
Finally, the Kuramoto model in complex networks has been used in several
applications, such as modeling neuronal activity and power grids. In particular,
the latter system can be suitably modeled by a second-order Kuramoto model,
a fact that motivated many other works aiming at generalizing the model to
complex networks. In terms of even large perturbations, the recently proposed
concept of basin stability has been proved to deepen insights not only on the
stability of real power grids, but also on other dynamical systems [34].
After the survey published in 2008, a large number of papers considering
the networked Kuramoto model have been published. Noteworthy, recently
Dörfler and Bullo provided a comprehensive survey focused on the control of
6
synchronization of phase oscillators applied to technological networks [35]. How-
ever, this survey does not cover the main recent works related to the Kuramoto
model. For this reason, it is timely to provide a survey about the Kuramoto
model in complex networks to contextualize the fundamental works and enable
the advance of the field.
1.1. Outline
This report is organized as follows. We begin our review by analysing impor-
tant aspects of the Kuramoto model in well-known network models in Sec. 2.
There, we discuss the first numerical investigations of the model in complex
topologies and also introduce analytical treatments that will be used through-
out the text. Finite-size effects and the transient dynamics are also exam-
ined. In Section 3 we describe the dynamics of Kuramoto oscillators coupled
in networks that mimic typical properties of real-world structures. In partic-
ular, we review the works devoted to analyzing the influence of non-vanishing
clustering-coefficient, degree-degree correlations and presence of nodes grouped
into communities on network synchronization. Effects of time-delay and adap-
tive couplings are studied in Sec. 4. Section 5 reviews the very recent works on
the correlation between natural frequencies and local topology and other condi-
tions that are known to yield discontinuous phase transitions in networks made
up of Kuramoto oscillators. Section 6 is concerned with the recent developments
on the stochastic Kuramoto model in networks. The second-order Kuramoto is
presented in Sec. 7, where we discuss the recently introduced concept of basin
stability.Section 8 discusses extensive numerical simulations on the optimization
of synchronization in networks. In Sec. 9 we summarize relevant applications of
the first- and second-order Kuramoto model in real complex systems, such as
power-grids, neuronal systems, networks of semiconductor junctions and seis-
mology. Finally, in Section 10 we present our perspectives and conclusions.
2. First-order Kuramoto on traditional network models
Although the first report on a synchronization phenomenon dates back to
Huygens in the 17th century [1], the topic of spontaneous emergence of collective
behavior in large populations of oscillators was only brought to higher attention
after the work by Wiener [36, 37]. Wiener was interested in the generation of
alpha rhythms in the brain and his guess was that this particular phenomenon
was somehow related with the same mechanism that yields coherent behavior in
other biological systems, such as in the synchronous flash of fireflies. Wiener’s
idea was interesting and anticipating, but at the same time too complex to get
analytical insights from it. A more promising approach was later developed by
Winfree [38, 39], who was the first to properly state the problem of collective
synchronization mathematically. He proposed a model of a large population of
interacting phase oscillators with distributed natural frequencies. By simulating
his model, he found that spontaneous synchronization emerges as a threshold
process, a phenomenon akin to a phase transition. His main finding was: if
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the spread of the frequencies is higher compared to the coupling between the
oscillators, then each oscillator would run at its own natural frequency, causing
the population to behave incoherently. On the other hand, in case that the
coupling is sufficiently strong to overcome the heterogeneity in the frequencies,
then the system spontaneously locks into synchrony [38].
Deeply motivated by these results, Kuramoto simplified Winfree’s approach
to obtain an analytically tractable model, which at the same time would preserve
the fundamental assumptions of having oscillators with distributed frequencies
interacting through a collective rhythm produced by the rest of the population.
The Kuramoto model consists of a population of N phase oscillators whose
evolution is dictated by the governing equations [2, 3]
θ˙i = ωi +
λ
N
N∑
j=1
sin(θj − θi), i = 1 . . . , N, (1)
where θi denotes the phase of the ith oscillator, λ is the coupling strength and
ωi the natural frequencies, which are distributed according to a given proba-
bility density g(ω). In his original approach, Kuramoto considered g(ω) to be
unimodal and symmetric centered at ω = ω¯, which can be assumed to be ω¯ = 0
after a shift. Henceforth, throughout this review, we consider the mean fre-
quency as ω¯ = 0 to have g(ω) = g(−ω), always when the distribution g(ω) is
even and symmetric, without loss of generality. Kuramoto further introduced
the order parameter [2, 3]
Reiψ(t) =
1
N
N∑
j=1
eiθj(t), (2)
in order to quantify the overall synchrony of the population. This quantity has
the interesting interpretation of being the centroid of a set of N points eiθj
distributed in the unit circle in the complex plane. If the phases are uniformly
spread in the range [0, 2pi] then R ≈ 0 meaning that there is no synchrony among
the oscillators. On the other hand, when all the oscillators rotate grouped into
a synchronous cluster with the same average phase ψ(t) we have R ≈ 1. We can
rewrite the set of Eqs. 1 using the mean-field quantities R and ψ by multiplying
both sides of Eq. 2 by e−iθi and equating the imaginary parts to obtain
θ˙i = ωi + λR sin(ψ − θi). (3)
In this formulation, the phases θi seem to evolve independently from each other,
but the interaction is actually set through R and ψ. Furthermore, note that
the effective coupling is now proportional to the order parameter R, creating
a feedback relation between coupling and synchronization. More specifically,
small increments in the order parameter R end up by increasing the effective
coupling in Eq. 3 attracting, in this way, more oscillators to the synchronous
group. From this process, a self-consistent relation between the phases θi and
the mean-field is found, i.e. R and ψ will define the evolution of θi, but at the
same time, the phases θi self-consistently yield the mean-field through Eq. 2.
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In the limit of infinite number of oscillators, the system can be described
by the probability density ρ(θ, ω, t) so that ρ(θ, ω, t)dθ gives the fraction of
oscillators with phase betweeen θ and θ + dθ at time t for a given natural
frequency ω. Since ρ is nonnegative and 2pi−periodic in θ, we have that it
satisfies the normalization condition∫ pi
−pi
ρ(θ, ω, t)dθ = 1. (4)
Furthermore, the density ρ should obey the continuity equation
∂ρ
∂t
+
∂
∂θ
(ρv) = 0, (5)
where v(θ, ω, t) = ω + λR sin(ψ − θ) is the angular velocity of a given oscillator
with phase θ and natural frequency ω at time t. In the continuum limit, the
order parameter R and the average phase ψ defined in Eq. 2 are determined in
terms of the probability density ρ(θ, ω, t) as
Reiψ(t) =
∫ pi
−pi
∫ ∞
−∞
eiθρ(θ, ω, t)g(ω)dωdθ. (6)
Equations 5 and 6 admit the trivial solution R = 0, which corresponds to the
stationary distribution ρ = 1/2pi, characterizing the incoherent state. In the
partial synchronized state (0 < R < 1), the continuity equation (5) yields in the
stationary regime (∂ρ/∂t = 0)
ρ(θ, ω) =
{
δ
[
θ − ψ − arcsin ( ωλR)] , if |ω| ≤ λR√
ω2−(λR)2
2pi|ω−λR sin(θ−ψ)| otherwise.
(7)
The solutions for the stationary distribution assert that in the partial synchro-
nized state the oscillators are divided into two groups. Specifically, those with
frequencies |ω| ≤ λR correspond to the oscillators entrained by mean-field, i.e.
the oscillators that evolve locked in a common average phase ψ(t) = Ωt, where
Ω is the average frequency of the population. On the other hand, the oscillators
with |ω| > λR (referred as drifting oscillators) rotate incoherently. Inserting the
stationary distributions in Eq. 6, one obtains the self-consistent equation for R
R = λR
∫ pi/2
−pi/2
cos2 θg(λR sin θ)dθ, (8)
where the integral corresponds to the contribution of drifting oscillators vanished
due to g(ω) = g(−ω) and the symmetry ρ(θ + pi,−ω) = ρ(θ, ω). By letting
R→ 0+ in Eq. 8, we get
λKMc =
2
pig(0)
, (9)
which is the critical coupling strength for the onset of synchronization firstly
obtained by Kuramoto [2, 3]. Moreover, expanding the right-hand side of Eq. 8
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in powers of λR, given that g′′(0) < 0, yields
R ∼
√
−16(λ− λc)
piλ4cg
′′(0)
, (10)
for λ → λc. Thus, near the transition point, the order parameter yields the
form R ∼ (λ−λc)β with β = 1/2, clearly showing an analogy to a second-order
phase transition observed in magnetic systems.
Besides being a timely contribution for the understanding of how synchro-
nization in large populations of mutually coupled oscillators sets in, Kuramoto’s
analysis also established a link between mean-field techniques in statistical
physics and nonlinear dynamics. However, although undoubtedly brilliant and
insightful, his approach was not rigorous and left many questions that puzzled
the researchers throughout the following years [4, 40] making it still matter of
fundamental research in recent times [32, 41–46].
In parallel with the studies on the traditional Kuramoto model, one has
witnessed the emergence of an overwhelming number of works focused on par-
ticular effects caused by the introduction of heterogeneous connection patterns,
letting the interactions to be no longer only restricted to global coupling. In this
section we will analyse the results uncovered for standard network topologies,
such as in Erdős-Rényi (ER), scale-free (SF) and small-world (SW) networks.
In order to do so, we will firstly discuss the required approximations to analyt-
ically treat the problem in uncorrelated networks, i.e. networks in which the
degree of connected nodes are not correlated (see Appendix A). Subsequently,
we discuss the scaling with the system size and finally we study the relaxation
dynamics of the model.
The generalization of the Kuramoto model in complex networks is obtained
by including the connectivity in the coupling term as [14, 47]
θ˙i = ωi +
N∑
j=1
λijAij sin(θj − θi), (11)
where λij is the coupling strength between nodes i and j and Aij the elements
of the adjacency matrix A (Aij = 1 if the re is a connection between nodes i and
j, or Aij = 0, otherwise). The definition of the model in Eq. 11 already brings
the first problem when treating the model in complex topologies: the choice of
λij . In the fully connected graph the coupling λij = λ/N is adopted so that the
model is well behaved in the thermodynamic limit N →∞, since in this case the
connectivity of each oscillators grows linearly with the system size. Thus, the
normalization factor for the coupling strength in networks should be defined
in a way to incorporate the same scaling observed in the dependence of the
connectivity of the nodes on the system size. However, different network models
generate different scalings, which make the choice for an intensive coupling λij
to be not unique. This led many researchers to simply adopt a constant coupling
10
λij = λ ∀i, j without any dependence on N , i.e. [14]
θ˙i = ωi + λ
N∑
j=1
Aij sin(θj − θi). (12)
Setting the interaction between the oscillators to be through a constant coupling
strength without any further normalization factor seems to be more appropri-
ate when comparing the synchronization of different networks, since the total
number of connections can scale differently with the network size, depending
on the topology considered. The choice for an intensive coupling is indeed an
important issue regarding the formulation of the Kuramoto model in complex
networks, specially when concerning the determination of the onset of synchro-
nization. Arenas et al. [14] provide an interesting discussion about the different
prescriptions for intensive couplings and also the corresponding consequences
of each choice in the network dynamics. Here we discuss the results with the
normalization terms used in the original papers, commenting, when possible,
the limiting cases of different definitions for the coupling strength λij .
2.1. Early works
The first works on the Kuramoto model in complex networks aimed at quan-
tifying the influence of the SW phenomenon on the overall network synchroniza-
tion [27, 29, 48, 49]. This issue was systematically investigated in [48] by con-
sidering oscillators with natural frequencies distributed according to a Gaussian
distribution coupled in SW networks originated from one-dimensional regular
lattices. By numerically evolving the equations (11) with λij = λ/ 〈k〉 in order
to obtain the dependence of the order parameter R (Eq. 2) on the coupling
strength for different values of the rewiring probability p (see Appendix A), it
was found that a small percentage of shortcuts is able to dramatically improve
network synchronization in comparison to the completely regular case. Interest-
ingly, this enhancement in the coherence between the oscillators was verified to
saturate for intermediate values of the rewiring probability (see Fig. 1). In other
words, for p & 0.5, the synchronization of SW networks exhibit no significant
difference than the fully random case (p = 1). This shows that, in an applica-
tion context where the optimization of the network synchronization is sought,
no improvement in the collective behavior between oscillators is obtained be-
yond a critical value of the rewiring probability, leading to a save of resources
in cases in which rewirings have costs associated.
These results thus suggest that the critical coupling λc for the onset of
synchronization should be a decreasing function of p. However, to thoroughly
evaluate this dependence, finite-size effects should be taken into account. The
order parameter was then proposed to take the usual scaling form as [48, 50]
R = N−
β
ν¯ F
[
(λ− λc)N 1ν¯
]
, (13)
where F [·] is a scaling function. At λ = λc the function F becomes independent
of N and, by plotting RNβ/ν¯ for different values of N , the ratio β/ν¯ is then
11
Rλ
Figure 1: Order parameter R (Eq. 2) as a function of coupling λ of SW networks with different
values of the rewiring probability p. GL and AN stand for globally coupled network and its
respective analytical solution, respectively. Adapted with permission from [48]. Copyrighted
by the American Physical Society.
determined by the value that yields the best matching between the curves at
λc. Once β/ν¯ is calculated, one can determine ν¯ through
ln
[
dR
dλ
∣∣∣∣
λc
]
=
1− β
ν¯
lnN + const, (14)
which together with β/ν¯ gives the exponents β and ν¯. Despite the sparse number
of connections, the dynamics in SW networks apparently exhibited the same
scaling with the system size as the model in the fully connected graph [51],
namely with β ∼ 1/2 and ν¯ ∼ 2, and consequently the same mean-field character
of the scaling near the critical coupling R ∼ (λ − λc)β [48]. However, new
results on the finite-size scaling (FSS) of Kuramoto model in the fully connected
graph [52, 53] and in SW networks [54] verified that the correct critical exponent
should be ν¯ = 5/2 instead of ν¯ = 2 for both topologies (see also [55] for results
on the FSS of directed SW networks). We shall discuss finite-size effects in more
details in Sec. 2.2.
Moreno and Pacheco addressed the same questions for SF networks gener-
ated by the Barabási-Albert (BA) model (see Appendix A) [29] with uniform
frequency distributions. Surprisingly, a similar dependence of the order param-
eter R on the coupling strength λ was verified. In fact, the obtained critical ex-
ponent, β ∼ 0.46, suggested that SF networks also exhibit the same square-root
behavior of the mean-field synchronization transition observed in the standard
Kuramoto model [29]. Interestingly, the same choice of uniform frequency dis-
tribution is known to yield a discontinuity in the order parameter as a function
of coupling λ in the fully connected graph [56] (see Sec. 5), in striking contrast
with the result in SF networks [29].
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The first numerical results left many questions to be solved regarding the
onset of synchronization specially due to the finite value of the critical coupling
λc found in SF networks [14, 29]. The reason for this unexpected behavior
resides in the fact that critical properties of other dynamical processes, such as
epidemic spreading and percolation, were predicted to vanish as a consequence
of the high degree of heterogeneity found in these networks [47].
In contrast with the formulation in the fully connected graph, the Kuramoto
model has no exact solution in heterogeneous networks. Unfortunately, in the
latter case, the system of equations (12) cannot be exactly decoupled by a global
mean-field as in Eq. 3 and approximations need to be considered.
Before presenting the most adopted mean-field approach, let us first discuss
the so-called time-average approximation. Restrepo et al. [57] defined a local
order parameter in a way to take explicitly into account the contribution of time
fluctuations. More specifically, the local mean-field of the neighborhood of node
i is given by [57, 58]
rTi e
iψi =
N∑
j=1
Aij
〈
eiθj
〉
t
, (15)
where 〈· · · 〉t is a time average. Using Eq. 15, it is possible to write Eq. 12 as
θ˙i = ωi + λr
T
i sin(ψi − θi)− λhi(t), (16)
where hi(t) = Im{e−iθi
∑N
j=1Aij(
〈
eiθj
〉
t
− eiθj )} is the term that evaluates the
contribution of time fluctuations. Beyond the onset of synchronization it is
expected that the oscillators are locked in a common phase making the order
parameter to be of order rTi ∼ ki. Since hi(t) is a sum of independent terms we
then expect hi(t) ∼
√
ki [57]. Thus, for networks in the limit of large average
degrees, the term hi(t) can be neglected in comparison with the magnitude of
rTi leading to
θ˙i = ωi + λr
T
i sin(ψi − θi). (17)
In the time-independent regime θ˙i = 0, the locked oscillators have their phases
given by sin(θi − ψi) = ωi/λrTi . In this way, the order parameter (15) can be
written as
rTi =
N∑
j=1
Aij〈ei(θj−ψi)〉t =
∑
|ωj |≤λrTj
Aije
i(θj−ψi) +
∑
|ωj |>λrTj
Aij〈ei(θj−ψi)〉t, (18)
where the two terms above stand for the contribution of synchronous and drifting
oscillators, respectively. The latter can be computed by noting that the time
average in Eq. 18 is given by [57]
〈eiθj 〉t =
∫ pi
−pi
ρ(θ|ωj , rTj )dθ, (19)
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where ρ(θ|ωj , rTj )dθ is the probability of finding the phase θj between θ and
θ + dθ for a given ωj and rTj . As ρ ∼ 1/|θ˙| we have that
ρ(θ|ωj , rTj ) =
√
ω2j − λ2(rTj )2
2pi|ωj + λrTj sin(ψj − θ)|
. (20)
Using Eq. 20 and 19 we obtain the contribution of drifting oscillators, i.e.∑
|ωj |>λrTj
Aij〈eiθj 〉t =
∑
|ωj |>λrTj
Aijλr
T
j
√
ω2j − λ(rTj )2sgn(ωj)
1
2pi
×
∫ pi
−pi
eiθ sin(θ − ψj)dθ
ω2j − λ2(rTj )2 sin2(θ − ψj)
Assuming that the variables rTi , ψi and ωi are statistically independent and
considering that the frequency distribution g(ω) is symmetric, we have that
summation in Eq. 21 is of the order
√
ki and can be neglected in comparison
with the contribution of locked oscillators [57]. Under these conditions Eq. 18
is reduced to
rTi =
∑
|ωj |≤λrTj
Aij cos(ψj − ψi)
√√√√1−( ωj
λrTj
)2
(21)
The previous self-consistent equation for the order parameter rTi is valid if the
onset of synchronization is reached, i.e., for λ > λc. Furthermore, the minimal
value for λc is obtained for cos(ψi − ψj) = 1, which yields [57]
rTi =
∑
|ωj |≤λrTj
Aij
√√√√1−( ωj
λrTj
)2
(22)
Thus, once the adjacency matrix A and the natural frequencies ωi of the whole
population are known, Eq. 22 can be numerically solved in order to obtain the
dependence of rTi on λ. Since the time fluctuations can be neglected for con-
nected networks with sufficient large average degrees, from now on we abandon
the upper script and the time average in Eq. 15 and define the local order pa-
rameter simply by rieiψi(t) =
∑N
j=1Aije
iθj(t). In this formulation, the overall
network synchronization can be quantified through averaging the local order
parameters ri as [57]
z = reiψ(t) =
∑N
j=1 rj∑N
j=1 kj
. (23)
Suppose now that the oscillators are not described by a particular sequence
of natural frequencies but rather by frequencies distributed according to some
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function g(ω). Then, Eq. 22 can be formulated as
ri =
∑
j
Aij
∫ λrj
−λrj
g(ω)
√
1−
(
ω
λrj
)2
dω = λ
∑
j
Aijrj
∫ 1
−1
g(xλrj)
√
1− x2dx,
(24)
where x = ω/λrj . Equation 24 is also known as the frequency approxima-
tion [57]. Near the onset of synchronization, rj → 0+, one can use the first-order
approximation g(xλrj) ≈ g(0) to obtain
r
(0)
j =
λ
λKMc
N∑
j=1
Aijr
(0)
j . (25)
The smallest value of λ that satisfies the previous equations is precisely the
critical coupling λc, which is identified to be dependent on the largest eigenvalue
σAmax of A [57]:
λc =
λKMc
σAmax
. (26)
This result can be complemented by the estimation of σAmax for different network
models. In particular, for uncorrelated networks with a given degree distribution
we have that [59]
σAmax ∼

〈k2〉
〈k〉 if
〈k2〉
〈k〉 >
√
kmax lnN
√
kmax if
√
kmax >
〈k2〉
〈k〉 ln
2N,
(27)
where kmax is the network largest degree. Note that the critical coupling λc
in Eq. 26 takes naturally into account the finite size N of the network. For
this reason, although it provides accurate results for the critical coupling in
cases where other approaches fail [57], Eq. 26 predicts a vanishing onset of
synchronization in the thermodynamic limit of SF networks. For instance, for
networks with P (k) ∼ k−γ with γ ≤ 3, the largest degree scales with system
size as kmax ∼ N1/(γ−1), making σAmax ∼ N1/2(γ−1), which diverges for N →∞
and thus leading to the well-known result of vanishing λc → 0, where no phase
transition is expected [14, 57, 60]. This is also true for SF networks with
γ > 3. Specifically, in this case, for sufficient large N , the largest eigenvalue
will almost surely scale as σAmax ∼
√
kmax, which also diverges in the limit
N →∞ predicting, in this way, the absence of a critical coupling for the onset
of synchronization. In contrast to Eq. 26, the critical coupling predicted using
the mean-field approximation (MFA) remains finite for SF networks with γ > 3,
as we shall soon discuss.
Equation 24 can be further explored in order to obtain the dependence of
the order parameter near the critical point. A second-order expansion of the
term g(xλrkj) gives
ri = λ
N∑
j=1
Aijrj
∫ 1
−1
(
g(0) +
1
2
g′′(0)(xλrj)2
)√
1− x2dx. (28)
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By considering perturbations in the local order parameter in the previous equa-
tion, it follows that for λ→ λc the total order parameter r defined in Eq. 23 is
given by [57]
r2 =
(
η1
c(λKMc )
2
)(
λ
λc
− 1
)(
λ
λc
)−3
, (29)
where c = −pig′′(0)λKMc /16 and
η1 =
〈υ〉2 (σAmax)2
N 〈k〉2 〈υ4〉 , (30)
with υ being the normalized eigenvector associated to σAmax of A.
One of the most employed approach in the analytical treatment of dynamical
processes in networks is to consider MFAs [47, 61]. Such an approximation
scheme relies on the assumption that the dynamical state of a given node i
depends on a global common field that is equally felt by all individuals in the
network. This is translated in the dynamics of the Kuramoto model in networks
by considering that the oscillators interact through a global field reiψ that is
related with the local mean-field rjeiψj(t) as
reiψ =
1
kj
rje
iψj =
1
kj
N∑
j=1
Aije
iθj , (31)
i.e., Eq. 31 basically states that the local mean-field felt by a node should be
proportional to a global mean-field weighted by the local connectivity, i.e. rj =
rkj . This assumption is reasonable to be adopted only if the network is well
connected (sufficient large average degree) without the presence of communities,
i.e. a portion of the network that is more connected within itself than with the
other nodes [14, 57]. Using this approximation for the local order parameter
the equations governing the phases evolution are decoupled as
θ˙i = ωi + λrki sin(ψ − θi). (32)
Note that the effective coupling of node i has a term proportional to its local
topology, in contrast with the case of the fully connected graph. For this reason
the effects of the network topology on dynamics can be hidden if the coupling
strength in Eq. 11 is chosen as λij = λ/ki, where the normalization by the degree
neutralizes the heterogeneity in the field initially imposed by the network topol-
ogy [14]. It is interesting to remark that the MFA in Eq. 31 is precisely identical
to the so-called annealed network approximation [61]. There, one substitutes Aij
by its expected value over an ensemble average of uncorrelated networks with
a given degree sequence {ki}, i = 1, ..., N . In other words, the original prob-
lem of a network defined by the adjacency matrix Aij is now mapped into fully
connected weighted network described by the adjacency matrix A˜ with
A˜ij =
kikj
N 〈k〉 . (33)
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Noteworthy, A˜ij is also the probability in the configuration model that nodes i
and j are connected [25]. Replacing Aij by A˜ij in Eq. 12 we get
θ˙i = ωi + λki
N∑
j=1
kj
N 〈k〉 sin(θj − θi). (34)
In order to decouple Eqs. 34, this formulation motivates the following definition
of the global order parameter:
reψ(t) =
1
N 〈k〉
N∑
j=1
kje
iθj(t), (35)
which is equivalent to the original definition for the MFA in Eq. 31 and leads
precisely to the same set of equations as in (32).
After this detour to show the equivalence of different treatments, let us return
to the analysis of Eq. 24 in the frequency approximation scheme. Applying the
MFA to rj and summing over i in both sides in Eq. 24 we obtain [57, 60, 62]
N∑
j=1
kj = λ
N∑
j=1
k2j
∫ 1
−1
g(xλrkj)
√
1− x2dx. (36)
Tending r → 0+ one finally gets λc within the MFA
λc = λ
KM
c
〈k〉
〈k2〉 . (37)
This equation is one of the most known results related to the dynamics of Ku-
ramoto oscillators in networks. It asserts that the value of the critical coupling
for the onset of synchronization in the fully connected graph is rescaled by the
ratio 〈k〉 /〈k2〉 of the first two moments of the degree distribution P (k). There-
fore, according to Eq. 37, the more heterogeneous the network, the weaker the
coupling strength required to synchronize its oscillators. This highlights the role
played by the hubs in network dynamics acting improving the overall collective
behavior. Furthermore, in contrast to λc predicted by the frequency approxima-
tion (Eq. 26), the mean-field scheme gives a finite λc for SF networks with γ > 3
in the thermodynamic limit N →∞, in agreement with simulations of sufficient
large networks [14, 29]. However, problems arise for more heterogeneous net-
works with 2 < γ < 3. In principle, one would expect partial synchronization
to emerge for any λ > 0, since
〈
k2
〉 → ∞ for this range of γ. However, as
extensive simulations show [14], that seems to be not the case even if the finite
number of nodes is taken into account in the estimation of λc using Eq. 37. More
specifically, for γ = 3, the second moment of the degree distribution scales with
the system size as
〈
k2
〉 ∼ lnN , leading to λc ∼ 1/ lnN [14, 61, 63]. Although
a very high number of oscillators is indeed a limiting factor, simulations with
reasonably large networks already present discrepancies with this estimative of
λc. As previously mentioned, evidences show that in fact λc for SF networks
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with 2 ≤ γ ≤ 3 seems to converge to a constant value as the system size N
is increased, in striking contrast with the prediction of the MFA. Therefore,
the question left is what is the source of the disagreement between the result
predicted in Eq. 37 and the results observed in simulations. Much has been
conjectured about this puzzle [14, 47, 61, 63] but the problem remains open.
Nevertheless, despite the inconsistency in determining λc in the limit of large
N , further developments can be made using the MFA. Similarly as before, one
can expand g(xλrkj) ≈ g(0) + 12g′′(0)(xλrkj)2 to get
r2 =
(
η2
c(λKMc )
2
)(
λ
λc
− 1
)(
λ
λc
)−3
, (38)
where
η2 =
〈
k2
〉3
〈k4〉 〈k〉2 , (39)
which holds once
〈
k4
〉
remains finite [57].
The mean-field result for λc (Eq. 37) was firstly obtained by Ichinomiya [60]
using the continuum limit of Eqs. 12. Similarly as considered in the original
approach of Kuramoto, in the limit N → ∞, the population of oscillators can
be described by the density ρ(θ, t|ω, k) of oscillators that have phase θ at time
t for a given frequency ω and degree k. It is further assumed that, for a given
ω and k, ρ(θ, t|ω, k) is normalized as∫ 2pi
0
ρ(θ, t|ω, k)dθ = 1. (40)
Considering an uncorrelated network with a given degree distribution P (k), the
probability that a randomly selected edge has at its end a node with phase θ at
time t for a given degree k and frequency ω is given by
kP (k)
〈k〉 g(ω)ρ(θ, t|ω, k). (41)
The equations for the phases evolution in the continuum limit are then obtained
by replacing the sum by the average using Eq. 41 in the right-hand side of Eq. 12,
i.e. [60]
θ˙ = ω +
λk
〈k〉
∫
dω′
∫
dk′
∫
dθ′g(ω′)P (k′)k′ρ(θ′, t|ω′, k′) sin(θ′ − θ), (42)
where now the network dynamics is described by the average phases θ(t). In
order to decouple Eqs. 42 one can define the global order parameter as
reiψ(t) =
1
〈k〉
∫
dω
∫
dk
∫
dθP (k)kg(ω)ρ(θ, t|ω, k)eiθ(t). (43)
Note that Eq. 43 is exactly the continuum limit version of the order parameter
introduced in the annealed network approximation (Eq. 35). Writing Eq. 43 in
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terms of the order parameter in the continuum limit, distribution ρ(θ, t|ω, k)
should then obey the continuity equation
∂ρ(θ, t|ω, k)
∂t
= − ∂
∂θ
{ρ(θ, t|ω, k) [ω + λkr sin(ψ − θ)]} , (44)
whose solutions in the stationary regime assuming ψ = 0, without loss of gen-
erality, are given by
ρ(θ|ω, k) =
{
δ
[
θ − arcsin ( ωλkr )] if |ω| ≤ λkr
C(ω,k)
|ω−λkr sin θ| otherwise,
, (45)
where C(ω, k) =
√
ω2 − (λkr)2/2pi and δ(·) is the Dirac delta function. The
first and second terms correspond to the density of synchronous and drifting os-
cillators, respectively. In particular, the latter corresponds to the distribution of
drifting oscillators in Eq. 20 formulated in terms of the phases θ(t). Substituting
Eq. 45 in Eq. 43 one gets [60]∫
dkP (k)k = λ
∫
dkP (k)k2
∫ 1
−1
dxg(xλrk)
√
1− x2, (46)
which tending r → 0+ leads to the same critical coupling obtained in Eq. 37.
The comparison of the aforementioned approximations with simulations is
shown in Fig. 2 by plotting r2 as a function of λ/λc for SF networks with differ-
ent γ. As we can see, the time-averaged approximation provides the best agree-
ment with the simulation results for all γ considered in Fig. 2. Furthermore,
the mean-field technique completely fails to determine the onset of synchroniza-
tion in networks with γ = 2 (Fig. 2(a)) and 2.5 (Fig. 2(b)), clearly showing
the limitations of such an approximation in highly heterogeneous networks. On
the other hand, for more homogeneous networks, as for γ = 4 (Fig. 2(d)), the
mean-field solution approaches the results provided by the frequency distribu-
tion approximation, which are in better agreement with the simulations.
So far we analyzed the onset of synchronization in networks in which the
oscillators are symmetrically coupled. A natural and interesting question would
then be how the network dynamics is affected by the introduction of asymmetric
interactions. Given an undirected network, one way to introduce asymmetry in
the couplings between the oscillators is to consider normalization factors in λij
in Eq. 11 that depend on local topological properties of node i. This scenario
was investigated in [64], as follows
θ˙i = ωi +
λ
k1−ηi
N∑
j=1
Aij sin(θj − θi). (47)
Rewriting the equations in terms of r in the MFA we get
θ˙i = ωi + λk
η
i r sin(ψ − θi). (48)
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Figure 2: Comparison of order parameter r2 obtained from simulations and theory for SF
networks with power-law exponent (a) γ = 2, (b) γ = 2.5, (c) γ = 3 and (d) γ = 4. In
all cases the degrees are bounded as 50 ≤ k ≤ 2000 [57]. TAT, FDA and MF stand for
time-average theory (Eq. 22), frequency distribution approximation (Eq. 24) and mean-field
(Eq. 38), respectively. Adapted with permission from [57]. Copyrighted by the American
Physical Society.
In SF networks the coupling λij = λ/k
1−η
i has the interesting property of tuning
the influence of hubs on the network dynamics. More specifically, depending on
the choice of η, the contribution of high degree nodes to the heterogeneous
mean-field can significantly change the onset of synchronization. By developing
an analogous self-consistent analysis within the MFA as in Eq. 36, the effect
of η on the network dynamics can be summarized by calculating the λc, which
assumes the following forms [64]
λc =

λKMc
〈k〉
〈k1+η〉 if γ > 3η + 2
λKMc
ζ(γ−1)
ζ(γ−η−1) if η + 2 < γ < 3η + 2
∼ N (η−γ+2)/(γ−1) if η + 1 < γ < η + 2,
(49)
where ζ is the Hurwitz zeta function. For η = 1 we recover the symmetric
coupling case for which the MFA predicts λc → 0 in the thermodynamic limit
for networks with 2 < γ < 3. For a general η, the regime in which λc is expected
to vanish is obtained for SF networks in the range η + 1 < γ < η + 2. On the
other hand, for γ > η + 2, λc remains finite as N → ∞. Note that η = 0 in
Eq. 49 completely removes the dependence of λc on the network topology, since
it leads to the coupling normalization λij = λ/ki as previously discussed.
One can further show that the nature of the phase synchronization transi-
tion crucially depends on the exponent η. More specifically, near the onset of
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synchronization, r ∼ (λ− λc)β , with β given by
β =

1
2 if γ > 3η + 2
η/(γ − 2− η) if η + 2 < γ < 3η + 2
η/(η − γ + 2) if η + 1 < γ < η + 2
(γ − 1)/(η − γ + 2) if γ < η + 1
. (50)
The result above generalizes the scaling of r for different exponents η. More
specifically, in the absence of a normalization factor (η = 1), the mean-field
transition with β = 1/2 is only obtained for SF networks with γ = 5. However,
by decreasing η, one obtains mean-field transitions with β = 1/2 for broader
degree distributions, a fact that shows how η acts on the network dynamics by
attenuating the effect of hubs.
2.2. Finite-size effects
We discussed the main early contributions to the theoretical analysis of the
Kuramoto model networks, including the approximations used to obtain the
dependence of the order parameter on the coupling strength and the related
critical exponents. However, the numerical determination of λc essentially re-
lies on simulations of networks that are inherently consisted of a finite number
of oscillators. Therefore, the effects of such a limitation should be considered
in the analysis. Furthermore, as we shall see, another important feature should
be considered for the correct estimation of the critical exponents of the phase
transition, namely the sample-to-sample fluctuations generated by different re-
alizations of random natural frequencies as well as randomness introduced by
fluctuations in the network topology.
We begin by first analyzing the scaling of the r in uncorrelated SF networks
following closely [65]. Considering that the natural frequencies are distributed
by a unimodal and even distribution g(ω), it is convenient to write the self-
consistent mean-field equation for r in the symbolic form r = R˜(λr), with
R˜(λr) ≡ 1
N
∑
|ωj |≤kjλr
kj
〈k〉
√
1−
(
ωj
kjλr
)2
(51)
In the limit N →∞, Eq. 51 should converge to
R(λr) ≡ lim
N→∞
R˜(λr) =
〈
R˜(λr)
〉
=
1
〈k〉
∫
dkP (k)ku(kλr), (52)
where u(y) =
∫ y
−y dωg(ω)
√
1− ω2/y2. It is also convenient to define [65]
uˆ(y) =
pi
2
g(0)y − u(y). (53)
Using Eq. 53 we can then rewrite R(λr) as
R(λr) = pi
〈
k2
〉
2 〈k〉 g(0)λr − Rˆ(λr), (54)
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where Rˆ(λr) = 1〈k〉
∫
dkP (k)kuˆ(kλr). For SF networks with γ > 5, 〈k4〉 remains
finite yielding Rˆ for small r:
Rˆ(λr) w c0
〈
k4
〉
〈k2〉 (λr)
3, (55)
where c0 = −pig′′(0)/16 is a positive constant. If 3 < γ < 5, Eq. 55 no longer
holds, since in this case the moment
〈
k4
〉
diverges. Using the definition of Rˆ(λr)
and supposing that P (k) = Ck−γ , we then obtain
Rˆ(λr) = 1〈k〉
∫ ∞
0
dkP (k)kuˆ(kλr) = c1(λr)
γ−2, (56)
where c1 = C 〈k〉−1
∫∞
0
dyy−γ+1uˆ(y).
Having calculated these quantities we are able to estimate the contributions
of sample-to-sample fluctuations in the FSS. Such fluctuations are quantified
by δR˜(λr) ≡ R˜(λr) − R(λr), which basically calculates the deviations of the
function R˜(λr) corresponding to a single realization from the ensemble average
R(λr) defined in Eq. 52. Futhermore, R˜(λr) can be seen as the mean value of
the random variable
ϑ(ω, k) =
k
〈k〉
√
1−
( ω
kλr
)2
Θ
(
1− |ω|
kλr
)
, (57)
where Θ(·) is the Heaviside function. In this way, using the central limit the-
orem, we expect δR˜(λr) to be Gaussian distributed with zero mean and with
the variance
〈(δR˜)2〉 = 1
N
(〈ϑ2〉 − 〈ϑ〉2) ≡ f(r)
N
. (58)
Similarly as before,
〈
ϑ2
〉
will remain finite for networks with γ > 4, hence f(r)
can be straightforwardly calculated for small r as [65]
f(r) w 〈ϑ2〉 w 4
〈
k3
〉
3 〈k〉2 g(0)λr, (59)
where the contribution of 〈ϑ〉 was neglected since 〈ϑ〉 ∼ r near λc. For networks
with 3 < γ < 4, one can evaluate the contribution analogously as performed in
Eq. 56 to obtain
f(r) w d1(λr)γ−3, (60)
where d1 = C 〈k〉−2
∫∞
0
dyy2−γ
∫ y
−y dωg(ω)(1−ω2/y2) is also a positive constant.
All the expansions near the onset of synchronization of the function r =
R˜(λr) can be summarized into the general form [65]
r =
λ
λc
r − c(λr)a + d(λr)b/2N−1/2ξ, (61)
where c and d are positive constants, λc = 2 〈k〉 /pig(0)
〈
k2
〉
, ξ a Gaussian
random variable with zero mean and unit variance, and a and b constants that
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Figure 1 shows the order parameter  at Jc against the
system size N on a log-log scale for three different values of
the degree exponent . The critical values of J are given by
Jc=1.862, 1.574, and 1.173 for =7.07, 4.48, and 3.75,
respectively. Data points at a given  fall nicely on a straight
line corresponding to the anticipated power-law behavior
JcN−/¯, and the slope shows very good agreement with
the predicted value for  / ¯ according to Eq. 26.
Figure 2 shows the scaling plots of the order parameter 
for various system sizes at three different values of . In each
case, the theoretically predicted values for the exponents as
given by Eq. 26 are used to compute the scaled values. The
data collapse is nearly perfect for =7.07 and 4.48, and sat-
isfactory for =3.75.
We have determined the values of  / ¯ and ¯ for a number
of other values of  following the above procedure. Figure 3
presents a summary of our results. Error bars are obtained
from uncertainties in the procedure. The two lines corre-
spond to our mean-field predictions. The agreement is gen-
erally good.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, we investigated the effect of fluctuations in
the frequency distribution on the entrainment transition of a
system of coupled random frequency oscillators. Self-
consistent equations for the global ordering field are derived
for any given oscillator population on a complex network.
Statistical properties of the solution to these equations in an
ensemble of such networks of oscillators are determined. The
analysis enables us to derive a finite-size scaling expression
for the entrainment order parameter. Comparison with nu-
merical integration of the dynamical equations on scale-free
networks shows that the mean-field description correctly
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FIG. 1. Color online Critical decay of the order parameter 
against system size N for =7.07,4.48,3.75, where
Jc=1.862 ,1.574 ,1.173, respectively. Lines are drawn with
slopes of − / ¯ given by the theoretical prediction Eq. 26.
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FIG. 2. Color online Scaling plot of  for N=800,1600, . . . ,12 800 with a =7.07, using  / ¯=1 /5 and
¯=5 /2, b =4.48, using  / ¯=0.25 and ¯=2.68, and c =3.75, using  / ¯=0.36 and ¯=3.67.
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Figure 3: Size dependence of the order parameter r for SF networks with γ = 7.07, 4.48 and
3.75. The lines r ∼ N−β/ν¯ are obtained using the exponents given in Eq. 62. Adapted with
permission from [65]. Copyrighted by the American Physical Society.
depend on γ. Finally, the scaling relation in Eq. 14 can be used to identify (β, ν¯)
for uncorrelated SF networks [52, 65]
(β, ν¯) =

1
2 ,
5
2 , γ > 5;
1
γ−3 ,
2γ−5
γ−3 , 4 < γ < 5;
1
γ−3 ,
γ−1
γ−3 , 3 < γ < 4.
(62)
Figure 3 shows the sc ling of r n N at λc estimated by the mean-field method
together with the expected behavior r ∼ N−β/ν¯ using the exponents given by
Eq. 62.
It is important to remark that Lee [62] provided the first estimation for
the critical exponents associated to the size dependence in SF networks using
a different approach, namely by analyzing the size of the largest synchronous
component. However, the results in [62] only agree with those in Eq. 62 in the
prediction of β for networks with with γ > 5. The source of the discrepancy
between these two results is precisely the consideration of sample-to-sample
fluctuations. Interestingly, not only in complex topologies the critical exponents
have their values corrected, but also well-known results on the model in the
fully connected graph had their estimations revisited by the inclusion of such
fluctuations. Specifically, the exponent ν¯ no longer assumes the usual mean-field
estimation ν¯ = 2 [51, 66] in the globally coupled system submitted to quenched
randomness in the frequencies, but rather ν¯ = 5/2 if the averages over different
realizations are taken into account [53, 54, 65] . The same effect is also observed
in SW networks. In Sec. 2.1 we saw that such structures were firstly reported
to have the same scaling as the fully connected graph, i.e., (β, ν¯) = (1/2, 2) [48].
Nevertheless, the statement that the synchronization phase transitions in the
fully connected graph and in SW networks have the same critical exponents
still holds, as recent studies showed that the dependence on the system size in
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the latter is, in fact, better described by exponents (β, ν¯) = (1/2, 5/2) [54], in
agreement with the revisited calculation for the fully connected graph [52, 53].
Noteworthy, as it will be discussed in Sec. 6, in the presence of noise, the order
parameter is shown to exhibit the usual mean-field scaling characterized by
(β, ν¯) = (1/2, 2) [67].
Sample-to-sample fluctuations arise in the dynamics of globally coupled oscil-
lators due to the random disorder introduced by the different frequency assign-
ments between realizations. If the oscillators are now coupled through a network
another source of disorder is included, i.e., the randomness associated to the dif-
ferent link configuration (or also “link-disorder fluctuations”) [68]. Thus, given
the fluctuations induced by frequency and link assignments, one should study
the isolated effect of each kind of quenched disorder to the scaling with the
system size. In order to only analyze the influence of link-disorder, the sequence
of natural frequencies {ωi} (i = 1, ..., N) can be deterministically assigned ac-
cording to [68]
i− 0.5
N
=
∫ ωi
−∞
g(ω)dω, (63)
which removes the disorder due to frequencies, since then {ωi} is uniquely set
over different realizations. Considering the particular case of ER networks, one
can show by using the procedure in [65] that for λ → λc, r is given by the
following self-consistent equation
r =
λ
λc
r − c(λr)3 + d(λr)1/2N−1/2ξ, (64)
where in this case c = −[pig′′(0) 〈k4〉 /16 〈k〉], d = √[4g(0) 〈k3〉 /3 〈k2〉] and ξ is
a Gaussian random variable with zero mean and unity variance, similarly as in
Eq. 61. Hence, Eq. 64 is used to determine the scaling of r [68]:
r = N−1/5F [(λ− λc)N2/5], (65)
leading to (β, ν¯) = (1/2, 5/2). Interestingly, the scaling induced by link-disorder
is precisely the same as induced by quenched frequency disorder in the fully
connected graph. Furthermore, if one relaxes the condition imposed by Eq. 63
and randomly distribute the frequencies according to g(ω), the result (β, ν¯) =
(1/2, 5/2) is again obtained [68]. This suggests that the scaling is dominated by
the fluctuations in the network connectivity, regardless of the frequency disorder.
Note that this independence of the scaling on the frequency disorder is not
observed in the fully connected graph, where ν¯ is reduced to ν¯ = 5/4 in case
the frequencies are regularly distributed as in Eq. 63 [69]
The next is step is then verifying how the synchronization phase transition
changes if the link-disorder is removed, while keeping the fluctuations in the
frequency. More specifically, in this case, the connections between oscillators
are kept constant over different realizations of the network dynamics (networks
whose adjacency matrices are fixed over time or over different realizations are
also referred as quenched networks [70, 71]). At first, one could expect that the
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phase transition remains unchanged except from a shift in the coupling strength.
However, the scaling of r can significantly change whether the networks are
quenched or annealed [70]. In order to illustrate this phenomenon, let us consider
ER networks with uniform natural frequency distribution given by
g(ω) =
{
1
2 , if |ω| ≤ 
0 otherwise.
(66)
Substituting Eq. 66 into Eq. 36 we obtain
r =
piλr
4 〈k〉
[〈
k2
〉− ∫
k>/λr
dkP (k)k2f
( 
kλr
)]
, (67)
where
f(x) = 1− 2
pi
[
arcsinx+ x
√
1− x2
]
. (68)
Using mean-field analysis one can straightforwardly show that the onset of syn-
chronization is characterized by λc =
4〈k〉
pi〈k2〉 . Furthermore, for λ & λc we have
λ
λc
− 1 ≈ 1〈k2〉
∫
k>/λr
dkP (k)k2f
(

kλcr
)
. (69)
For small values of r, only high degree nodes are taken into account in the
integral above. However, for ER networks, P (k) = 〈k〉k e−〈k〉/k! decays expo-
nentially fast in a way that only degrees k & /(λcr) effectively contribute to
the integral in Eq. 69. Hence, expanding f(x) for x . 1, we obtain
λ
λc
− 1 ∼ 1〈k2〉
√

λcr
P
(

λcr
)
, (70)
which yields the following logarithmic scaling
r ≈ 
λc
∣∣∣∣ln(λ− λcλc
)∣∣∣∣−1 . (71)
Although the scaling in Eq. 71 leads to an abrupt logarithmic increase
of r, the mean-field approach predicts that the transition to the synchronous
state in ER networks with uniform frequency distributions is still continuous.
Figure 4(a) shows the dependence of r on λ for various N in annealed ER net-
works. We see a good agreement with the logarithm scaling predicted by the
MFA. On the other hand, as shown in Figure 4(b), the phase transition assumes
the usual mean-field behavior characterized by the exponents (β, ν¯) = (1/2, 5/2),
as in other topologies previously discussed in this section. Therefore, besides
having the value of λc shifted (see Fig. 4), the nature of the synchronization
phase transition and, consequently, its dependence on N are also drastically
changed if the network structure is quenched, regardless of g(ω). This phe-
nomenon can be explained by comparing the effective frequencies 〈θ˙i〉t, in an-
nealed and quenched topologies. Precisely, in annealed networks, the effective
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We measure the phase synchronization order parameter in
the steady state, defined as [18]
 = 1
N
∣∣∣∣ N∑
j=1
eiφj
∣∣∣∣, (21)
which can be rewritten in the annealed MF theory as [8]
 = 1
N
N∑
j=1
√
1−
(
ωj
kjJH
)2

(
1− |ωj |
kjJH
)
. (22)
Comparing Eq. (21) to the global field H in Eq. (6), it is
easy to see that  is proportional to H for small H . In the
annealed network, one can easily derive the relation as  ≈
pi
2 g(0)〈k〉JcH for smallH from Eq. (22). Therefore, the scaling
behavior should be identical for  and H near the continuous
transition, and the discontinuity inH , if any, should also appear
in .
First, we take a uniform frequency distribution with b =
1/2 in Eq. (12). Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show the behavior of the
order parameter  as a function of the coupling strength J for
the annealed ER network and the quenched one, respectively.
For the annealed networks, a very steep increase of the order
parameter is found for large N near the exact Jc = 2/(5pi ) ≈
0.1273, which is consistent with the logarithmic scaling in
Eq. (18). In fact, by solving Eq. (14) for H in the N = ∞
limit and evaluating  of Eq. (22), a dashed curve is drawn in
Fig. 1(a) which serves well as the asymptotic limit.
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FIG. 1. (Color online) The order parameter  vs J for the
uniform frequency distribution with b = 1/2 in (a) the annealed
ER networks and (b) the quenched ER networks with various sizes
N . The dashed curve in (a) indicates the logarithmic scaling near
Jc = 2/(5pi ) ≈ 0.1273 predicted by the annealed MF theory in the
N = ∞ limit. The inset of (b) shows the collapse of all finite-size
data on the scaling curve f (x) with β/ν¯ = 1/5 and ν¯ = 5/2 with
Jc = 0.165(5), as in Eq. (24).
In contrast, for the quenched networks in Fig. 1(b), the order
parameter increases rather smoothly near Jc ≈ 0.165(5). To
investigate the transition nature more precisely, we utilize the
standard finite-size-scaling (FSS) theory as
Nβ/ν¯ = f (	N1/ν¯), (23)
where the scaling function f (x) is given by
f (x) ∼
x
β, x  0,
const, x = 0,
(−x)−(ν¯/2−β), x  0,
(24)
with the order parameter exponent β and the FSS exponent ν¯.
This scaling behavior yields  ∼ 	β for 	 > 0 in the limit of
large N ,  ∼ N−β/ν¯ at 	 = 0, and  ∼ N−1/2 for 	 < 0 for
large N . The inset of Fig. 1(b) shows an excellent agreement
with the FSS with
β = 1/2, ν¯ = 5/2. (25)
This indicates that the synchronization transition belongs to
the ordinary MF universality class with β = 1/2. Moreover,
the FSS exponent value of ν¯ = 5/2 agrees with the analytic
result of the CG case with a unimodal distribution with
frequency fluctuations [22,23]. Thus, quite surprisingly, for
the uniform distribution, the synchronization transition nature
changes from a discontinuous to a logarithmic and, finally,
to the ordinary MF continuous transition, as the underlying
network topology changes from the CG to the annealed
and, finally, to the quenched ER networks. We have also
performed the numerical integrations in the quenched regular
random network with k0 = 4 and found the same ordinary MF
transition (not shown here). This implies that all distinctive
features in the transition nature are washed away when the
quenched disorder in connectivity is introduced.
Similar to the uniform distribution, we have performed the
numerical integrations for the Gaussian (unimodal) frequency
distribution with σ = 1 and the double Gaussian (bimodal) one
with σ = 1 and ω0 = 1.2, both in the annealed ER network
and in the quenched network. As expected, Figs. 2(a) and
2(b) show that the case with the unimodal distribution exhibits
the ordinary MF continuous transition in both networks [11].
Also, Fig. 2(c) confirms the discontinuous transition predicted
by the annealed MF theory. However, surprisingly, again, the
case with the bimodal distribution exhibits the simple MF
transition with β = 1/2 and ν¯ = 5/2 in the quenched network,
as seen in Fig. 2(d). Moreover, there is no indication of the
presence of any dynamic phase including the standing wave
phase. Hence, the quenched disorder fluctuations in network
connectivity seem to wipe out all interesting features found
in the CG and drives all synchronization transitions into the
ordinary MF universality class. We also examined the extreme
bimodal case with only two symmetric frequencies allowed,
i.e., g(ω) = [δ(ω − ω0)+ δ(ω + ω0)]/2, and found the same
ordinary MF synchronization transition in the quenched ER
networks (not shown here).
Summarizing our numerical results, the ordinary MF
synchronization transition with β = 1/2 and ν¯ = 5/2 is found
in the quenched ER and regular networks, regardless of the
intrinsic frequency distribution function g(ω). This is quite
remarkable because the transition nature crucially depends
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transition, and the discontinuity inH , if any, should also appear
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First, we take a uniform frequency distribution with b =
1/2 in Eq. (12). Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show the behavior of the
order parameter  as a function of the coupling strength J for
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parameter is found for large N near the exact Jc = 2/(5pi ) ≈
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uniform frequency distribution with b = 1/2 in (a) the annealed
ER networks and (b) the quenched ER networks with various sizes
N . The dashed curve in (a) indicates the logarithmic scaling near
Jc = 2/(5pi ) ≈ 0.1273 predicted by the annealed MF theory in the
N = ∞ limit. The inset of (b) shows the collapse of all finite-size
data on the scaling curve f (x) with β/ν¯ = 1/5 and ν¯ = 5/2 with
Jc = 0.165(5), as in Eq. (24).
In contrast, for the quenched networks in Fig. 1(b), the order
parameter increases rather smoothly near Jc ≈ 0.165(5). To
investigate the transition nature more precisely, we utilize the
standard finite-size-scaling (FSS) theory as
Nβ/ν¯ = f (	N1/ν¯), (23)
where the scaling function f (x) is given by
f (x) ∼
x
β, x  0,
const, x = 0,
(−x)−(ν¯/2−β), x  0,
(24)
with the order parameter exponent β and the FSS exponent ν¯.
This scaling behavior yields  ∼ 	β for 	 > 0 in the limit of
large N ,  ∼ N−β/ν¯ at 	 = 0, and  ∼ N−1/2 for 	 < 0 for
large N . The inset of Fig. 1(b) shows an excellent agreement
with the FSS with
β = 1/2, ν¯ = 5/2. (25)
This indicates that the synchronization transition belongs to
the ordinary MF universality class with β = 1/2. Moreover,
the FSS exponent value of ν¯ = 5/2 agrees with the analytic
result of the CG case with a unimodal distribution with
frequency fluctuations [22,23]. Thus, quite surprisingly, for
the uniform distribution, the synchronization transition nature
changes from a discontinuous to a logarithmic and, finally,
to the ordinary MF continuous transition, as the underlying
network topology changes from the CG to the annealed
and, finally, to the quenched ER networks. We have also
performed the numerical integrations in the quenched regular
r dom netw rk with k0 = 4 and found the same ordinary MF
transition (n t shown here). This implies that all distinctive
features in the transition nature are washed away when the
quenched disorder in connectivity is introduced.
Similar to the uniform distribution, we have performed the
numerical integrations for the Gaussian (unimodal) frequency
distribution with σ = 1 and the double Gaussian (bimodal) one
with σ = 1 and ω0 = 1.2, both in the annealed ER network
and in the quenched network. As expected, Figs. 2(a) and
2(b) show that the case with the unimodal distribution exhibits
the ordinary MF continuous transition in both networks [11].
Also, Fig. 2(c) confirms the discontinuous transition predicted
by the annealed MF theory. However, surprisingly, again, the
case ith the bimodal distribution exhibits the simple MF
transition with β = 1/2 and ν¯ = 5/2 in the quenched network,
as seen in Fig. 2(d). Moreover, there is no indication of the
presence of any dynamic phase including the standing wave
phase. Hence, the quenched disorder fluctuations in network
conn ctivity seem to wipe out all interesting features found
in the CG and drives all synchronization transitions into the
ordinary MF univer ality class. We also examined the extreme
imodal case with only two symmetric frequencies allowed,
i.e., g(ω) = [δ(ω − ω0)+ δ(ω + ω0)]/2, and found the same
ordinary MF synchronization transition in the quenched ER
networks (not shown here).
Summarizing our numerical results, the ordinary MF
synchronization transition with β = 1/2 and ν¯ = 5/2 is found
in the quenched ER and regular networks, regardless of the
intrinsic frequency distribution function g(ω). This is quite
remarkable because the transition nature crucially depends
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Figure 4: Order parameter r as a function of coupling λ for (a) annealed and (b) quenched ER
networks with 〈k〉 = 4 for different system sizes N . In panel (a) different network realizations
are considered, yielding a good agreement with the the logarithm scaling in Eq. 71. A different
scaling with is obtained for the quenched network, as depicted in the inset in panel (b).
Adapted with permission from [70]. Copyrighted by the American Phy ical Society.
frequencies are shown to converge in the incoherent state to the natu al frequen-
cies ωi, whereas the distribution of 〈θ˙i〉t tends to a δ f λc. Curio sly, this effect
seems to not be present in quenched networks [70], where in the synchronous
state the distribution of 〈θ˙i〉t significantly differs from the original frequency
distribution g(ω) in both incoherent and sy chronous state, leading in this way
to deviations in the prediction by the mean-field calculation [70].
2.3. Relaxation dynamics
Most of the studies on network synchronization focus on effects of network
topology on the dynamics in the stationary regime. However, the question of
how fast the network converges to the equilibrium state is equally important.
Instead of asking about the necessary coupling strength required to synchronize
the oscillators, the question could be, given certain conditions, how long does
a given network take to reach the synchronized state or fall into incoherence.
In real applications, important questions would then be which kind of network
topology promotes the fastest time scale to reach synchronization or, given that
coherent motion is already attained, how robust such a state is against pertur-
bations quantified in terms of the time required to return to the synchronized
state.
2.3.1. Small-world networks
In [72] the relaxation time τr of SW networks made up of identical oscillators
subjected to coupling λij = λ/ki in Eq. 11 was thoroughly investigated by
numerically calculating τr, i.e. the time needed for the network to reach the
stationary state. Specifically, considering the distance
d(t) = max
i,j
dist (θi(t), θj(t)), (72)
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Figure 5: Relaxation time measured by Eq. 73 for SW networks ensembles with (a) fixed
average degree 〈k〉 = 4 and (b) with fixed average shortest path length ` = 4. Inset of panel
(a) depicts the distance d (Eq. 72) over time. Solid line is calculated using Eq. 76 Adapted
from [72]
.
if the network is connected and formed by a single giant component, τr is derived
through [72]
d(t) ∼ exp(−t/τr). (73)
Fixing N and 〈k〉 one clearly sees the effect of increasing the heterogeneity on τr
in Fig. 5(a). Similar results were also obtained in [48, 73]. However, a surprising
effect emerges if the average shortest path length ` (see Appendix A) is fixed.
Figure 5(b) shows the dependence of τr on the rewiring probability p of networks
constructed with varying 〈k(p)〉 so that ` remains unchanged throughout the
whole range of p. Unexpectedly, besides having a non-monotonic dependence
on p, the peak in the time needed to the networks synchronize all its oscillators is
precisely in the SW regime. Therefore, in terms of τr, the inclusion of shortcuts
ends up by delaying the onset of synchronization, a non-intuitive effect given
the fact that SW networks are able to synchronize at lower coupling strengths
in comparison to regular structures [14, 48, 74]. These results were verified
to hold not only for networks of Kuramoto oscillators, but also for chaotic and
pulse-coupled systems [72, 75]. Further insights can be gained by linearizing
Eq. 11 for ωi = ω ∀i around the synchronized state θ1(t) = · · · = θN = θ(t) to
obtain the evolution for the phase perturbations φi(t) = θi(t)− θ(t):
φ˙i =
N∑
j=1
Lijφj , (74)
where Lij are the elements of the weighted Laplacian L defined as
Lij = λ
ki
(1− δij)− λδij , (75)
where δij is the Kronecker delta. Near the invariant trajectory, the second
smallest eigenvalue σ2 of L dominates the asymptotic decay leading to [72, 75]
τr = − 1Re σ2 . (76)
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This equation can be used together with the results for the spectra of SW
networks [76, 77] in order to analytically determine τr, as shown in Fig. 5(b).
2.3.2. Scale-free networks
Analytical progress on the temporal behavior of r is impracticable with the
approaches presented in Sec. 2.1, since in this case the dynamics in the station-
ary regime is targeted. However, thanks to the theory introduced by Ott and
Antonsen (OA) [32, 33] one can assess the full relaxation dynamics by reducing
the system’s dimension to a smaller set of differential equations that describes
the temporal evolution of r. To describe the potential of the theory in [32, 33],
consider an uncorrelated network whose node dynamics is described by Eqs. 42
in the continuum limit. Expanding the time-dependent density of the oscillators
ρ(θ, t|ω, k) in a Fourier series in θ we have
ρ(θ, t|ω, k) = 1
2pi
{
1 +
[ ∞∑
n=1
ρˆn(ω, k, t)e
inθ + (c.c)
]}
, (77)
where c.c. stands for the complex conjugate. The core of the OA theory is the
ansatz [32, 33]
ρˆn(ω, k, t) = [ρˆ(ω, k, t)]
n
. (78)
Substituting Eq. 77 into Eq. 44 we get
∂ρˆ
∂t
+ iωρˆ+
λk
2
(zρˆ2 − z∗) = 0 (79)
Furthermore, substituting Eq. 77 into Eq. 43 we obtain the evolution of z = reiψ
z(t) =
1
〈k〉
∫
dkP (k)k
∫
dωg(ω)ρˆ∗(ω, k, t). (80)
In the stationary regime ∂ρˆ/∂t = 0, Eq. 79 admits the solutions
ρˆ0(ω, k) =
−
iω
λkr +
√
1− ( ωλkr )2, |ω| ≤ λkr
− iωλkr
[
1−
√
1− (λkrω )2 ] otherwise, (81)
which if substituted into Eq. 80 and considering a symmetric g(ω) recovers
Eq. 46.
In order to estimate τr, we consider small perturbations around the station-
ary state in Eq. 81 [78]:
z(t) = z0 + δz(t),
ρˆ(t) = ρˆ0(ω, k) + δρˆ(ω, k, t), (82)
where z0 = z(t = 0) and δz(t = 0)  z0. Substituting Eq. 82 into Eq. 79
and 80, and ignoring second order terms we obtain the evolution equation for
δρˆ:
δ ˙ˆρ+ iωδρˆ+
λk
2
(2z0ρˆ0δρˆ+ ρˆ
2
0δz − δz∗) = 0, (83)
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which, analogously to Eq. 79, needs to be solved with
δz(t) =
1
〈k〉
∫
dkP (k)k
∫
dωg(ω)δρˆ∗(ω, k, t). (84)
Taking the Laplace transform and integrating both sides of Eq. 83 one ob-
tains [78]
δρˆ(s, ω, k) =
δρˆ(t = 0) + λk2 (δz
∗(s)− ρˆ20δz(s))
s+ iω + λkz0ρˆ0
. (85)
Substituting Eq. 85 into Eq. 84 gives [78]
δz(s) =
B(s)
1− λ〈k〉
∫
dkP (k)k2J(s, k)
, (86)
where
B(s) =
1
〈k〉
∫
dkP (k)k2
∫
dω
g(ω)δρˆ(ω, k, t=0)
s+iω+λkrρˆ0
, (87)
J(s, k) =
1
2
∫ ∞
−∞
dω
g(ω)[1− ρˆ20(ω, k)]
s+ iω + λkrρˆ0(ω, k)
. (88)
Therefore, with Eqs. 86-88 one is able to assess the relaxation dynamics of
any uncorrelated network. However, in order to do so, two regimes should be
considered separately, namely λ < λc and λ > λc. (i) In the incoherent regime
(λ < λc) we have that r = 0, making J in Eq. 88 to be independent of k. In
this way, the poles of Eq. 86 are simply given by [78]
〈k2〉J(s)
〈k〉 =
1
λ
. (89)
Considering the particular case of a Lorentzian g(ω) = [pi(ω2 + 1)]−1, Eq. 89
yields 〈
k2
〉
2 〈k〉 (1 + s) =
1
λ
, (90)
which written in terms of the critical coupling λc = 2〈k〉/pig(0)〈k2〉 is
s0 = −λc − λ
λc
(91)
Taking the inverse Laplace transform of Eq. 86 we obtain
δz(t) ∼ exp(−t/τr), (92)
where τr = −s−10 . Therefore, the relaxation time is then given by
τr =
λ
λ− λc . (93)
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Table 1: Dependence of the order parameter r, relaxation rate τ−1r and susceptibility χ on
the coupling λ near the onset of synchronization at zero field a = 0, and as a function of the
field amplitude a at λ = λc for networks with P (k) ∼ k−γ . From [78].
Coupling r τ−1r χ
γ > 5
λ < λc 0 1− λλc 12
(
1− λλc
)−1
λ > λc
(
λ
λc
− 1
)1/2
2
(
λ
λc
− 1
)
1
4
(
λ
λc
− 1
)−1
λ = λc ∝ a1/3 ∝ a2/3 ∝ a−2/3
3 < γ ≤5
λ < λc 0 1− λλc 12
(
λ
λc
− 1
)−1
λ > λc
(
λ
λc
− 1
)1/(γ−3)
∝
(
λ
λc
− 1
)
1
2(γ−3)
(
λ
λc
− 1
)−1
λ = λc ∝ a1/(γ−2) ∝ a(γ−3)/(γ−2) ∝ a−(γ−3)/(γ−2)
The result above is valid for any uncorrelated network that has a finite second
moment
〈
k2
〉
, which is the case of SF networks with γ > 3. Note that the
relaxation time τr tends to infinity as λ→ λc.
ii) For λ > λc, Eq. 88 is no longer independent of k, since r > 0, and
particular effects of the degree distribution should be evidenced in the estimation
of τr. In this case, and again for g(ω) = [pi(ω2 + 1)]−1, one can show that [78]
J(s, k) =
√
1 + (λkr)2 − 1
(λkr)2[
√
1 + (λkr)2 + s]
, (94)
where the poles of Eq. 86 are now calculated by
1
〈k〉λ2r2
∫
dkP (k)
√
1 + (λkr)2 − 1√
1 + (λkr)2 + s
=
1
λ
. (95)
Considering SF networks with γ > 5, so that the fourth moment 〈k4〉 is finite,
and expanding Eq. 95 near the onset of synchronization yields
τr = − 1
s0
' 2〈k
2〉
〈k4〉λ2r2 =
λc
2(λ− λc) , (96)
which has the same form as encountered in the fully connected graph [78, 79].
Interestingly, it can be further shown that networks with 3 < γ < 5 have the
similar dependence τ ∼ (λ− λc)−1 for τr [78].
Another interesting case is when the model is under the influence of an exter-
nal field acting on the oscillators’ phases. This scenario is particular appealing
for the study of relaxation dynamics of phase oscillators, since many insights
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can be gained from known results relating the relaxation rate and susceptibility
in the statistical mechanics of magnetic systems [80]. The phase evolution in
the presence of a uniform local field can be formulated as
θ˙i = ωi + λ
N∑
j=1
Aij sin(θj − θi)− a sin θi, (97)
The model in 97 was firstly studied by Shinomoto and Kuramoto [81] and is
relevant in the modeling of excitable systems and Josephson junctions [4]. For
this reason, constant a can be referred as the amplitude of a periodic force [81–
84] or the excitation threshold of the model [85–87] (see Sec. 6 for investigations
of this model in the presence of stochastic fluctuations). In the same way that
in magnetic systems the response to changes in the magnetic field can be quan-
tified by the magnetic susceptibility, it it possible to define the correspondent
susceptibility χ of the order parameter r with respect to small variations of a
as [78, 79]
χ =
dr(a)
da
. (98)
Similar definitions for the susceptibility as in Eq. 98 can be found in classical
XY models [80]. By using the same mean-field treatment used to derive the
relaxation time, in [78] it was shown that χ and τr are also related in SF net-
works, exhibiting the same universality class as in the Ising model. The effects
of network heterogeneity on the scaling near the onset of synchronization of the
variables r, τr and χ are summarized in Table 1.
2.4. Further approaches
As we shall see throughout the text, great part of the investigations of the
Kuramoto model in networks has been concentrated in uncovering local or global
synchronization properties as a function, e.g., of the coupling strength or other
parameters of interest. There are, however, some very interesting works that
address these and other issues through different perspectives. It is thus worth
discussing briefly some of these approaches.
Instead of asking how strong should be the coupling strength between the
oscillators in order to achieve synchronization, one could formulate the prob-
lem in a different way by asking what are the necessary conditions that must
be satisfied for a given network to exhibit partial or global synchronization.
This kind of approach is actually usually explored in the context of the MSF
formalism whereby precise conditions, which depend on the dynamics under
consideration and on the network structure, are obtained for the stability of
the completely synchronized state. On the other hand, conditions such as these
are rarely addressed when studying Kuramoto oscillators in networks. Seeking
to fill this gap, Mori and Odagaki [88, 89] carried out an interesting analysis
through which necessary conditions for frequency synchronization were derived.
The analysis in [88] is based on the concept of surface area of sets of nodes in a
network. More specifically, given a set of cN connected nodes, where 0 < c < 1,
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= 2minS
cN
√
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Figure 6: (a) Illustration of the definition of surface are. Given cN (0 < cN < 1) randomly
chosen nodes, the surface of the set {cN} is defined as the set of links connecting nodes
inside {cN} with those outside of {cN}. The links belonging to the surface of {cN} are
depicted in red. Minimum surface area Smin of (b) one-dimensional lattice (Smin = 2), (c)
two-dimensional lattice (Smin = 22
√
cN), (d) SW network (Smin ∼ cNkp) and (e) Sierpinski
gasket (Smin = 4).
the surface area S({cN}) is defined as the number of links that connect nodes
belonging to the set {cN} with the rest of the nodes outside {cN}. This concept
is illustrated in Fig. 6(a). Provided that the frequency distribution g(ω) has a
finite variance, Mori derived that a necessary condition for a network to sustain
complete synchronization is given by [88]
lim
N→∞
S({cN})√
N
> 0 for any set {cN}. (99)
Therefore, according to the above condition, if the minimum possible surface
area Smin grows more rapidly with the system size than
√
N then the fully
synchronized state is achievable. Figure 6 shows examples of applications of
condition (99). In the one-dimensional lattice (Fig. 6(b)), Smin = 2 for any set
{cN} meaning that complete synchronization is not supported in this topology.
On the other hand, the two-dimensional lattice (Fig. 6(c)) reaches the fully syn-
chronized state, since Smin = 22
√
N . For the SW network (Fig. 6(d)), Smin can
be approximate as the balance between ingoing and outgoing rewired links re-
lated to a set of cN connected nodes, i.e. S({cN}) = cNkp(1−c)+(1−c)Nkpc =
2c(1− c)Nkp. For small c, Smin ∼ cNkp, which satisfies condition (99), imply-
ing that complete synchronization is attainable in SW networks. Furthermore, a
similar condition as in Eq. 99 can be derived for partial synchronization. Inter-
estingly, in this case one can show that the Sierpinski gasket network (Fig. 6(e))
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does not support neither complete nor partial synchronization [88].
The necessary conditions obtained in [88] consist in an alternative and inter-
esting approach to assess how particular topological structures can affect net-
work synchronization. However, it remains to be shown whether such conditions
are necessary and sufficient to assure that complete or partial synchronization
are attainable. Furthermore, it would be interesting to relate these findings with
the recently observed phenomenon of erosion of synchronization, which consists
in the loss of perfect synchronization due to coupling frustration [90, 91].
Finally, we remark that necessary conditions for the stability of the phase-
locked state were recently derived in terms of the Coates graph of the Jacobian
matrix [92, 93].
3. First-order Kuramoto model on different types of networks
Great part of the works developed on synchronization of Kuramoto oscilla-
tors in the past few years has aimed at understanding of how the heterogeneity
in the connectivity pattern impacts on the overall network dynamics with the
hope that it would bring insights into the dynamics of real systems as well.
Early studies focused mainly on the influence of random connections, inclu-
sion of shortcuts, and presence of highly connected nodes (hubs), which are
properties of traditional random network models. However, these topological
properties do not reflect main structures observed in real-world networks. It is
important to emphasize that most of analytical approaches are based on MFAs
that are only valid for uncorrelated networks in the limit of large populations of
oscillators and sufficiently high average degree. Obviously this imposes a con-
straint to the thorough comprehension of synchronization of real networks, since
they are finite and often exhibit sparsity, degree-degree correlations, presence
of loops, community structure, and other properties that make the mean-field
calculations no longer valid [25, 94, 95]. While there is still an ongoing ef-
fort to generalize MFAs for more sophisticated topologies [96], many numerical
studies have extensively investigated synchronization of Kuramoto oscillators in
networks with properties observed in real structures. In this section we will dis-
cuss these results. Noteworthy, the analysis of the Kuramoto model in modular
networks is often closely related to the development of methods of community
detection. Here we also discuss some of the main approaches on this regard.
3.1. Networks with non-vanishing transitivity
One of the simplest topological properties of real-world networks that tradi-
tional random models fail to reproduce in the limit of large networks is transitiv-
ity (or clustering) [25], which indicates the probability that two neighbours of a
common node are also connected with each other, forming a triangle (or a cycle
of order three) [25, 97]. The occurrence of triangles in the network topology
can be quantified either locally or globally. The latter is expressed in terms of
the transitivity T (or global clustering coefficient) defined as [12, 25] (see also
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Appendix)
T = 3× (number of triangles in the network)
(number of connected triples)
=
3N4
N3
, (100)
where
N4 =
1
3
∑
i,j,k
AijAjkAki and N3 =
∑
i,j,k
AkiAkj . (101)
Similarly, the local clustering coefficient cci of node i is expressed as [12, 25]
cci =
1
ki(ki − 1)
N∑
j,k=1
AijAjkAki. (102)
Alternatively, the global clustering of a network can be calculated by the re-
spective average over all nodes 〈cci〉 = N−1
∑N
i=1 cci. For N → ∞, it can be
shown that networks constructed via the configuration model [97, 98] have lo-
cally a tree-like structure, i.e., networks in which T → 0 [25]. On the other
hand, real-world networks have strongly clustered structures [25, 74, 99].
McGraw and Menzinger [100–102] investigated synchronization of Kuramoto
oscillators in networks with non-vanishing clustering coefficients. In order to pre-
cisely compare the coherence of clustered networks with that of non-clustered
networks, the authors adopted the stochastic rewiring algorithm proposed by
Kim [103]. It consists of randomly selecting two edges and rewiring the con-
nection of the associated nodes, accepting the new configuration in case the
number of triangles in the network is increased. This procedure is then succes-
sively repeated until the desired transitivity is reached. The key feature of this
process is that the degree sequence and consequently the degree distribution of
the original network remain unchanged [103]. By applying this methodology
to compare clustered with non-clustered networks, it was found that the co-
herence between oscillators is generally suppressed if the number of triangles is
increased, regardless of whether the network topology is ER random or SF [100–
102]. Yet, clustered SF topologies exhibit an interesting behavior that is absent
in ER networks. Namely, in clustered SF networks, the synchronization at low
values of the coupling strength is enhanced when compared with unclustered
networks with the same degree distribution [100–102] (Fig. 7). The same ef-
fect of clustering on the onset of synchronization in SF networks was reported
in [104]. Evidence is shown that this particular behavior of the order parameter
as a function of the coupling strength in clustered networks may be related to
the following effect: in the process of stochastically rewiring the connections,
not only the clustering of the networks is being changed, but also other proper-
ties, including the average shortest path length and the network modularity. In
particular, changes in the local connections in order to increase the number of
triangles contribute to increase the topological distance between the nodes and,
in some cases, yielding different communities. Thus, for weak couplings, par-
tial synchronization is favored by these newly formed local connections, while
higher couplings are required to overcome the long distances created so that
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λFigure 7: Order parameter r as a function of the coupling strength λ for networks with low
(circles) and high (squares) clustering. Reprinted with permission from [101]. Copyright 2007
by the American Physical Society.
r ∼ 1 is reached [100–102, 104]. It is also important to remark that the emer-
gence of non vanishing synchronization for small coupling strengths might be
due to the existence of relatively constant local mean-fields produced by nodes
evolving around periodic stable orbits, a phenomenon called collective almost
synchronization [105].
These findings do not only show how the network dynamics is influenced by
properties not encountered in traditional random models, but also demonstrate
how difficult it is to disentangle the impact of different topological properties.
More specifically, as previously mentioned, although the degree distribution of
the networks is preserved, other network properties are modified along with
the increasing of cycles of order three. In particular, the algorithm in [103] is
known to strongly change the network assortativity and, in some cases, to induce
the emergence of communities [100–102, 106, 107]. Therefore, the influence of
triangles on network synchronization is hard to be distinguished from these
side effects generated by stochastic rewiring algorithms. Another limitation of
using stochastic rewiring models to generate clustered networks resides in their
analytic intractability, limiting the approaches to numerical calculations.
In order to overcome this difficulty and untangle the effects of triangles from
other topological properties, Peron et al. [108] analytically and numerically stud-
ied synchronization of Kuramoto oscillators in a class of random graph models
that yields clustered networks, while keeping assortativity close to zero. Specif-
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ically, they considered the model proposed independently by Newman [109] and
Miller [110]. It can be seen as a generalization of the standard configuration
model for clustered random networks. Specifically, instead of setting the de-
gree distribution P (k) by drawing a single degree sequence {ki}, the model
proposed in [109, 110] sets two different degree sequences. The edges that do
not participate in triangles, called single edges, are specified by the sequence
{si} = {s1, s2, ..., sN}, where si is the number of single edges attached to node
i. Similarly, the sequence of triangles {t4i} = {t41, t42, ..., t4N} will dictate
the number of triangles associated to each node in the network [109, 110]. The
two sequences define the joint degree sequence {si, t4i} from which it is con-
venient to define the joint degree distribution P (s, t4). The standard degree
of node i is obtained by ki = si + 2t4i and the relation between the degree
distribution P (k) and P (s, t4) is given by
P (k) =
∞∑
s,t4=0
P (s, t4)δk,s+2t4 , (103)
Furthermore, it is useful to define the probability density ρ(θ, t|ω, s, t4) of nodes
with phase θ at time t for a given frequency ω with s single edges and t4
triangles. With these quantities, the equations of motion in the continuum
limit are written as [108]
θ˙ = ω +
λ
〈k〉
∫
ds′
∫
dt′4
∫
dω′
∫
dθ′g(ω′)P (s′, t′4)(s
′ + 2t′4)
×ρ(θ′, t|ω′, s′, t′4) sin(θ′ − θ), (104)
where g(ω) is the frequency distribution. It can be shown that for Gaussian
frequency distributions g(ω) = (
√
2pi)−1e−ω
2/2, the following implicit equation
for the order parameter r is obtained [108]:
λ =
√
8
pi
〈k〉
{∫
ds
∫
dt4(s+ 2t4)2P (s, t4)e−λ
2(s+2t4)2r2/4
×
[
I0
(
λ2(s+ 2t4)2r2
4
)
+ I1
(
λ2(s+ 2t4)2r2
4
)]}−1
, (105)
where I0 and I1 are the modified Bessel functions of first kind. Solving the
equation above for different values of λ one can then uncover the dependence
r = r(λ). Moreover, by fixing the total average degree 〈k〉 = 〈s〉 + 〈2t4〉
and varying the average number of triangles 〈t4〉, it is possible to analytically
quantify the influence of triangles on the network synchronization. Figure 8(a)
shows the synchronization diagram with a double Poisson degree distribution,
i.e.,
P (s, t4) = e−〈s〉
〈s〉s
s!
e−〈t4〉
〈t4〉t4
t4!
. (106)
Interestingly, the critical coupling does not suffer significant changes as 〈t4〉
is varied (Fig. 8). This also holds for networks with a double SF distribution
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(a) (b)
Figure 8: Synchronization diagram for networks constructed with the configuration model for
clustered networks considering (a) P (s, t4) as a double Poisson degree distribution (Eq. 106)
and (b) double SF degree distribution P (s, t4) ∝ sγs t−γt4 , where γs = γt = 3. Lines are
obtained by numerically solving Eq. 105 for different values of λ and dots are obtained nu-
merically evolving Eqs. 12. Each point is an average over 10 different realizations. Other
parameters: N = 103 and 〈k〉 = 20. Adapted from [108]. Copyrighted by the American
Physical Society.
P (s, t4) ∝ s−γst−γt4 (Fig. 8(b)). These results suggest that the presence of
triangles in the topology poorly affects the network dynamics, since the depen-
dence on r can be described by MFAs developed for local tree-like networks [108].
It is noteworthy that similar findings were reported on the performance of other
dynamical processes in clustered networks, such as bond percolation, k-core
size percolations, and epidemic spreading [94, 95]. As demonstrated in [94, 95],
mean-field theories for local tree-like networks yield remarkably accurate results
even for networks with high values of clustering coefficient if the average shortest
path is sufficiently small.
Although the results in [108] contribute with more evidences that cycles of
order three do not play an important role in network dynamics, it is important to
specify the limitations of the configuration model with non-vanishing clustering
to evaluate the contributions of triangles on the dynamics. The model in [109,
110] is limited to generate networks in the so-called low-clustering regime in
which the network transitivity has an upper bound Tmax = 1/(〈k〉−1) [99, 111].
The reason for this bound resides in the fact that the model does not allow
the creation of overlapping triangles. In other words, a given edge is restricted
to participate in a single triangle; limiting the clustering coefficient of a node
with degree k to cc(k) ≤ 1/(k − 1). Moreover, the configuration model for
clustered networks is not completely independent from effects of degree-degree
correlations. It is possible to show that the assortativity A (see Appendix A for
definition) of the model in [109, 110] as a function of T is given by [112]
A = T − T
2 − 〈k〉 T 2
1− T + 〈k〉 T − 2 〈k〉 T 2 . (107)
However, in contrast to networks generated with stochastic rewiring algorithms,
A can be attenuated either by increasing 〈k〉 or by setting the average num-
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ber of triangles 〈t4〉 in order to obtain transitivity values close to Tmax, since
A(Tmax) = 0. Unfortunately, the strategy of increasing 〈k〉 comes with the price
of decreasing Tmax. Nevertheless, even though T achieved for high 〈k〉 is not
as high as the ones achieved by stochastic rewiring algorithms [103, 113–116],
it is possible to obtain a significantly higher clustering than those obtained in
random network models [109, 110].
There are, however, other network models [99, 109, 111, 117–120] that go
beyond the low-clustering regime. For instance, an interesting generalization
of the clustered random network [109, 110] was introduced in [119], where net-
works can be constructed not only by single-edges and triangles, but also with
arbitrary distributions of different kinds of subgraphs. In principle, one could
mimic the subgraph structure of real-world networks using the model in [119].
However, the implementation and analytical tractability of the model greatly
increase as the connectivity pattern of the subgraphs becomes more complex.
Another interesting model that can be suitably used to evaluate the dynamics of
networks with similar topology as real structures was proposed in [120]. Instead
of focusing on how many triangles are attached to a given node, the model in
[99, 111, 120] is based on the concept of edge multiplicity, which is the number
of triangles that a given edge participates. More specifically, each node is de-
scribed by a (N − 1)-dimensional vector ki = (k(0)i , k(1)i , ..., k(M)i ), where k(l) is
the number of edges with multiplicity l attached to node i and M = N − 2 is
the maximum possible edge multiplicity. The total degree is then obtained by
summing the contribution of all multiplicities, i.e., ki =
∑M
m=0 k
(m)
i . The great
advantage of the model based on edge multiplicities over other random models
is that, while the evaluation of subgraph distributions in real networks is a po-
tentially expensive task depending on the number of nodes, the distribution of
edge multiplicities is easily calculated from real data, which can then be used as
an input in the random model [120]. The analysis of the Kuramoto model and
the development of MFAs in these and other random network models [121–130]
for clustered networks are promising directions for future research.
3.2. Assortative networks
As discussed in Sec. 3.1, the presence of high T is inherently related with
the emergence of non-vanishing A. In fact, it is possible to express A in terms of
T for general networks [131, 132]. Thus it comes with no surprise the fact that
stochastic algorithms designed to yield degree-degree correlations while keeping
the degree distribution fixed also lead to strongly clustered structures [106].
Therefore, it is expected that populations of oscillators coupled through net-
works constructed via stochastic rewiring models that prioritize clustering and
assortativity end up a similar dynamical behavior [100–102].
The influence of degree-degree correlations on network dynamics has been
extensively investigated in the context of the MSF [14, 133–136]. Curiously,
the thorough analysis of the influence of assortative mixing in the dynamics of
Kuramoto oscillators has been only addressed very recently and mostly in the
context of correlation between natural frequencies and degrees [137–142] (See
Sec. 5).
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Despite the great interest in the dynamics of networks with assortative mix-
ing, there is a lack of theoretical approaches to tackle the problem. However, an
important step has been taken towards filling this gap. Very recently, Restrepo
and Ott [96] generalized the mean-field formulation of uncorrelated networks in
order to account for directed connections and degree-degree correlations. Con-
sidering a directed network characterized by the degree distribution P (k), where
k = (kin, kout), the assortativity function q(k′ → k) is defined as the probabil-
ity of having an outgoing edge from a node with degree k′ reaching a node
with degree k. For uncorrelated directed networks, q(k′ → k) is reduced to
q(k′ → k) = k′outkin/(N 〈k〉). In the limit of large networks (N →∞) the pop-
ulation of oscillators can be described by the density ρ(θ, t, ω|k) of oscillators
with phase θ at time t for a given degree k and frequency ω. In this limit, the
order parameter z = reiψ (Eq. 23) can be written in terms of the distribution
P (k′) and ρ(θ, t, ω|k) as
z(k, t) =
∑
k′
P (k′)q(k′ → k)
∫
dω′
∫
dθ′
2pi
ρ(θ′, t, ω′|k′)eiθ′ , (108)
whereby the following continuity equation is derived
∂ρ(θ, t, ω|k)
∂t
+
∂
∂θ
{[
ω + λIm(e−iθz(k, t))
]
ρ(θ, t, ω|k)} = 0. (109)
Seeking to analyze the time-dependent behavior of the model, they [96] employed
the OA ansatz [32, 33], which allows the following expansion
ρ(θ, t, ω|k) = g(ω|k)
{
1 +
[ ∞∑
n=1
[ρˆ(ω,k, t)]
n
einθ + (c.c)
]}
, (110)
where g(ω|k) is the natural frequency distribution given k and (c.c) denotes the
corresponding complex conjugate. Substituting Eq. 110 into Eq. 109, one finds
that the coefficients ρˆ(ω,k, t) satisfy
∂ρˆ
∂t
− iωρˆ+ λ
2
(z∗ρˆ2 − z) = 0. (111)
Furthermore, substituting Eq. 110 into Eq. 108, we can write parameter z(k, t)
as a function of coefficients ρˆ(ω,k, t), i.e.
z(k, t) =
∑
k′
P (k′)q(k′ → k)
∫
g(ω′|k′)ρˆ(ω′,k′, t)dω′. (112)
Finally, considering Lorentzian frequency distributions as
g(ω|k) = 1
pi
∆(k)
[ω − ω0(k)]2 + ∆2(k)
, (113)
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the whole network dynamics is exactly described by [96]{
∂
∂t
+ [−iω0(k) + ∆(k)]
}
ρ˜(k, t)
+
λ
2
∑
k′
P (k′)q(k′ → k) [ρ˜(k′, t)∗ρ˜2(k, t)− ρ˜(k′, t)] = 0,(114)
where ρ˜(k, t) ≡ ρˆ(ω0(k) + i∆(k),k, t). Note that the frequency distribution is
correlated with the local topology of the nodes through the parameters ω0(k)
and ∆(k) (a similar case was considered in [143], see also Sec. 6). With Eq. 114
the dimension of the system is exactly reduced and the complete dynamics is
now described by the evolution of the coefficients ρˆ(k, t). Hence, one is left
with a set of equations with dimension equal to the number of different degrees
k, which can be further reduced by approximating the summation over k [96].
By using the MFA for assortative networks combined with the OA theory, the
authors in [96] were able to uncover new sequences of bifurcations in strongly
assortative networks. Specifically, besides the transition from the incoherence to
a steady state, bifurcations between the latter and oscillatory regimes were also
observed, constituting an effect induced by the assortative mixing in the net-
work structure [96] that was unseen in previous numerical works on assortative
networks [100–102]. The technique developed in [96] was recently generalized to
account general correlations between neighbours’ frequencies, where it was found
that chaos can be induced in network dynamics for sufficiently assortative fre-
quency assignments [144]. Furthermore, in [137] it was numerically verified that
the relaxation time of ER networks is not affected by such frequency-frequency
correlations. It would be interesting to combine the approaches presented in
this section with the one in Sec. 2.3.2 in order to analytically verify the findings
in [137] as well as extend the results to SF networks.
3.3. Networks with community structure
The detection and analysis of communities is undoubtedly one of most ac-
tive topics in network science [145, 146]. The observation of such topological
patterns in a wide range of real-world networks (e.g. [147–151]) motivated an
overwhelming number of works aimed at developing or improving methods to
partition networks [145, 146]. All these efforts to uncover and characterize
the modular structure of networks naturally raised questions about the role
played by the presence of communities in dynamical processes [47]. Regarding
synchronization of phase oscillators, one of the first studies to investigate the
collective dynamics of modular networks made up of Kuramoto oscillators is
by Oh et al. [152]. By analyzing real and synthetic topologies, it was verified
that the organization of the nodes into communities tends to hinder network
synchronization. This effect is already expected, since the sparser the connec-
tion between nodes in different communities, the harder for these nodes to lock
in a common phase [49, 153, 154]. Furthermore, as shown in [152], the de-
pendence of the order parameter on the coupling strength and its scaling with
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the system size turn out to be significantly affected by intermodular pattern
of connections. More specifically, while the critical coupling for the onset of
synchronization in random modular networks can be directly evaluated by a
finite-size analysis, the determination of this quantity is not straightforward in
networks generated through hierarchical models [152, 155]. The dynamics of
Kuramoto oscillators can also reveal in great detail the hierarchical structure
of modular networks. In particular, the case of identical oscillators is of spe-
cial interest. Since there the dynamics has only one attractor, the system will
reach the complete synchronous state regardless of the coupling strength, mak-
ing the time scale necessary to lock all oscillators to be entirely dependent on
the community structure of the network [14]. Based on these ideas, Arenas et
al. devoted a series of papers [153, 156, 157] to characterize modular networks
using dynamics. Basically, in networks with well defined modular structure,
nodes are expected to lock their phases first with neighbours belonging to the
same community and then, subsequently as the dynamics evolves, more and
more nodes belonging to different clusters become entrained in the mean-field.
Thus, by starting with different initial conditions, one can unveil the impact
of modularity on network synchronization by tracing the emergence of differ-
ent synchronous components at different time scales. In order to address this
task, the average correlation between the phases of pairs of oscillators can be
quantified by the local parameter [153]
ρij(t) = 〈cos [θi(t)− θj(t)]〉 , (115)
where 〈·〉 here denotes averages over different realizations of the initial condi-
tions. Furthermore, one can define the dynamic connectivity matrix
Dt(ε)ij =
{
1 if ρij(t) > ε
0 if ρij(t) < ε,
(116)
where ε is a given threshold. The matrix Dt gives the precise information about
the emergence of connected synchronous components as the system evolves.
More specifically, at a given time t, for sufficiently high ε, Dt will depict the
connections only between the locked oscillators located at the core of the commu-
nities, whereas as ε is decreased the hierarchical structure is revealed. Moreover,
as shown in [153, 156, 157], besides visual inspection, one can precisely obtain
the complete information about the merge of different synchronous components
over time by simply analyzing the spectrum of Dt. This approach proved to be
accurate in the determination of the modular organization of networks with well
defined communities and with a homogeneous degree distribution. However, for
modular networks with heterogeneous degrees, the hierarchical structure uncov-
ered might be not as clear as in the homogeneous degree case due to the different
time scales at which hubs lock their phases with the mean- field [14, 153, 156–
158].
The aforementioned results have not only shed light on the microscopic mech-
anism related to local synchronization in modular networks, but also highlighted
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the potential of the Kuramoto model to probe network topology through its dy-
namics. In other words, these findings showed that the phases evolution could
now be used as a signature whereby communities could be detected. This kind
of approach to uncover modules in networks fits the class of dynamical cluster-
ing algorithms [146] and is conceptually different from traditional methods of
community detection. Specifically, the latter are solely based on the information
provided by the network topology (e.g. betweenness centrality [147, 159], net-
work spectrum [160] and optimization of the modularity function [146]), whereas
the former considered features obtained from a given dynamical process taking
place in the network, which are then used to define the community membership
for each node [146]. A method that exemplifies the application of these concepts
is the one by Wang et al. [161], which consists in a modification of the approach
by Arenas et al. [153, 156, 157] so that communities can be automatically as-
signed. Namely, instead of using Dt(ε) to classify the nodes, Wang et al. [161]
define the sync-affinity matrix S, whose elements are given by
Sij(ε) = Tij(ε)/tmax, (117)
where Tij is the time required to synchronize the phases of nodes i and j,
and with tmax = max{Tij(ε)} being the longest time needed for two oscillators
to synchronize. After evolving the dynamics and computing the sync-affinity
matrix, a hierarchical clustering algorithm is then employed using matrix S and
through which the communities are assigned to the nodes [161].
Although the method in [161] considers the Kuramoto model in its method-
ology, the network partition task is still performed by hierarchical clustering al-
gorithms, similar as other methods [146]. However, it is also possible to uncover
communities in networks by agglomerating nodes through adaptive processes
using dynamics akin to the Kuramoto model [162, 163]. For instance, inspired
by a modification of the Kuramoto model designed to model opinion dynamics
- the Opinion Changing Rate model (OCR) -, Boccaletti et al. [162] proposed
a method in which nodes within the same community tune their instantaneous
frequency to a common value. This effect is obtained by considering that each
node i (i = 1, ..., N) is characterized by an unbounded real variable xi [162] that
evolves according to
x˙i = ωi +
λ∑N
j=1Aijb
α(t)
ij
N∑
j=1
Aijb
α(t)
ij sin(xj − xi)ce−c|xj−xi|, (118)
where bij is the betweenness centrality of the edge connecting nodes i and j, α(t)
is a time-dependent exponent and c a tuning exponential factor. The method to
find the best network partition works as follows: given a network, the coupling
strength λ is set to an arbitrary constant in way that in the unweighted case
(α = 0) the network is in the fully synchronous state. Considering random initial
conditions for xi, random frequency distribution and α(t = 0) = 0, equations
(118) are numerically integrated and, as the dynamics evolves, α(t) is progres-
sively decreased by the amount δα according to the rule α(tj+1) = α(tj)−δα for
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tj+1 > t > tj , where tj+1−tj = T , with T being a tunable parameter. Links con-
necting nodes belonging to different communities are expected to present higher
values of betweenness centrality in comparison with links attached to nodes
of one single community. Thus, as α(t) is decreased, the coupling strengths
between nodes inside the same community are strengthened forcing them to
synchronize their phases; whereas couplings between different communities are
weakened. Nodes in this process that are identified with the same instantaneous
frequency x˙ are assigned to the same community. The best network partition
is then selected to the one corresponding to the value of α that maximizes the
modularity function [162]. The OCR model for community detection presented
a better performance of correct classification of nodes in synthetic modular net-
works than the traditional method in [159] and the modularity optimization
algorithm introduced in [164]. Moreover, by including a slight modification in
the dynamics, the authors were able to significantly improve the performance of
the algorithm. Precisely, at a given time t, the neighbors of node i having phases
in the range [θi − , θi + ] are considered to be its “compatible” neighbors. In
the next step, ωi(t+ ∆t) is set as the average over the natural frequencies ωi of
these compatible nodes [162] selected in the previous time step. The modified
dynamics significantly increased the accuracy of classification compared with
others [162]. Although less accurate than methods based on simulated anneal-
ing [165], the classification method using the OCR model has a significant speed
advantage scaling with O(N2), offering a good trade-off between accuracy and
computation time compared with others [162].
In some cases, the modular structure of real-world networks may not be
clearly defined in a way that attributing to a node the membership of only
one community might lead to a loss of information when describing the system
under investigation. This certainly introduces a great limitation to most of
community identification methods, since nodes that belong to more than one
community are impossible to be detected using such approaches [146]. Thus,
networks with overlapping communities require special methods that are able to
quantify the special role played by nodes lying in the interfaces between two or
more communities. Among the different approaches developed to fill the need
for this more accurate description of modules, it is also possible to find methods
that attribute the community membership of each node based on the network
collective dynamics [146]. This is the case of the method introduced in [166].
The approach relies on the assumption that nodes placed at the interfaces of
different functional clusters shall present a peculiar dynamical behavior that
could be detected by a suitable algorithm through which the membership of
each community is then quantified. This is illustrated in [166] by considering
the special case of a random network made up of two well defined communities,
denoted by labels A and B, where the level of overlap of the nodes belonging to
the interface is controllable. The natural frequencies are assigned according to
different distributions for each community, namely gA(ω) and gB(ω) with means
ω¯A and ω¯B , respectively. As shown in [166], in the long time dynamics, nodes
belonging to the communities have their instantaneous frequencies θ˙i converged
to the corresponding mean frequencies (ω¯A and ω¯B). On the other hand, nodes
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located at the overlapping region between communities exhibit an oscillating
instantaneous frequency around the network mean frequency ω¯ = (ω¯A + ω¯B)/2.
Having observed this phenomenon, the authors introduced the node index Ci =
sgn[θ˙i− ω¯] mint{|θ˙i− ω¯|} in order to quantify the participation of nodes in each
community. In particular, Ci approaches 0 as node i becomes equally connected
with communities A and B, whereas nodes outside the overlapping region are
assigned extreme values of the measurement [166].
While interesting from a theoretical point of view and insightful regarding
the dynamics of overlapping modular networks, the method in [166] exhibits
particular limitations not faced by other methods [146]. For instance, although
the identification of overlapping nodes is possible, its application is only feasi-
ble given a prior knowledge about the modular structure so that the natural
frequencies can be suitably assigned. Moreover, the identification of the oscilla-
tors lying in the interfaces crucially depends on the coupling strength for which
moderate values must be selected in order to not lock all oscillators in one sin-
gle frequency, otherwise nodes connecting communities cannot be distinguished.
The method in [166] was later extended [167] to networks with an arbitrary num-
ber of overlapping communities, yet the generalized algorithm also suffers from
the same abovementioned limitations. Nevertheless, as demonstrated in [168],
the methods presented in [166, 167] can be jointly employed with other tradi-
tional algorithms of community detection in order to gain further insight into
the functional role of modules in real networks.
The limitation of assigning natural frequencies according to a pre-defined
modular structure was overcome in a modified approach [169, 170]. Specifically,
the following model was considered
θ˙i = ωi +
λ+
N
N∑
j=1
Aij sin(θj − θi) + λ−
N
N∑
j=1
(1−Aij) sin(θj − θi), (119)
where λ+ > 0, λ− ≤ 0 and the natural frequencies ωi are randomly drawn
according to a uniform distribution. With the introduction of positive and neg-
ative couplings, the phases of connected nodes will attract each other, whereas
unconnected nodes will be repelled. Thus, as shown in [169, 170], the long-
time behavior of phases θi(t) will quantify the membership of each node, and
those one lying with intermediate values are identified as belonging to interfaces
between two or more communities. Furthermore, in contrast to [166, 167] the ac-
curacy of the generalized method no longer depends on the scale of the coupling
strength, since the emergence of phase lag between nodes belonging to different
communities is guaranteed by the presence of negative couplings [169, 170].
It is worth mentioning that many papers analytically investigated the low-
dimensional behavior of Kuramoto oscillators coupled in fully connected graphs
but organized into subpopulations characterized by different frequency and cou-
plings distributions [171–177]. Extensions of these studies accounting modular
heterogeneous networks are promising topics for future works.
Finally, we point out that the multilayer character [17, 18] of real-world
networks has recently started to be incorporated in the study of phase oscilla-
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tors [178–181]
4. General couplings
4.1. Time-delayed couplings
Networks of Kuramoto oscillators with time-delayed couplings attract lots of
attention with applications to neural networks, arrays of lasers and microwave
oscillators [182–184]. A time delay naturally appears in the interaction between
oscillators due to the finite speed propagation of a signal. One typical example
is the biological evidence of the delayed system in the plasmodium of the slime
mold, Physarum polycephalum, where the time delay is evaluated related to
the propagation velocity between two plasmodimal oscillators coupled by the
protoplasmic streaming [185]. A question then arises of how important time
delays are on the dynamics of a system. Izhikevich [186] addressed this question
and found that the time delay starts to play a significant role when the ratio of
its absolute value to the oscillating period is sufficiently large [186]. In partic-
ular, in weakly connected oscillators, the time delay can be neglected when its
value is comparable with one or few periods, otherwise, it gives rise to rich and
complicated phenomena even for two-coupled oscillators [182, 185–187].
In a simple system of two Kuramoto oscillators, Schuster and Wagner [182]
firstly showed that time delays induce a multitude of synchronized solutions.
One typical biological example is that, in a living two-coupled system with the
plasmodium of Physarum polycephalum, time delays induce various oscillation
states, including unentrained, antiphase, and in-phase oscillations [185]. Addi-
tionally, the stability diagram for the two mutually coupled Kuramoto oscillators
was further investigated under the influence of feedback [187] and noise [188].
In networked delay-coupled oscillators, research has been focusing on, e.g.,
uniform time delay [179, 183, 184, 187, 189–194], uniform time delay either with
phase shift [195] or with noise [189] or both of them [183, 188], and distance-
dependent time delays [196–201]. The time delay yields rich phenomena includ-
ing bistability between synchronized and incoherent states, unsteady solutions
with time-dependent order parameters [183, 187], and multistabilities where
synchronized states coexist with stable incoherent states [193], and it may re-
sult in suppression of the collective frequency [193]. Additionally the time-delay
related system was extended to high dimensional systems [194, 199]. Ares et
al. [194] introduced a continuum description of long-wavelength modes of spa-
tially extended systems of d-dimensional coupled oscillators with time delays
and implemented this approach to the segmentation clock of vertebrate em-
bryos. They found that the interplay of moving boundaries and time delays
also leads to non-local effects.
In this section we shall examine the effects of time-delays in the dynam-
ics of Kuramoto oscillators by first employing stability analysis in small-sized
graphs and, subsequently, we consider large populations of oscillators in random
networks.
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4.1.1. Two limit cycle oscillators
Let us first consider the simplest system with two mutually delay-coupled
Kuramoto oscillators, which was originally studied by Schuster andWagner [182].
The governing dynamics follows
θ˙1(t) = ω1 + λ sin(θ2(t− τ)− θ1(t)),
θ˙2(t) = ω2 + λ sin(θ1(t− τ)− θ2(t)),
(120)
where the two oscillators interact with each other after a retardation time τ .
To look for the most general synchronized solutions of this system, providing
that the two oscillators are synchronized with a common frequency Ω and a
constant phase shift ϕ, and their phases correspondingly follow
θ1,2(t) = Ωt± ϕ/2. (121)
The stability of this synchronized solution can be evaluated either from the
Lyapunov exponents in terms of small perturbations or from the new concept
of basin stability [34] given large perturbations (see Sec. 7).
Inserting the solution into the governing dynamics (120) yields
∆ω = 2λ sin(ϕ) cos(Ωτ), (122)
and
Ω = ω − λ sin(Ωτ) cos(ϕ), (123)
where ∆ω denotes the natural frequency difference as ∆ω = ω1 − ω2 and ω
denotes the average natural frequency defined as ω = ω1+ω22 .
The phase difference ϕ as a function of Ω is calculated directly from Eq.
(122) as
ϕ = arcsin(∆ω/2λ cos(Ωτ)) if cos(Ωτ) > 0,
ϕ = pi − arcsin(∆ω/2λ cos(Ωτ)) otherwise. (124)
When oscillators are identical, e.g., ω1 = ω2 = 1 without loss of generality,
the phase difference ϕ is either 0 or pi (from Eq. (124)). In the absence of the
coupling delay, i.e., τ = 0, if λ > 0, the oscillators will approach to a symmetric
state with θ1(t) = θ2(t); if λ < 0, they are coupled repulsively and evolve to an
antiphase state with θ1(t) = θ2(t) + pi [187].
Inserting the solutions (124) into Eq. (123) and eliminating ϕ yields stable
phase locked solutions of the common frequency Ω depending on the sign of the
coupling [182, 185, 187]
0 = ω − Ω− λ tan(Ωτ)
√
cos2(Ωτ)−∆ω2/4λ2, if λ > 0
0 = ω − Ω + λ tan(Ωτ)
√
cos2(Ωτ)−∆ω2/4λ2. if λ < 0
(125)
In the presence of the time delay, the system illustrates two solutions: frequency-
locked symmetric if λ > 0 and antisymmetric states if λ < 0. For identical
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|λ|
Figure 9: Stable regions in parameter space of |λ| and τ In the black regions, in-phase solutions
exist and are linearly stable; in the white regions, anti-phase solutions exist and are linearly
stable; both states coexist in the gray regions; in the dark gray regions, stable in-phase
solutions coexist with oscillatory solutions. Adapted with permission from [187]. Copyright
2008, AIP Publishing LLC.
oscillators, e.g., ω1 = ω2 = 1, in the case of symmetric solutions, the frequency
is determined, i.e., Ω = 1 − λ sin(Ωτ), and the in-phase state is stable if and
only if λ cos(Ωτ) > 0. In the case of antisymmetric states, the frequency is
determined by Ω = 1+λ sin(Ωτ) and the antiphase solution is stable if and only
if λ cos(Ωτ) < 0 [187].
In Fig. 9, the stability diagram of the two mutually coupled Kuramoto mod-
els is shown for in-phase and antiphase solutions as a function of the coupling
strength |λ| and the time delay τ . For sufficiently small coupling strength, the
system will jump from one state to another with the increases in τ . While,
for strong coupling strength, multiple states coexist and the time delay therein
induces multistability [187].
Under the influence of independent noise sources, the dynamics of the two
mutually delay-coupled oscillators follows [188]
θ˙1(t) = ω1 + λ sin(θ2(t− τ)− θ1(t)) + ξ1(t),
θ˙2(t) = ω2 + λ sin(θ1(t− τ)− θ2(t)) + ξ2(t),
(126)
subject to Gaussian white noise ξi(t) with 〈ξi(t)〉 = 0 and 〈ξi(t)ξj(t′)〉 =
2Dδijδ(t− t′) (see Sec. 6 for effects of noise).
Delayed interactions can induce multistability (Fig. 9) and multiple periodic
orbits coexist with different frequencies. Under the influence of noise, the two
mutually coupled oscillators can switch between coexistent orbits (jump between
frequencies). Furthermore, there are two main characteristics to be considered:
the distribution of frequencies and the residence times of the orbits. Considering
that the system is governed by the two driving terms x1(t) and x2(t), defined
as x1,2(t) = [θ1,2(t) − θ2,1(t − τ)], and assuming that the oscillators are locked
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to the same frequency but differ from the noise term, yields
θ˙1,2(t− τ) ≈ x1(t) + x2(t)
2τ
+ ξ1,2(t− τ). (127)
Therefore, the system can be rewritten using a function of a two-dimensional
potential:
x˙1,2(t) = −∂V (x1, x2)
∂x1,2
+ ξ˜1,2(t),
V (x1, x2) =
1
4τ
(2x0 − x1 − x2)2 + ϕ
2
(x1 − x2)− λ(cos(x1) + cos(x2)),
(128)
where x0 = ω1+ω22 τ and ξ˜1,2(t) = ξ1,2(t) − ξ2,1(t − τ). The potential is 4pi-
periodic [188]. For identical oscillators with ω1 = ω2 = ω0 and therein ϕ = 0,
the frequency distribution can be obtained [188]
p(ω) ∝ e− τ2D (ω−ω0)2I0(λ cos(ωτ)/D), (129)
where I0(y) is a modified Bessel function defined as I0(y) =
∑ y2n
22n(n!)2 and
ω = x1(t)+x2(t)2τ is the average frequency of the system. The Bessel function
I0(y) is symmetric and its height is determined by the average frequency ω0.
The Gaussian envelope of the frequency distribution can also be obtained corre-
spondingly. Fig. 10 shows that the theoretical approximation is in good agree-
ments with numerical results of the complete original system (126).
Given the potential model, in the limit of low noise, strong coupling and
large delay, the average residence time can be approximated as a function of the
common frequency Ω as follows [188]
T0(Ω) ≈ pi
2λ
e
λ
D+
pi2
8τD
cosh[pi(Ω−ω0)2D ]
. (130)
The average residence time increases with the coupling strength λ and decreases
with the increases in the noise strength D. For fixed frequency Ω, effects of the
delay on the residence time are limited and the dependency vanishes for long
delays. The approximation is validated by numerical results in Fig. 10 (b).
Another interesting related work considers the influence of feedback. With
an additional feedback, the system has a stronger symmetry than the one with-
out feedback (120). The corresponding dynamics with feedback is governed
by [187]
θ˙1(t) = 1 +
λ
2
sin(θ2(t− τ)− θ1(t)) + sin(θ1(t− τ)− θ1(t)),
θ˙2(t) = 1 +
λ
2
sin(θ1(t− τ)− θ2(t)) + sin(θ2(t− τ)− θ2(t)).
(131)
The system also admits in general in-phase and anti-phase solutions. A linear
stability analysis for the in-phase solutions leads to the same stability criterion as
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Figure 10: (a) The frequency distribution for two identical coupled oscillators. The analytical
approximation obtained from Eq. 129 is plotted in black and the corresponding Gaussian
envelop is shown in blue dashdotted lines. (b) Mean residence time of the orbits versus their
frequency for one (upper black dots and upper dashed pink curve) and two identical oscillators.
Pink dots represent numerical results and the blue curve is obtained from Eq. 130. Coupling
values: (a) λ = 2 and (b) λ = 3. Remaining parameters: τ = 10, ω0 = 6, and D = 0.5.
Adapted with permission from [188]. Copyrighted by the American Physical Society.
without feedback. But for the anti-phase solutions, the linear stability analysis
becomes complicated. In this case, the only locking frequency is Ω = 1 and the
anti-phase states lose and regain stability in a Hopf bifurcation [187].
The stability diagram is plotted in Fig. 11. In-phase and antiphase solutions
alternate with each other for increasing τ , like in the case without feedback.
However, the parameter combinations of the stable in-phase solutions enlarge
compared to the case without feedback. Stable antiphase solutions exist for
small time delays τ and small coupling strengths |λ|. For high |λ|, oscillatory
solutions emerge and coexist with in-phase solutions.
4.1.2. Networks of oscillators with uniform time delay
Next, let us consider networks of oscillators with the same constant time de-
lay for all interactions [183, 189, 191, 193–195]. Recall that time delays induce
various solutions, e.g., bistability between synchronized and incoherent states,
unsteady solutions with time-dependent order parameters [183, 187], and multi-
stabilities where synchronized states coexist with stable incoherent states [193].
In terms of the solutions subjected to small perturbations, Yeung and Stro-
gatz [183] provided a detailed analysis on the mean-field Kuramoto model, and
derived exact formulas of the stability boundaries of the incoherent and syn-
chronized states for identical oscillators. For bimodal natural frequency distri-
butions, Montbrió et al. [189] found that bimodality induces a quasiperiodic
pattern thanks to the existence of a new time scale. Moreover, the stability
boundaries of the incoherent state have a completely different structure in the
parameter space in contrast to the case with unimodal distribution [183].
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|λ|
Figure 11: Stable regions in parameter space of |λ| and τ with feedback. In the black regions,
in-phase solutions exist and are linearly stable; in the white regions, anti-phase solutions exist
and are linearly stable; both states coexist in the gray regions; in the dark gray regions,
stable in-phase solutions coexist with oscillatory solutions. Adapted with permission [187].
Copyright 2008, AIP Publishing LLC.
To investigate effects of time delays on collective synchronization of coupled
oscillators, the self-consistent equations for the order parameter in the stationary
state in terms of a Fokker-Planck equation can be derived for a system of globally
coupled oscillators with distributed natural frequencies [193]. Due to the time
delay, the nonzero synchronization frequency breaks the symmetry of the inte-
gration interval of the natural frequency distribution and therein the drifting as
well as the synchronous oscillators contribute to the phase coherence. The tran-
sition between incoherent states and coherent states is in general discontinuous
instead of continuous and the synchronization frequency is suppressed by the
time delay. In particular, the synchronization frequency of oscillators in a coher-
ent state is found to decrease with the increases in the time delay. Corresponding
curves for the synchronization frequency and phase synchronization with respect
to the time delay could also be observed in Rulkov and Hindmarsh-Rose neuron
networks with time-delayed chemical synapses [190]. The interplay between the
time delay and time-dependent parameters gives rise to low-dimensional echo
effects, where time delays strongly affect the magnitude and shape of mean-
field oscillations for slow variations of natural frequencies [202]. Additionally,
the inclusion of noise to the delayed system induces mode hoppings between co-
existent attractors, and the reduction of this system to a nondelayed Langevin
equation allows the calculation of analytical solutions of the common frequency
distribution and their corresponding residence times [188].
In networks of identical phase oscillators with delayed coupling, one of the
simplest model is given by the following equation [184, 195]
θ˙i(t) = ω0 +
λ
ki
N∑
j=1
Aij sin(θj(t− τ)− θi(t)), (132)
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where each oscillator i receives signals from ki others, τ is the delay and the
adjacency matrix Aij encodes the connection topology of a graph with Aij = 1
if oscillator j sends signals to oscillator i and Aij = 0, otherwise. Consider oscil-
lators with uniform in-degree k, i.e., ki = k,∀i = 1, 2, . . . , N . The synchronized
state in which all oscillators move in phase at a fixed common frequency Ω is
given by
θi(t) = Ωt, (133)
where Ω is determined by the following algebraic equation [184, 203]
Ω = ω0 + λ sin(−Ωτ), (134)
which is obtained by substituting Eq. (133) into the original dynamics (132).
To determine the local stability of the synchronous state (133), consider a linear
stability analysis by adding a small perturbation near the synchronous state
θi(t) = Ωt+ εφi(t), (135)
where 0 < ε  1. Providing φi = vieµt and substituting Eq. (135) into the
original dynamics (132), Earl and Strogatz [184] obtained the first-order ap-
proximation of the solution
Av = σAv, (136)
with
σA =
keµτ [µ+ λ cos(Ωτ)]
λ cos(Ωτ)
, (137)
where σA is an eigenvalue of A. The synchronized state is linearly stable with
Re(σA) < 0 if and only if [183]
λ cos(Ωτ) > 0. (138)
This stability criterion depends on the coupling strength λ and on the time delay
τ , and it is independent of the network topology. In particular, the criterion
of the synchronous state applies to any network in which each oscillator has a
uniform in-degree, independent of all other network properties. However, the
ability of a network to achieve the full synchronous state also depends on the
occurrence and stability of non-synchronous solutions [187]. These states are
influenced by the network topology and the delay, and the underlying coupling
topology plays an essential role in stability criteria.
To deepen the understanding of effects of time delays on general networks,
it is insightful to firstly analyse different types of motifs, e.g., open chains of
Kuramoto oscillators, bidirectionally coupled rings, and unidirectionally coupled
rings [187]. Depending on networks possessing different symmetries, the delay
behaves differently on the bifurcation diagram: (i) in an open chain topology
of Kuramoto oscillators, the mathematical analysis is similar to that of two
mutually coupled oscillators, i.e., oscillators move either in-phase with each
other or anti-phase with their neighbors [187].
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(ii) In a unidirectional ring, where oscillator i is coupled to the oscillator
i+1, the system allows N different frequency-locked solutions. In particular, all
oscillators move either in-phase solutions or exhibit spatiotemporal symmetries.
Such solutions are stable if and only if λ cos(∆φ − Ωτ) > 0, where ∆φ = 2jpiN
with 0 ≤ j < N . Moreover, the system also has other unlocked solutions,
which could be found numerically. The time delay plays a vital role in inducing
multiple solutions without enhancing their linear stability [187]. Under influence
of noise, oscillators can switch between different solutions and spend equally
much time in different oscillation patterns [188].
(iii) In a bidirectional ring, where each Kuramoto oscillator is coupled to
its two neighbors, the stability of N frequency-locked solutions was conducted
following the same analysis in unidirectional rings [187]. In particular, two
special solutions were addressed where each oscillator moves either in-phase or
antiphase with its second nearest neighbor with an even number of oscillators,
and the in-phase solutions are stable if and only if λ cos(Ωτ) < 0, whereas
solutions with ∆φ = ±pi/2 are always unstable for nonzero delay. As a sufficient
stability criterion for other solutions, a state θn(t) = Ωt + n∆φ is stable if
λ cos(Ωτ + ∆φ) > 0 and λ cos(Ωτ − ∆φ) > 0. In contrast to that of the
unidirectional ring, the delay of bidirectional ring exhibits different influences
on the stability of the in-phase and out-of-phase states [187].
(iv) In this line of research, the relative amount of short cyclic motifs on
different classes of networks with the same average degree as the governing
topological factor were also considered in networks of identical time-delayed
Kuramoto oscillators [192]. The patterns occurring from the cyclic motifs are
distinguishable particularly in terms of the momentary frequency dispersion S2,
which is defined as follows
S2 ≡ 1
NT
∫ T
0
∑
i
[θ˙i(t)− Ω(t)]2dt, (139)
where Ω(t) =
∑
i θ˙i(t)/N and T denotes a long time intervals. One interesting
conclusion is that bidirectional random networks with short cyclic motifs and
unidirectional random networks are two opposite ends of a spectrum of different
classes of networks [192].
Note that there are two different terms considered: the momentary frequency
dispersion S2 and the sustained frequency dispersion σ2 [191]. The sustained
frequency dispersion is defined as follows
σ2 ≡ 〈(Ωi − Ω)2〉, (140)
where Ωi = 1T
∫ T
0
θ˙i(t)dt and Ω denotes the average frequency of all oscillators.
The two terms exhibit different information. In particular, the momentary
frequency dispersion emerges from the cyclic motifs [192]. The pronounced
frequency dispersion emerges in networks with binomial degree distribution,
along with a relatively smooth transition from synchronization to incoherence
with the increases in the time delay τ , in contrast to that of networks with
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identical degree distributions [191]. Frequency dispersion can also be induced
by the time delay in networks with a binomial degree distribution instead of
networks with identical degree, i.e. ki = k [191].
Additional to the time delay, it has been shown that phase shifts can show
similar features as time delays, e.g., inducing an additional effective phase
shift [31, 183]. The interplay between phase shifts and time delays can lead
to different oscillator dynamics [195]. This raises the questions of whether time
delays and phase shifts play a similar role in networks of coupled Kuramoto
oscillators. Consider the following dynamics as a function of a uniform time
delay τ and phase shift ϕ [195]
θ˙i(t) = ω0 +
λ
ki
N∑
j=1
Aij sin(θj(t− τ)− θi(t)− ϕ). (141)
The normalization of the coupling strength ki allows in-phase synchronized
states with θi(t) = Ωt. The collective frequency Ω therein follows the equa-
tion
Ω = ω0 − λ sin(Ωτ + ϕ). (142)
To address the effects of the interplay of time delays and phase shifts on syn-
chronization, the collective frequency is kept constant as Ω = Ω0 by varying τ
and adjusting ϕ(τ) correspondingly
ϕ(τ) = Ψ− Ω0τ, (143)
where Ψ is a constant that determines the value of a constant collective frequency
Ω0, and fulfills the following condition
Ω0 = ω0 + λ sin(−Ψ). (144)
Although the collective frequency Ω is kept constant, the relaxation rate τ−1r
(see Sec. 2.3 for definition) does change [195].
To calculate the synchronization rate τ−1r numerically, initially oscillators
are synchronized, and system is then subjected to small random perturbations.
When the Kuramoto order parameter approaches r ∼ 1, relaxation becomes
exponential for large times, and τ−1r is approximated to fit this exponential [195]
(see Sec. 2.3). It was observed numerically that the τ−1r as a function of the
time delay τ displays a characteristic peak with a maximum in globally coupled
networks (shown in Fig. 12(a)) and in nearest-neighbor coupled networks [195].
To deepen the insights into the relaxation dynamics as a function of time
delays and phase shifts, a linearized method was performed near the synchro-
nized state, θi(t) = Ωt+ εφi(t) with ε 1. The synchronized state is stable if
and only if a > 0, where a ≡ λ cos(Ψ). Substituting this linear approximation
into the original system (141) yields the first order in φi as
φ˙i(t) = a
∑
j
bij [φj(t− τ)− φi(t)], (145)
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Figure 12: Slowest relaxation rate τ−1r as a function of the coupling delay τ for a globally
coupled system. Numerical simulations of Eqs. 141 and 143 are in circles. Analytical approx-
imation is obtained from Eq. 147. Here, N = 40, ω = 1, Ψ = 5.5, and λ = 0.15. Adapted
with permission from [195].
where bij ≡ Aij/ki. Here, only stable states are considered. Via introduc-
ing the collective relaxation modes ηi(t) =
∑
j(d
−1
ij φj(t)), where dij follows∑
jk d
−1
ij bjkdkl = µiδil and µi are eigenvalues of the normalized matrix bij , and
given the ansatz η(t) = e−σt yield the characteristic equation
a− σ = aµeστ , (146)
where the index i is dropped for notational simplicity. The solutions follow
the Lambert W function, i.e., W (z)eW (z) = z for z ∈ C. This function has
discrete branches Wn(z) and each branch corresponds to one relaxation rate
τ−1rn = Re(σn). The slowest relaxation rate τ
−1
r is shown as [195]
σ0 = a− 1
τ
W0(zτ ), (147)
where zτ ≡ µaτeaτ .
Consider two cases µ > 0 and µ < 0, which exhibit the Fourier modes
in nearest-neighbor coupled oscillators with long wavelengths and short wave-
lengths, respectively. When µ > 0, collective models are the Fourier modes with
long wavelengths. In this case, one can show that τ−1r satisfies [195]
dτ−1r
dτ
= − τ
−1
r
τ + (λ cos Ψ− τ−1r )−1
< 0, (148)
Note that τ−1r decreases monotonically, and approaches 0 for large τ . Moreover,
given two eigenvalues if µ1 > µ2, their relative rates obey τ−1r1 > τ
−1
r2 , which is
validated numerically.
For µ < 0, as suggested by Fig. 12, the relaxation rate displays a peak and
its maximum is reached at τ∗, where
τ∗ ≡ 1
λ cos Ψ
W0
(
e−1
|µ|
)
. (149)
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As exhibited numerically, the signs of the derivation of the relaxation rate
before and after the threshold are opposite. For τ < τ∗, one can analytically
show that dτ
−1
r
dτ > 0 from Eq. (147). For τ > τ
∗, dτ
−1
r
dτ < 0. The system
synchronizes slower as the increases in the time delay. For globally coupled
networks, eigenvalues µ = (N − 1)−1 and the maximal synchronization rate
τ−1r is located at τ∗ = W0(e−1(N − 1))/λ cos Ψ. In the limit of large time
delays, τ−1r ≈ − ln(|µ|)/τ , which indicates that the synchronization rates with
eigenvalues µ and −µ approach the same asymptotic behavior.
4.1.3. Networks of oscillators with distance-dependent time delays
At last of this subsection, we consider an ensemble of coupled Kuramoto
oscillators embedded in a metric space and subjected to (distance-dependent)
time-delayed interactions [196, 199–201]. The time delay τij is the time required
to transfer a signal from node j to i depending on, for example, the distance
between j and i [196]. When oscillators are sparsely and randomly connected,
short delays could induce frequency synchronization [196]. Even in a general
coupling form, a small fraction of connections with time delays can destabilize
synchronous states [197].
Time delays, proportional to the Euclidean distances between interacting
oscillators, yield various spatial patterns including traveling rolls, squarelike
and rhombuslike patterns, spirals, and targets [199]. Distance-dependent time
delays can also induce near regular waves even through oscillators that are
randomly coupled [200]. Surprisingly, it is also possible to induce frequency
synchronization and allow propagating structures in one-dimensional globally
coupled systems [196]. Jeong et al. [199] investigated further effects of the
distance-dependent time delay in a two-dimensional array of coupled Kuramoto
oscillators, where each oscillator is coupled to oscillators within a finite radius.
They found that time delays yield various well defined spatio-temporal patterns,
including travelling rolls, squarelike and rhombuslike patterns, spirals, and tar-
gets. Moreover, distance-dependent time delays are found to induce traveling
waves even with long-range interactions in regular topology [196, 199]. This line
of research was also extended to irregular topologies [200]. In the presence of
time delays and phase lag, pulse-coupled networks exhibit analogous behaviour,
like chimera states [204].
The following system with randomly coupled identical Kuramoto oscillators
is generally considered with time delays proportional to Euclidean distances:
θ˙i(t) = ω0 +
λ
ki
∑
j
Aij sin[θj(t− τij)− θi(t)], (150)
where the time delay τij =
dij
v . The coupling from oscillators j to i is assumed to
be propagated along the distance dij with finite constant speed v. Assume that
the oscillators are equally spaced on a ring with circumference L for simplicity
and the position xi of the i-th oscillator is therein xi = LN i. The distance
dij is taken as the shortest Euclidean distance between oscillators i and j, i.e.,
dij = min{|xj − xi|, L − |xj − xi|}. Note that here identical oscillators are
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mainly considered. The system of nonidentical oscillators has also attracted
much attention [183, 189, 193, 194].
Model (150) with different natural frequencies ωi can be derived from neural
networks to investigate the effect of the large-scale structural connectivity on
neural dynamics at the neural population level [205]. The network describes
a periodic trajectory (a limit cycle) in phase space and its dynamics can be
approximated by the phase θi on this limit cycle. ωi is the intrinsic frequency of
node i and is drawn from a fixed Gaussian distribution with mean frequency ω¯ =
60Hz and standard derivation. The coupling term between one node and another
is written as a 2pi-periodic sin function of their phase difference and is taken into
account the interaction delay τij . The delay τij from node j to i is calculated
using τij = 〈τ〉Lij/ 〈L〉, where 〈τ〉 denotes the mean delay, L is the fiber length
matrix and 〈L〉 is the mean fiber length. The biologically-based Kuramoto
model in the presence of time-delayed interactions gives rise to the emergence
of slow neural activity fluctuations with their patterns significantly correlated
with the empirically measured functional connectivity (see also Sec. 9.2 for more
applications of neuronal models).
Noteworthy, assuming a fixed amplitude and taking only the phase dynamics
into account, the dynamics of the full Stuart-Landau equation with feedback
can be reduced to a delay-coupled Kuramoto model [206] and its linear stability
analysis can also be derived via a similar mathematical process [184, 187].
Wave formation is observed in randomly coupled oscillators [200], where, for
each oscillator i, 〈k〉/2 oscillators are randomly chosen to couple to i bidirec-
tionally. Moreover, the system shows different behaviors, including wave states
and in-phase state, in terms of different topologies as shown in Fig. 13 with
the difference of panels from (a) to (e) in the coupling topology and the ini-
tial phase configurations. To quantify the oscillating behaviors, the average
frequency Ω = 1N
∑
i θ˙i and the frequency dispersion σ =
√
1
N
∑
i(θ˙i − Ω) are
defined. With the increases of the average degree 〈k〉 (as shown from Fig. 13(a)
to (c)), the system exhibits wave states similar to that of all-to-all coupling case
(Fig. 13(d)). Additionally to the wave states in Fig. 13(c), the system can also
exhibit near in-phase synchronous states in Fig. 13(e).
In the case when phase differences remain typically small in the system,
Eguiluz et al. [201] considered a linearization of a set of coupled Kuramoto
oscillators. In this case, the corresponding governing dynamics becomes
θ˙i(t) = ωi + λ
N∑
j=1
Aij [θj(t− τij)− θi(t)] . (151)
All oscillators rotate at constant speed Ω with sufficiently small phase differences
and their phases are represented by
θi(t) = Ωt+ φi, (152)
where φi is the initial phase of the i-th oscillator. The dependence of the locking
frequency Ω on the network parameters and on the time delays is given by [201]
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Figure 13: Phase of the oscillators with ω0 = pi/10,N = 400, K = 0.4, 1/v = 0.22, and
L = 400. (a) The average degree 〈k〉 = 4, the average frequency Ω ≈ 0.31, and the frequency
dispersion σ ≈ 0.05. (b) 〈k〉 = 8: a wave state with winding number n = 4, Ω ≈ 0.295, and
σ ≈ 0.015. (c) 〈k〉 = 20: a wave state with m = 4, Ω ≈ 0.2933 and σ = 4 × 10−4. (d)
All-to-all coupling: a wave state with m = 4, Ω = 0.291, and σ = 10−5. (e) 〈k〉 = 20: a
near in-phase synchronous state, Ω = 0.0424, and σ < 10−5. Reprinted with permission from
[200]. Copyright 2011 by the American Physical Society.
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Ω =
〈ω〉
1 + 〈T〉 , (153)
and the phases
ωi − 〈ω〉 − (ωi 〈T〉 − 〈ω〉Ti)
1 + 〈T〉 = (Lφ)i, (154)
where ω is the frequency vector with components ωi, T is a vector of compo-
nents Ti =
∑
j Aijτij indicating the total delay on node i, L is the Laplacian
matrix with Lij = kini δij − Aij , kini is the in degree of the node i, δij is the
Kronecker delta, φ is the phase vector with components φi, 〈x〉 =
∑
i cixi and
x is normalized with
∑
i ci = 1, with ci being the components of the left eigen-
vector of L with eigenvalue 0. Without loss of generality, the coupling strength
is recalled, i.e. λ = 1. If all nodes of the network are reached by at least one
node, Eq. 151 has a unique phase locked solution given by Eqs. (153) and (154)
[201].
For uncorrelated and undirected networks of identical oscillators with con-
stant time delay, i.e. ωi = ω0 and τij = τ , the analytic formulas of the mean
phases Φk of nodes with degree k and the locking frequency Ω are obtained
as [201]
Φk =
Ω 〈k〉 τ
k
+ a, (155)
and
Ω =
ω0
1 + 〈k〉 τ , (156)
where a is an arbitrary constant. This indicates that in uncorrelated networks
the phase difference of nodes depends on their degree difference. In this limit,
the locking frequency depends on the average degree but is independent of the
degree distribution.
Along the lines of these topics, considering the limit of N → ∞, Ko and
Ermentrout [197] analyzed effects of axonal time delay on synchronization and
wave formation using an approximate equation, which for discrete oscillators is
equivalent to an equation for a continuum of oscillators as follows
∂θ(x, t)
∂t
= ω0 +
λ
P
∫ L/2
−L/2
P (x, x+ y) sin(θ(x+ y, t)− θ(x, t)− 2piτ |y|)dy, (157)
where τ is the relative unit time delay, P (x, x+ y) is the connecting probability
between oscillators at x and x+y, oscillators are located uniformly along a ring
with circumference L, xi = Li/N , and P is the average connecting probability
defined by P =
∫ L/2
−L/2
∫ L/2
−L/2 P (x, y)dydx. To simplify the notation, without
loss of generality, L is set unity, i.e., L = 1. For randomly coupled oscillators
with perfect synchronous solutions or traveling wave solutions, P (x, x+ y) is a
constant. Therefore, the continuum equation can be simplified and is exactly
the form as that of globally coupled case as follows
∂θ(x, t)
∂t
= ω0 + λ
∫ 1/2
−1/2
sin(θ(x+ y, t)− θ(x, t)− 2piτ |y|)dy. (158)
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Providing that the possible solutions obey the following form θ(x, t) = Ωqt+
qx, where Ωq is the synchronization frequency, q = 2mpi is the wave vector and
m = 0,±1,±2, . . .. Substituting these solutions into Eq. 158 yields
Ωq = ω0 + λ
{∫ 1/2
0
sin(qy − 2piτy)dy +
∫ 0
−1/2
sin(qy + 2piτy)dy
}
. (159)
. In Figure 14(a), the synchronization frequency Ω as a function of the relative
unit time delay τ and winding number m is obtained from Eq. 159. Symbols
and error bars are obtained numerically considering randomly coupled oscilla-
tors. Numerical and theoretical results fit well to each other. Thick parts of
the curves are identified by the linear stability analysis. Dashed vertical lines
indicate the minimum of the maximal real values of eigenvalues and correspond
to the most locally stable states. The frequency dispersions are small around
the dashed vertical lines and enlarge when states move away from these lines.
Order parameter also reflects this trend [197].
Consider the stability of this possible solutions and let θ(x, t) = Ωqt+ qx+
εφ(x, t), where ε 1 and φ(x, t) = eiaxeσat with a following the form 2piq and
q = 0,±1,±2, . . .. Via inserting these quantities into Eq. 158, the real part of
σa follows
Re(σa) = λ
∫ 1/2
−1/2
cos(qy − 2piτ |y|)[cos(ay)− 1]dy. (160)
As shown in Fig. 14(b), maximal values of Re(λa)max as a function of τ are shown
and their negative values correspond to the stability region as thick curves.
Bifurcations occur at the end points of the thick curves. The results are even
good for very sparsely coupled cases with ki  N .
Additionally to the distance-dependent time delays, time delay τ could vary
according to a distribution [196–198, 200, 201, 207]. In the continuum limit,
where N → ∞, Lee et al. [198] provided a framework for the study of delay
heterogeneity on the stability of incoherent states and the dynamics transitions
from stable incoherent states to stable coherent states, using the OA ansatz [32].
In comparison to the case with uniform time delay, spread in the delay distri-
bution function greatly affects the system dynamics, e.g., the critical coupling.
It is worth noting that the influence of time delays was also investigated
under the presence of time-varying parameters [202], a model that is relevant
for the study of effects of anaesthesia on macroscopic dynamics of the brain [208].
Specifically, instead of solely having time-dependent coupling function, natural
frequencies and coupling strength are also allowed to vary over time [202]. The
problem was tackled using the OA ansatz [32, 202] .
4.2. Time-varying coupling
Due to the ubiquity of synchronization in complex systems, it is interest-
ing to understand effects of time-varying interactions on collective behaviors
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Figure 14: States and their linear stability as a function of the relative unit time delay τ
with ω0 = pi/2 and λ = 1. Thick curves indicate stable states identified by the linear stability
analysis of the system (158). (a) Synchronization frequency Ω. Symbols and error bars denote
the time average of Ω and the frequency dispersion calculated numerically with N = 1600 and
〈k〉 = 40. Dashed vertical lines are located at the minimum of Re(σa)max. (b) The maximum
real part Re(σa)max of eigenvalue σa given by Eq. 160. Adapted with permission from [197].
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of networked oscillators. Adaptive mechanisms can be found in biological sys-
tems [209] and neural systems [210], e.g., the synchronization of pacemaker cells
in the heart, evolving patterns of neuronal synchronization in the brain [211],
and a typical Asian firefly specie, Pteroptyx malaccae, with adaptive frequency
to achieve perfect synchronization with stimulating frequency [209] (see Sec. 7).
Feedback theory is commonly used for time-varying coupling, and it is one
of the most important ideas developed in the last century, with fundamental
implications especially for biological neural systems [210]. For example in neu-
roscience, spike-timing dependent plasticity (STDP) enhances synchronization
of neural activity via enlarging the synchronization zones, decreasing the relax-
ation time, and increasing its robustness against perturbations [212, 213]. In
networked Kuramoto oscillators, STDP can give rise to multistability [214].
Adaptive scheme can suppress the negative effect of the heterogeneity in
oscillator networks [215–218]. Even in a system of identical Kuramoto oscilla-
tors, the presence of coupling plasticity induces the occurrence of multi-stable
states, i.e., the existence of a desynchronized state and a state consisting of two
anti-phase clusters [219]. In adaptive and multilayer networks in the absence of
frequency-degree corrections, explosive synchronization occurs [181] (see Sec. 5).
Additional to adaptive weights (coupling), adaptive natural frequency induces
special features, including long waiting times before synchronization and three
stability regimes [211, 220].
Here we aim at presenting recent results of synchronization on networks
of Kuramoto oscillators, where coupling strengths slowly adapt. We will also
discuss effects of different kinds of adaptive coupling schemes on global and local
synchronization.
The system consists of an ensemble of N phase oscillators and its governing
dynamics is given by
θ˙i = ωi + λ
∑
j∈Ni
wij(t) sin(θj − θi), (161)
where each oscillator i has the randomly assigned natural frequency ωi and
interacts with K randomly selected oscillators, which form the set Ni. Coupling
wij is the non-negative and time-dependent weight of a directed link from node
j to i in [221, 222]. The adaptive evolution of the weights wij is defined as
follows [221]
w˙ij(t) = pij −
(∑
l∈Ni
pil
)
wij(t), (162)
where pij quantifies the local synchronization between nodes i and j over a
characteristic memory time T , and it is governed by
pij =
1
T
∣∣∣∣∫ t−∞ e−(t−t′)/T ei[θi(t′)−θj(t′)]dt′
∣∣∣∣ . (163)
The sum of the incoming weights of each nodes is kept constant at all times,
i.e.,
∑
j∈Ni wij = 1. In directed networks with the same incoming and outgoing
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links, the coupling weights wij can also bes adjusted as [222]
w˙ij(t) = wij(t)
sipij −∑
j
wij(t)pij
 , (164)
where si denotes the sum of the total incoming strength, i.e., si =
∑N
j=1 wij ,
and pij denotes the average phase correlation between nodes i and j over the
time interval [t− T, t] as
pij =
1
T
∣∣∣∣∫ t
t−T
ei[θj(t
′)−θi(t′)]dt′
∣∣∣∣ . (165)
Note that here memory dependent adaptation mechanisms are considered. The
local phase correlation pij could also be instantaneous [223].
The adaptive scheme has the form of the replicator equation and exhibits the
feature of homophily and homeostasis, accounted for by, respectively, the first
and the second term in the right-hand side of Eq. 162 and 164. When the first
term is larger than the second one, the adaptive mechanism will enhance their
coupling strength, which exhibits effects of homophily. On the other hand, the
mechanism will depress their coupling strength, as effects of homoeostasis [223].
The influence of adaptive coupling on global synchronization r and local
synchronization rlink between connected links is investigated with the respective
definitions [221]
r = lim
∆t→∞
1
∆tN
∫ ts+∆t
ts
∣∣∣∣∣∣
N∑
j=1
eiθj(t
′)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ dt′, (166)
and
rlink =
1
N
N∑
i=1
N∑
j∈Ni
wij lim
∆t→∞
1
∆t
∣∣∣∣∣
∫ ts+∆t
ts
ei[θj(t
′)−θi(t′)]dt′
∣∣∣∣∣ , (167)
where ts identifies the beginning of averaging the global and local synchroniza-
tion over a suitably long time interval denoted by ∆t. Intuitively, r quantifies
the global time averaged order parameter and rlink the time averaged local syn-
chronization between connected nodes. The two measures coincide with each
other for very small or very high coupling strengths but become different with
the emergence of modularity, where rlink > r and only local synchrony occurs.
(i) Let us consider first the adaptive coupling in Eq. 162. In simulations,
the system is integrated with initial values wij = 1/K and without the adaptive
coupling during the first 200 time units. Subsequently, at the time instant
defined as t = 0, the adaptation mechanism (162) is switched on. After ts
integrating time units, r and rlink are monitored over another ∆t time periods.
The time evolution of the instantaneous order parameter r(t) is shown in Fig. 15
(c) via varying the value of λ and fixing T = 15, showing the striking result that
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Figure 15: Projection of (a) global synchronization r and (b) local synchronization rlink over
the parameter space of (T, λ) in a directed weight-adapted network. (c) Time evolution of
global order parameter r(t) considering T = 15 for different couplings. Remaining parameters:
ts = 2000, ∆t = 1000 and T = 15. From [221].
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the adaptive mechanism generally enhances global synchronization r(t) for t > 0
in comparison to that for t < 0. This result was also observed with different
adaptive mechanisms [224].
Figure 15 plots the global synchronization r in (a) and the local synchorniza-
tion rlink (b) with respect to λ and T . For large values of T , r and rlink solely
depend on the coupling λ up to the threshold λc, which is determined as in the
classical Kuramoto model [40], i.e., λKMc =
2
pig(0) (Eq. 9). Within this period,
due to the emergence of modular structure, rlink grows much faster than r, per-
sisting as such for a wide region in the plane (for λ < 1 and T > 1). With
increasing λ beyond λc, higher global and local synchronizations are achieved.
In this case, pij ≈ 1 and wij ≈ 1/K (one can also approximate its value by
setting w˙ij = 0 in Eq. 162).
To deepen the understanding of this structure, the modularity of the par-
tition of networks is measured by its modular cohesion MC as follows [221]
MC =
1
N
M∑
µ=1
∑
i,j∈Cµ
wij , (168)
where the fast community detection algorithm [225, 226] allows us to split the
network into M non-overlapping communities and Cµ stands for the µth com-
munity. MC quantifies the degree of the partition, takes values within [0, 1], and
MC = 1, when the network is split into disconnect modules. Interestingly, the
network is separated into components when λ is relatively low and T is relatively
high (Fig. 16). At small values of λ, the adaption mechanism redistributes the
weights, which leads to a highly heterogeneous topology. With the increases of
λ, more and more distinct modules occur andMC increases respectively. When
λ > λc, the coupling weights are persistent at a constant value 1/K = 0.05 (the
initial value) and all oscillators belong to a single synchronous component. In
this case, the adaptation mechanism is negligible.
(ii) Secondly, we consider directed networks with the same governing dy-
namics (161) but different adaptive-coupling schemes (164). Following the same
simulation process, the time evolution of r can exhibit quasi-periodic oscillations
for some special coupling strengths [222]. Interestingly, the network dynamics
with competitive interactions (Eqs. 161, 164 and 165) presented similar behav-
iors as in the above analysis of Fig. 15. Specifically, the projections of r and
rlink on the plane (λ, T ) also exhibit the presence of incoherent, partially ordered
and totally synchronized regimes. In the incoherent state, a modular structure
emerges, and a large internal synchronization of each modular is achieved but
without global and local synchronization. At low coupling strength, a distri-
bution of weights can be fitted by a power-law distribution. With increasing
λ, the system comes to the partially ordered phase, where r oscillates. Mean-
while, multiple components coexist and within each component perfect local
synchronization is achieved. For high λ, the network dynamics ends up in a
fully synchronized state and the stationary network with w˙ij = 0 in (164) is
very similar to the initial regular network without adaptation, where each link
shares the same weights, i.e., wij = 1/K.
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Figure 16: Modularity cohesion MC (Eq. 168) as a function coupling λ and characteristic
memory time T for networks consisting of N = 300 oscillators. From [221].
The above results are induced by the competitive mechanisms (162) and
(163) or (164) and (165). Other adaptive mechanisms proportional to the
instantaneous phase difference between the oscillators have also been consid-
ered [216, 224, 227]. For instance, Aoki and Aoyagi [228] investigated coevolving
dynamics in a weighted network of identical oscillators as follows
θ˙i = ωi − 1
N
∑
j
wij sin(θi − θj + ϕ), (169)
where the natural frequency is identical with ωi = ω0 = 1, without loss of
generality. The constant phase shift denoted by ϕ is induced by a short delay
of the coupling and the coupling weight from the jth to the ith oscillator is
denoted by wij . The dynamical model for the coupling weights wij depends on
the relative timing of phase difference as follows
w˙ij = −ε sin(θi − θj + b), (170)
where ε determines the time scale of the evolution of the coupling weights with
ε  1 and b a different phase shift. The coupling wij is bounded within the
range of [−1, 1], and outside the boundary, wij is immediately set to the approx-
imate bounded value (1 or −1). An alternative method can be implemented by
including a nonlinear term similar as in [224] and the results are qualitatively
the same (see Fig. 17). With this coevolving dynamical coupling, the system has
three distinct types of self-organized phase patterns (Fig. 17 (b)): a two-cluster
state, a coherent state, and a chaotic state, depending on ϕ and b. The results
are independent of the network parameter values, and are robust against the
topological differences between the SF and the all-to-all connections.
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A generalization of the order parameter (Eq. 2) can be defined as
Rm =
∣∣∣∣∣∣ 1N
N∑
j=1
eimθj
∣∣∣∣∣∣ , (171)
where m = 1 or 2. |R1| quantifies the degree of asymmetry in clustering (re-
fer to other sections), while |R2| quantifies the degree of cluster synchrony in
the system [229] and converges to 1 when a two-cluster state with anti-phase
synchronization emerges.
The normalized rate of change of the weights averaged over all connections
is given by [230]
∆K(t) =
1
N(N − 1)
∑
i 6=j
|wij(t)− wij(t− δ)|
δ
, (172)
where δ is a sampling interval δ ≈ 2piω0  1/ε. In the region b ∈ [−pi, 0], the time
evolution of coupling weights exhibits the Hebbian-like characteric and this is a
positive feedback.
In the two-cluster state in Fig. 17 (b) and (c-d), R1 is kept close to zero,
R2 converges to 1 with anti-phase synchronization. The rate ∆K(t) becomes
zero if the coupling weights are in frozen states, where oscillators within the
same cluster run at the same frequency. The ratio of the populations in the two
clusters depends on the initial conditions. On the other hand, in the coherent
state in Fig. 17 (b) and (e-f), the system is in the steady state and the rate of
change of weights ∆K remains close to zero. To characterize it, the autocorre-
lation function C(τ) =
〈
| 1N
∑
j e
iθj(t)e−iθj(t−τ)|
〉
is defined showing that C(τ)
remains close to 1, i.e., the oscillators are in the steady state. In right parameter
region of Fig. 17 (b), where both the two-cluster state and the coherent state
become unstable in Fig. 17 (g-h), the system behaves chaotically with positive
Lyapunov exponents and the number of positive Lyapunov exponents is a lin-
ear function of the number of degrees of freedom of the system. Furthermore,
∆K does not decay and C(τ) converges to zero. Additional to the two-cluster
state, the system can be designed to exhibit an m-cluster state by choosing an
appropriate coupling evolution function, e.g. w˙ij = cos[(m− 1)θ] [230].
5. Correlations between dynamics and topology (Explosive synchro-
nization)
Several works have verified the occurrence of discontinuous synchronization
transitions in the tradition Kuramoto model since 90’s [231]. Regarding the
model without inertia, in 1992, Bonilla et al. [231] provided one of the first
studies on first-order transitions in complete graphs. The authors further showed
that such transitions could emerge when bimodal frequency distributions are
considered. After this work, only in 2005 the subject of abrupt transitions in
the first-order Kuramoto model was brought to attention again [56]. Analyzing
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bFigure 17: Coevolving dynamics on a scale-free network and its topology is shown in (a).
Three regimes are exhibited in (b) as a function of the characteristic b in terms of the second
order parameter R2, the long-time correlation C and the rate of change of weights ∆K with
a = 0.3pi and ε = 0.005. Time evolution of phase and phase vs degree are shown in (c-d) for
the two-cluster state with b = −0.7pi, (e-f) for the coherent state with b = −0.1pi, and (g-h)
the chaotic state with b = 0.7pi. Adapted with permission from [230]. Copyrighted by the
American Physical Society.
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the model with uniform frequency distributions, Pazó [56] showed that suddenly
after a given critical coupling λc, all the population of oscillators is entrained
in the mean-field, making the order parameter r to “jump” from r ∼ 0 to
rc . 1 with the dependence r − rc ∝ (λ − λc)2/3, for λ > λc. The work
by Pazó triggered further investigations devoted to the analysis of first-order
transitions [232–234]. In particular, Basnarkov and Urumov [232] analyzed the
phase transition in the Kuramoto model and also generalized the results to
unimodal frequency distributions composed by a plateau followed by tails in
the form |ω − ω0|m. They observed discontinuous transitions for m > 0. The
same authors later reported that asymmetric frequency distributions could also
lead to this dependency of the order parameter as a function of coupling [233].
Further works verified that the same conditions to yield discontinuous tran-
sitions in fully connected graph do not necessarily have the same effect in het-
erogeneous topologies [14, 29]. However, in 2011 Gómez-Gardeñez et al. [30]
firstly demonstrated the occurrence of a discontinuous transition – or “explosive
synchronization” (ES) as named by them – in SF networks. The authors sug-
gested that the correlation between topology and dynamics is the mechanism
responsible for such a transition. More specifically, they considered the natural
frequencies to be positively correlated with the degrees in the form ωi = ki,
where ki =
∑N
j=1Aij is the degree of node i. By using a random network
model [235] able to tune continuously from ER to BA networks via controlling a
single parameter α ∈ [0, 1] in the model, the authors showed that explosive syn-
chronization only happens for α = 0, i.e., when the network is SF with a degree
distribution given by P (k) ∼ k−γ , as shown in Fig. 18 [30]. Furthermore, to
analyze the network dynamics locally, the authors also considered the effective
frequency
ωeffi =
1
T
∫ t+T
t
θ˙i(τ)dτ. (173)
Figure 19 shows the corresponding dependency of ωeffi for the forward propaga-
tion of coupling λ along with the effective frequency for each group of nodes with
degree k, 〈ω〉k =
∑
[i|ki=k] ω
eff
i /(NP (k)) [30]. As we can see, for Fig. 19(a)-(c)
the groups of nodes join smoothly the synchronous component as the coupling is
increased. However, for α = 0 (Fig. 19(d)) all nodes join the giant synchronous
component abruptly at λc ≈ 1.4, evolving with 〈ω〉k = 〈k〉 = 6 [30].
These findings led the authors to conjecture that the necessary condition for
the emergence of an abrupt variation in the order parameter is the correlation
between the dynamics and the network structure. Other dynamical processes
in networks share similar characteristics, such as the case of percolation and
epidemic spreading, where there is also a microscopic mechanism that leads to
the abrupt transition [236–240].
5.1. Analytical approaches
The first work on explosive synchronization focused mostly on the numerical
analysis of the model in complex networks and the theoretical calculation of the
critical coupling for a star graph. Naturally the discovery of such transitions
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displays a second-order phase transition from r ¼ 0 to
r ¼ 1with a critical coupling c ¼ 2=ðgð! ¼ 0ÞÞ, where
gð!Þ is the distribution of the natural frequencies, f!ig, and
it is assumed to be unimodal and even [23].
Here we will focus on the influence of the dynamical
and topological characteristics at the local level in the
emergence of global synchronization. In particular, we
will identify the internal frequency of each node i directly
with its degree ki, so that !i ¼ ki in Eq. (1). Note that
this prescription sets that gð!Þ ¼ PðkÞ but not vice
versa [24]. To study the effects of the correlation between
dynamical and structural attributes, we simulate the
Kuramoto model on top of a family of networks generated
according to [25]. This model allows us to construct net-
works with the same average connectivity, hki, interpolat-
ing from Erdo¨s-Re`nyi (ER) graphs to Baraba`si-Albert
(BA) SF networks by tuning a single parameter  2
½0; 1. For  ¼ 1 one gets ER graphs with a Poissonian
degree distribution whereas for  ¼ 0 the resulting net-
works are SF with PðkÞ  k3. Intermediate values of
 2 ð0; 1Þ tune the heterogeneity of the network, which
increases when going from  ¼ 1 to  ¼ 0. In the four
panels of Fig. 1, we report the synchronization diagrams
of four network topologies constructed using this model.
The limiting cases of ER and BA networks correspond
to panels 1(a) and 1(d), respectively. The size of these
networks are is N ¼ 103 while hki ¼ 6.
For each panel in Fig. 1 we have computed two syn-
chronization diagrams, rðÞ, labeled as forward and back-
ward continuations. The former diagram is computed by
increasing progressively the value of  and computing
the stationary value of the order parameter r for
0, 0 þ ; . . . ; 0 þ n. Alternatively, the backward
continuation is performed by decreasing the values of 
from 0 þ n to 0. The panels 1(a)–1(c) show a typical
second-order transition with a perfect match between the
backward and forward synchronization diagrams.
The most striking result is however observed for the BA
network [panel 1(d)] in which a sharp, first-order synchro-
nization transition appears. In the case of the forward
continuation diagram the order parameter remains r ’ 0
until the onset of synchronization in which r jumps sud-
denly to r ’ 1 pointing out that almost all the network has
reached the synchronous motion. Moreover, the diagram
corresponding to the backward continuation also shows a
sharp transition from the fully synchronized state to the
incoherent one. The two sharp transitions takes place at
different values of r so that the whole synchronization
diagram displays a strong hysteresis.
To analyze deeply the change of the order of the syn-
chronization transition, we have computed the effective
frequency along the forward continuation (see Fig. 2) as
!effi ¼
1
T
Z tþT
t
_iðÞd; (3)
with T  1. In addition, we have computed the evolution
of !effi within a degree class k, h!ik, by averaging over
the Nk ¼ NPðkÞ nodes that have identical degree k,
i.e., h!ik ¼
P
½ijki¼k!
eff
i =Nk. From the panels in Fig. 2
we observe that the individual frequencies and the different
curves h!ikðÞ converge progressively to the average
frequency of the system  ¼ hki ¼ 6 until full synchroni-
zation is achieved. Panel 2(a) (ER graph) shows that
the convergence to  is first achieved by those nodes
with large degree while the small k classes achieve full
synchronization later on. As the heterogeneity of the net-
work increases [see  ¼ 0:6 and  ¼ 0:2 in panels 2(b)
and 2(c), respectively] the differences in the convergence
of the k classes decrease. Finally, for the BA network
[Fig. 2(d)], the nodes (and thus the different k classes)
retain their natural frequencies until they become locked,
which signals the abrupt synchronization observed in
Fig. 1(d). Thus, the first-order transition of the BA network
corresponds to a process in which no microscopic signals
of synchronization are observed until c is reached.
To further explore the correspondence of the explosive
synchronization transition with the SF nature of the under-
lying graph, in Fig. 3(a) we show the synchronization
diagrams for different uncorrelated SF graphs with differ-
ent degree-distribution’ exponents. These graphs have
been constructed using the configurational model [26] by
imposing a degree distribution PðkÞ  k
 with 
 ¼ 2:4,
2.7, 3.0, and 3.3. The synchronization diagrams are
obtained by forward continuation (as described above)
starting at  ¼ 1 and performing adiabatic increments
of  ¼ 0:02. Again, for each value of  the Kuramoto
dynamics is run until the value of r reaches its stationary
state. From the figure it is clear that a first-order
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FIG. 1 (color online). Synchronization diagrams rðÞ for dif-
ferent networks constructed using the model in [25]. The 
values in each panel are (a)  ¼ 1 (ER), (b)  ¼ 0:6,
(c)  ¼ 0:2 and (d)  ¼ 0 (BA). The panels show both forward
and backward continuations in  using  ¼ 0:02. The size of
the networks is N ¼ 103 and hki ¼ 6.
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Figure 18: Synchronization diagram r(λ) for networks generated from the model proposed
in [235] for (a) α = 1 (ER), (b) α = 0.6, (c) α = 0.2 and (d) α = 0 (BA). All networks have
N = 103 and 〈k〉 = 6. Reprinte with permission from [30]. Copyrig t 2011 by the American
Physical Society.
synchronization transition appears for all the reported
values of  pointing out the ubiquity of the explosive
synchronization transition in SF networks. Moreover, the
onset of synchronization, c, is delayed as  decreases.
Up to now, we have shown that the explosive synchro-
nization transition appears in SF when the natural frequen-
cies of the nodes are correlated with their degrees. To show
that this correlation is the responsible of such explosive
transition, in Fig. 3(b) we show the synchronization dia-
gram for the same SF networks used in Fig. 3(a), but when
the correlation between dynamics and structure is broken
in such a way that the same distribution for the internal
frequencies, gð!Þ ¼ ! is kept. To this end, we made a
random assignment of frequencies to nodes according to
gð!Þ. The plots reveal that now all the transitions turn to be
of second order, thus recovering the usual picture of syn-
chronization phenomena in complex networks. Therefore,
the first-order transition arises due to the positive correla-
tion between natural frequencies and the degrees of the
nodes in SF networks [27].
To get analytical insights, we reduce the problem studied
to the analysis of the star configuration, a special structure
that grasp the main property of SF networks, namely, the
role of hubs. Therefore, we explore the synchronization
transition of such a configuration and show that it is indeed
explosive when the correlation!i ¼ ki holds. A star graph
[as shown in the inset of Fig. 4(a)] is composed by a central
node (the hub) and K peripheral nodes (or leaves). Each of
the peripheral nodes connects solely to the hub. Thus, the
connectivity of the leaves is ki ¼ 1 (i ¼ 1; . . . ; K) while
that of the hub is kh ¼ K. Let us suppose that the hub has
a frequency !h while all the leaves beat at the same
frequency !.
First we set a reference frame rotating with the average
phase of the system, ðtÞ ¼ ð0Þ þt, being  the
average frequency of the oscillators in the star,  ¼
ðK!þ!hÞ=ðK þ 1Þ. In the following we set ð0Þ ¼ 0
without loss of generality so that the transformed variables
are defined as h ¼ h t for the hub and j ¼ j 
t (with j ¼ 1; . . . ; K) for the leaves. Thus, the equations
of motion for the hub and the leaves read
_h ¼ ð!h Þ þ 
XK
j¼1
sinðj hÞ; (4)
_ j¼ð!ÞþsinðhjÞ; with j¼1...K: (5)
In this rotating frame Eq. (4) can be expressed as
_h ¼ ð!h Þ þ ðK þ 1Þr sinðhÞ; (6)
note that in this new frame it is easy to identify that the
dynamics of the hub is governed by its new inherent
frequency and the superposition of a set of identical signals
from the leaves. Now, imposing that the phase of the hub is
locked, _h ¼ 0, we obtain
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FIG. 2 (color online). The panels show the evolution of the
effective frequencies of the nodes along the (forward) continu-
ation in the model networks of Fig. 1. The colored dots account
for single-node values (colors stand for their respective degree)
while solid lines show the average value of the effective fre-
quencies of nodes having the same degree.
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FIG. 3 (color online). Panel (a) shows the synchronization
diagrams rðÞ for several SF networks constructed via the
configurational model. All the networks have a degree distribu-
tion PðkÞ  k with  ¼ 2:4, 2.7, 3.0, and 3.3 while N ¼ 103.
The steps of the continuation are set to  ¼ 0:02. In panel
(b) we show the synchronization diagrams of the same SF
networks without the local correlation between degrees and
natural frequencies, i.e., !i  ki, while gð!Þ !.
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FIG. 4 (color online). Synchronization diagrams for the star
graph [see the inset in plot (a)]. In (a) we show the (forward and
backward) continuation diagrams for K ¼ 10 while (b) shows
the forward continuation diagrams for star graphs of different
sizes as indicated.
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Figure 19: Effective frequencies 〈ω〉k as a function of coupling λ for netw rks sing model [241]
with (a) α = 1 (ER), (b) α = 0.6, (c) α = 0.2 and (d) α = 0 (BA). All networks have N = 103
and 〈k〉 = 6. Reprinted with permission [30]. Copyright 2011 by the American Physical
Society.
raised many questions on the subject, a fact that motivated many following
works [30, 138–141, 143, 242–255]. The first analytical approach to the model
in networks without degree-degree correlations was carried out by Peron and R -
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drigues [242]. More specifically, the authors considered the equations of motion
(Eq. 42) in the continuum limit for the case in which ω = k, i.e.,
θ˙ = k + λk
∫
dk′
∫
dθ′
k′P (k′)
〈k〉 ρ(θ
′, t|k′) sin(θ′ − θ), (174)
where ρ(θ, t|k) is the density of oscillators with phase θ at time t for a given
degree k, similarly as before. Using the corresponding definition for the order
parameter r in the continuum limit
reiψ(t) =
1
〈k〉
∫
dk
∫
dθkP (k)ρ(θ, t|k)eiθ (175)
and rewriting the equations in the rotating frame it is possible to show that the
real part of the order parameter is given by [242]
〈k〉 r =
∫ 〈k〉/(1−λr)
〈k〉/(1+λr)
dkP (k)k
√
1− 1
λ2r2
(
k − 〈k〉
k
)2
. (176)
Changing the variable in Eq. 176 and letting r → 0+ we obtain [242]
λc =
2
pi 〈k〉P (〈k〉) , (177)
which is the critical coupling for the onset of synchronization. It is interesting
to note that for the case in which natural frequencies are equal to degrees, the
critical coupling no longer depends on the ratio between the first moments of the
degree distribution 〈k〉 / 〈k2〉, in contrast to the case where the frequencies are
drawn from a unimodal and even distribution [60]. Noteworthy, strictly speak-
ing, the result in Eq. 177 is valid for networks with symmetric P (k), although
it provides good estimates for λc in SF networks with reasonable size [242].
Following a similar analysis, the expression for λc was recently generalized for
networks with P (k) ∼ k−γ and it is given by [256]
λc =
2 (γ−1)
γ−2
(γ−2)γ−1√
pi2 +
[
log(γ − 2)−∑γ−3i=1 1i (γ−1γ−2)i]2
, (178)
which is valid for any integer γ > 2.
A different analysis of explosive synchronization was carried out by Coutinho
et al. [249], where further properties of the model were uncovered. Noting
that in the rotating frame the equations of motion are written as θ˙i − Ω =
(ki−Ω) + λrki sin(ψ− θi), with Ω being the average frequency, it is possible to
rewrite the order parameter as
reiψ(t) =
1
N 〈k〉
∑
|kj−Ω|≤kjλr
kje
iθj +
1
N 〈k〉
∑
|kj−Ω|>kjλr
kje
iθj , (179)
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Figure 20: (a) Example of solution of Eq. 184 for an ER network with 〈k〉 = 10. The dashed
lines correspond to the curves x/λ, whose intersection with R(x) yield the solutions of Eq. 183
leading to (b) the order parameter r as a function of λ. Adapted with permission from [249].
Copyrighted by the American Physical Society.
where the first and second terms are the contributions due to locked and drifting
oscillators, respectively. Taking the continuum limit of Eq. 179 we can write
each contribution as
rlock =
1
〈k〉
∫
|k−Ω|≤λkr
dkP (k)k
√
1−
(
k − Ω
λkr
)2
(180)
and
rdrift =
1
〈k〉
∫
|k−Ω|>λkr
dkP (k)
k − Ω
λr
1−
√
1−
(
λkr
k − Ω
)2 . (181)
Defining x ≡ λr and substituting Eq. 180 and 181 into Eq. 179 (r = rlock+rdrift)
we obtain
〈k〉 − Ω =
∫
|k−Ω|>xk
dkP (k)(k − Ω)
√
1−
(
xk
k − Ω
)2
, (182)
R(x) = x
λ
, (183)
where R(x) is given through Eq. 179, as follows
R(x) = 1〈k〉
∫
|k−Ω(x)|≤xk
dkP (k)k
√
1−
(
k − Ω(x)
xk
)2
. (184)
The set of Eqs. 182, 183 and 184 gives the full recipe to uncover the dependency
of r = r(λ). First, the average frequency Ω = Ω(x) is obtained by solving Eq. 182
for variable x. Then the result is inserted into Eq. 184 to get R = R(x). Finally,
using Eq. 183 we yield r = r(λ) by calculating the intersections between the
curves R(x) and xλ for different values of λ.
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Figure 21: (a) Solutions of Eq. 184 for SF networks considering degree distribution exponents
γ = 3.2 (dash-dotted), γ = 3 (dash-dot-dotted) and γ = 2.8 (solid lines). The inset shows
function Φ(x) for SF networks with degree distribution exponents γ = 3.2 (dash-dotted),
γ = 3 (dash-dot-dotted) and γ = 2.8 (solid lines). The thin solid lines correspond to the
curves λ = 1.5 and λ = 2, respectively, whose intersections yield the order parameter r as a
function of coupling λ. (b) The order parameter r vs. λ for SF networks with γ = 3 (dash-
dot-dotted) and γ = 2.8 (solid lines). Adapted with permission from [249]. Copyrighted by
the American Physical Society.
Now we discuss this behavior for basic network classes: i) Figure 20(a)
shows R(x) (Eq. 183) for an ER network with the degree distribution P (k) =
〈k〉k e−〈k〉/k!. The intersection between the solid (Eq. 184) and the dashed lines
(Eq. 183) in Fig. 20(a) yields the curve in Fig. 20(b). ii) The same process can
be applied to networks with SF distributions P (k) ∼ k−γ . Fig. 21 shows the
solution of Eqs. 182 and 183 for different values of γ. As we can see, for γ = 3.2
the phase transition is continuous and is characterized by a critical coupling λc.
For λ < λc the only possible solution is the trivial one given by r = 0. The
scenario changes for 2 < γ < 3. As shown in Fig. 21, for these values of γ, dis-
continuous transitions emerge for which a hysteresis, characterized by the two
critical couplings, λDc and λIc, takes place. Interestingly, as shown in [249], for
γ = 3 the phase transition of the order parameter r as a function of the coupling
λ is discontinuous, however with the absence of hysteresis. This particular kind
of phase transitions is known as hybrid phase transition and is observed in other
dynamical processes, such as in k-core [241, 257] and bootstrap percolation [258]
and in avalanches in interdependent networks [259] as well.
To precisely analyze the nature of the phase transitions for the problem of
correlated frequencies and degrees, Coutinho et al. defined the function [249]
Φ(x) =
1
λ
, (185)
where Φ(x) ≡ R(x)/x and is given by
Φ(x) = (γ − 2)
(
Ω(x)
kmin
)2−γ ∫ 1
−1
dy(1− xy)γ−3
×
√
1− y2Θ(1− xy)Θ
(
xy − kmin − Ω(x)
kmin
)
, (186)
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where y ≡ [k − Ω(x)]/(xk). The horizontal lines in the inset of Fig. 21 are
given by 1/λ and their intersection with Φ(x) gives the solutions of the or-
der parameter r. To obtain a discontinuous transition, the function Φ(x) must
have a maximum for x 6= 0. Since limx→∞ Φ(x) = 0, Φ(x) must be an in-
creasing function at x = 0, i.e. it has its maximum value at x 6= 0. Thus,
since ∂Φ(x)/∂x|x=0 = 0, a sufficient condition for the existence of a first-order
transition is ∂2Φ(x)/∂x2
∣∣
x=0
> 0, which is equivalent to [249]
(γ − 4)(γ − 3)
4(γ − 2) −
Ω′′(0)
Ω(0)
> 0, (187)
where Ω′′(0) = ∂2Ω(x)/∂2x
∣∣
x=0
. Although there is no explicit solution of Ω as
a function of x, it is possible to determine its dependence on exponent γ for x.
This dependence is given by [249]
Ω(0)
kmin
− 2 = pi
2
4
(γ − 3), (188)
Ω′′(0)
kmin
' 1.71(γ − 3) (189)
Inserting Eqs. 188 and 189 into Eq. 187 we obtain the phase diagram depicted
in Fig. 22. Notice that three regions are uncovered. Region I is marked by
the presence of incoherence, i.e., no synchronous behavior emerges for λ < λc.
Synchronization (r > 0) takes place in region II, where λ > λIc. Finally, the
system will generate a hysteresis for parameters belonging to region III in which
one stable and one metastable solution are found. Furthermore, by expanding
the function Φ(x) using Taylor series around x one finds that, for γ = 3, the
order parameter follows r − rc ∝ (λ − λc)β , where β = 2/3, which is the same
critical exponent found by Pazó [56] for uniform frequency distributions [249].
The findings in [249] yield important insights into the dynamics of Kuramoto
oscillators with frequencies correlated with degrees in networks without degree-
degree correlations. Specifically, it predicts that SF networks with γ > 3 un-
dergo a second-order transition, changing to a hybrid transition at γ = 3 with
no hysteresis and finally becoming a first-order transition for γ < 3. However,
as remarked by the authors in [249], the result for γ > 3 is in apparent con-
tradiction to those presented by Goméz-Gardeñes et al. [30]. More specifically,
in [30] the authors numerically found that SF networks with γ = 3.3 constructed
through the CM undergo a first-order transition, in contrast to what is predicted
by the calculations in [249]. This inconsistency between both results may be due
to finite-size effects presented by networks of size N = 103 considered in [30].
It is important to note that networks with finite-size constructed by the CM
might exhibit non-vanishing values for the clustering-coefficient and also can
have degree-degree correlations [25]. Thus, this makes the assumption of net-
works in the absence of degree-degree correlations no longer valid leading, in
this way, to a different result as the one predicted by diagram in Fig. 22. As we
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Figure 22: Phase diagram of the Kuramoto model with degree-correlated frequencies in SF
networks. Area I denotes the region with incoherence, i.e., r = 0. Synchronization emerges
for parameters belonging to area II. The system will present hysteresis in area III, where
there is bistability between the incoherent and synchronous state. Adapted with permission
from [249]. Copyrighted by the American Physical Society.
shall see in the next sections, non-vanishing values of the assortativity coeffi-
cient can significantly change the synchronization properties of networks under
correlation between frequencies and degrees.
Besides analyzing the Kuramoto model for the frequency assignment ωi = ki,
Coutinho et al. also studied the model in star graphs [249], i.e., networks made
up of a central node connected to K peripheral nodes with degree kj = 1, for
j = 1, ...,K, where K is the total number of peripheral nodes. The equations
for the model in the star graph are given by
θ˙H = ωH + λ
K∑
j=1
sin(θj − θH), (190)
θ˙j = ωj + λ sin(θH − θj), (191)
where θH and θj are the phases of the central (or hub) node and the j-th
peripheral node. By appropriately defining the order parameter as
reiψ =
1
K
K∑
j=1
eiθj , (192)
it is possible to decouple the Eqs 190 and 191 as
θ˙H − Ω = (ωH − Ω)− λKr sin(θH − ψ) and (193)
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θ˙j − θ˙H = (ωj − θ˙H)− λ sin(θj − θH). (194)
The hub will be locked when θ˙H = Ω, satisfying
ωH − Ω = λKr sin(θH − ψ), (195)
where Ω is the common frequency. Furthermore, the locked solution associated
to Eq. 191 is given by
ωj − Ω = λ sin(θH − θj), (196)
for |ωj − Ω| < λ. On the other hand, if |ωj − Ω| > λ then the j-th peripheral
node is not entrained by the mean-field. In this way, similarly as in Eq. 179,
the contributions to the order parameter can be explicitly written as [249]
rei(ψ−θH) =
1
K
∑
|ωj−Ω|≤λr
ei(θj−θH) +
1
K
∑
|ωj−Ω|>λr
ei(θj−θH). (197)
Considering that the peripheral nodes have identical frequencies so that frequen-
cies and degrees are correlated in the star gaph, i.e. with frequency distribution
g(ω) =
1
K
K∑
j=1
δ(ω − ωj), (198)
one can derive the following implicit equations for Ω and r [249],
r2 =
(
Ω− ωH
Kλ
)2
+
[∫ +λ
−λ
dωg(ω + Ω)
√
1−
(ω
λ
)2]2
, (199)
Ω− ωH
K
=
∫
|ω|>λ
dωg(ω + Ω)ω
1−
√
1−
(
λ
ω
)2 . (200)
The average frequency Ω should be first determined through Eq. 200, which
can then be used to calculate the order parameter r via Eq. 199. As mentioned
in [249], if ωH − 〈ωj〉 < ωc, where 〈ωj〉 is the average frequency of the periph-
eral nodes and ωc a certain threshold, the phase transition is continuous and r
increases as a function of λ. On the order hand, if ωH−〈ωj〉 > ωc then the tran-
sition becomes discontinuous with the presence of hysteresis in the plane λ− r.
It is interesting to note that the mechanism behind the emergence of abrupt
transitions in star graphs is a sufficient large frequency mismatch between the
hub and its neighbors. This gives also insights into the dynamics of SF net-
works with correlation between frequencies and degrees. In their topology hubs
can locally form star-like structures leading to a frequency mismatch between
oscillators and, consequently, yielding a first-order transition [249, 254].
Zou et al. [254] also addressed the relation between the dynamics of star
and SF networks using a different approach, namely by analyzing the basin of
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attraction of the synchronized state. The authors defined first the state space
of Eq. 190 and 191 as a K + 1 dimensional torus TK+1 [254] , where K is
the number of peripheral nodes in the star networks, as previously defined. By
setting ωH = Kω and ωj = ω (j = 1, ...,K) in Eqs. 190 and 191; and defining
θ = (θ1, ..., θK , θH), ω = (ω, ..., ω,Kω) and the function H : TK+1 → TK+1
given by
(
sin(θH − θ1), sin(θH − θ2), ..., sin(θH − θK),
∑K
j=1 sin(θj − θH)
)
, the
Eqs. 190 and 191 can be rewritten as
θ˙ = ω + λH(θ). (201)
Therefore, the locking manifold is given by
Ma := {θ ∈ TK+1 : θ1 = · · · = θK and θH − θ1 = a}, (202)
admitting the solutions θ˙ = ω− λH(a), where a = c(1, ..., 1) + (0, ..., 0, a), with
c being a constant real number, leading to θ(t) = [ω − λH(a)] t + θ0, where
ω0 ∈Ma, and satisfying
−(K − 1)ω + λ(K + 1) sin a = 0. (203)
Equation 203 is valid for (K − 1)ω/(K + 1)λ ≤ 1, which yields the critical
coupling λDc for the backward continuation [254]:
λDc =
(K − 1)ω
K + 1
. (204)
For λ > λDc and using the solutions provided by the locked manifold in Eq. 202,
one can get the full dependence of the order parameter r as a function of λ,
which is given by
r2 =
K2 + 1
(K + 1)2
+
2K
(K + 1)2
√
1−
[
(K − 1)ω
(K + 1)λ
]2
, (205)
which for λ = λDc yields [254]
rDc =
√
K2 + 1
K + 1
. (206)
Equation 206 gives the critical value of the order parameter at the transition
point for the backward propagation. The comparison between the theoretical
results in Eq. 204 and 206 and numerical simulations are shown in Fig. 23. Note-
worthy, the expression for rDc obtained in [254] differs from the one calculated in
the original paper by Gómez-Gardeñez et al. [30], where the authors obtained
rDc = K/(K + 1), considering ω = 1. However, if we tend the number of pe-
ripheral nodes to zero (K → 0), one expects to obtain perfect synchronization
in the system composed only by a central node. This condition is included by
the order parameter in Eq. 206, but not by the result presented in [30].
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Figure 23: (a) The order parameter r as a function of coupling λ for star-graphs with K = 5
and 40 and (b) K = 10. Branch II corresponds to the dynamics without the inclusion of
disorder ζj , whereas I and III the frequencies of the peripheral nodes are given by ωj = ω+ζj ,
where ζj ∈ [−0.05, 0.05]. Adapted from [254].
In order to determine the conditions for synchronization for the case in which
the coupling strength is adiabatically increased, one should notice that the lock-
ing manifold Ma in Eq. 202 is locally attractive for λ ∈ [λDc , λIc]. Thus, as the
coupling increases, Ma becomes globally attractive for λ > λIc, i.e., any incoher-
ent state for λ > λIc is attracted to the manifold Ma. Using this information
and the theory developed in [260, 261], one gets that the critical coupling for
the forward propagation is given by [254]
λIc ≈
(
K − 1
B
√
K
)
ω, (207)
where B is a constant that depends on the initial conditions [254]. As we can
see, Eq. 207 shows that the onset of synchronization in a star-graph increases
with the system size. This dependence was also numerically observed in the
original paper by Gómez-Gardeñez et al. [30].
As previously mentioned, the analysis of the dynamics in star-graphs has the
potential to qualitatively describe the emergence of explosive synchronization in
SF networks, since the latter can be regarded as a collection of interconnected
hubs [249, 254]. Hubs and their low-degree neighbors form locally star-like
structures creating, in this way, local locking manifolds as in Eq. 202. In fact,
the result in Eq. 207 can be used to estimate the critical coupling of SF networks
with degree distributions P (k) ∼ k−γ . The maximum degree for a SF network
with the critical exponent γ scales as kmax ∝ N 1γ−1 [25]. Therefore, using
Eq. 207 and considering an average of a network ensemble, one obtains the
scaling relation 〈
λIc
〉 ∝ N 12(γ−1) . (208)
In order to sustain this hypothesis, Fig. 24(a) shows the local order parameter
ri of two hubs in a SF network generated by the BA model with N = 2000 and
〈k〉 = 2. As we can see, the parameters ri also undergo discontinuous phase
transitions as a function of λ and also agree with the limit λDc → ω, for K  1
in Eq. 204. Furthermore, in Fig. 24 (b) we see a good agreement between the
scaling relation predicted in Eq. 208 and the simulation results. Noteworthy, al-
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IFigure 24: (a) The local order parameter ri as a function of coupling λ of two hubs selected
from a BA network with N = 2 × 103 nodes and average degree 〈k〉 = 2. Red curve: hub
with degree K1 = 39; blue curve: hub with degree K2 = 24. (b) Critical coupling
〈
λIc
〉
of
the forward propagation of λ as a function of network size N . 〈·〉 denotes an average over 50
different network realizations. Adapted from [254]. Copyrighted by the American Physical
Society.
ternative solutions for the synchronization of star graphs with frequency-degree
correlations were recently proposed in [262] using the Wattanabe-Strogatz ap-
proach [172, 263–265], and in [266], where the OA theory was employed. The
corresponding stability analysis revealed that only positive correlation between
the frequencies and degrees yields discontinuous transitions in star-graphs. In
particular, it was demonstrated that, for the forward propagation of coupling λ,
after reaching the critical coupling λIc the asynchronous state loses its stability,
being replaced by the fixed point related to the synchronized state [262].
Before reviewing other different types of correlations between topology and
intrinsic dynamics introduced in the literature, it is interesting to analyse situa-
tions in which the system is perturbed by properties found in real applications.
First, we consider when the condition ωi = ki is slightly disturbed by random
fluctuations. Zou et al. [254] also investigated the dynamics of star-graphs whose
phases of the peripheral nodes evolve according to
θ˙i = ω + ζi + λ sin(θH − θi), (i = 1, ...,K), (209)
where ζj is a variable randomly drawn from a uniform distribution in the range
[−ε, ε]. Note that only the hub is not subjected to a random frequency perturba-
tion. Regarding the backward propagation of coupling λ, it was verified that for
λ > λDc the locking manifold Ma is not destroyed by such random fluctuations,
once the magnitude of fluctuation ε is small enough (see region I in Fig. 23(b)).
On the other hand, for values of coupling λ < λDc the manifold Ma is destroyed
leading the peripheral nodes to oscillate incoherently at different frequencies,
as seen in branch III in Fig. 23(b). The comparison with the dynamics in the
absence of disorder is shown in branch II of the same figure.
The effect of addition of disorder to disturb the frequency assignment ωi = ki
was further analyzed by Skardal and Arenas [248] for more heterogeneous struc-
tures, namely for SF and stretched exponential networks with a degree distribu-
tion given by P (k) ∝ kb−1 exp[− (k/µ)b]. As shown in [249], SF networks with
γ > 3 no longer exhibit discontinuous phase transitions. However first-order
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FIG. 2. (Color online) SE networks. (a),(b) Forward (fw) and
backward (bw) synchronization profiles r vs λ from direct sim-
ulation of a SE network of size N = 1000 for  = 0 and 15.
(c),(d) Synchronization profiles r vs λ given by solution curves of
Eqs. (10) and (11) for  = 0 and 15. Other parameters are µ = 5,
β = 0.7, and k0 = 10.
Equations (10) and (11) also allow us to compute the
phase space for networks with a prescribed degree-frequency
distribution by calculating, as a function of the disorder
intensity , the critical points λ1 and λ2 corresponding to the
birth of the synchronized branch and the collision point of the
synchronized and incoherent branches. In particular, second-
order phase transitions are characterized byλ1 = λ2 separating
the incoherent and synchronized regions, while explosive
phase transitions are characterized by λ1 < λ2, yielding a
bistable region between the incoherent and synchronized
regions. In Fig. 3(a) we plot the phase space for SE networks
with β = 0.7, µ = 5, and k0 = 10. In Fig. 3(b) we also plot
the bistability width λ2 − λ1 as a function of . Here we see
that for small disorder values  the transition from incoherent
to synchronized regions is second order with λ1 = λ2 until,
at c ≈ 10.65 (denoted with a vertical dashed line), a bistable
region is born with λ1 < λ2.
B. Scale-free networks
Next we consider SF networks, characterized by the
degree distributionP (k) ∝ k−γ . In Ref. [14] Go´mez-Garden˜es
et al. showed that for sufficiently small γ (e.g., γ  3) the
correlation ωi = ki (i.e., no disorder added to the frequencies)
is sufficient to induce explosive synchronization. However,
for less heterogeneous networks, i.e., γ > 3, explosive syn-
chronization is lost for the assignment ωi = ki . Thus, we
consider here the latter case of more mildly heterogeneous
SF networks with γ > 3 with quenched disorder added to the
frequencies. Specifically, we choose γ = 3.5 and impose a
minimum degree of k0 = 10.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Phase space of SE networks. (a) Phase
space with critical coupling strengths λ1 and λ2 separating incoherent,
synchronized, and bistable regions and (b) the bistability width
λ2 − λ1 versus  computed from Eqs. (10) and (11). Other parameters
are µ = 5, β = 0.7, and k0 = 10.
In Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) we plot the forward and backward
synchronization profiles from direct simulation of Eq. (1) for
 = 0 and 15 on a network of size N = 1000 constructed
using the configuration model [38]. We note that, similar to
the C. elegans network and the SE network, in the absence of
disorder the transition from incoherence to synchronization
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FIG. 4. (Color online) SF networks. (a),(b) Forward (fw) and
backward (bw) synchronization profiles r vs λ from direct sim-
ulation of a SF network of size N = 1000 for  = 0 and 20.
(c),(d) Synchronization profiles r vs λ given by solution curves of
Eqs. (10) and (11) for  = 0 and 20. Other parameters are γ = 3.5
and k0 = 10.
062811-4
Figure 25: Synchronization diagram of the forward (fw) and backward (bw) propagation for
SF networks with N = 1000 for (a) ε = 0 and (b) ε = 20. Panels (c) and (d) correspond to
the theoretical curves of simulations in (a) and (b), respectively. All networks have γ = 3.5
and kmin = 10. Reprinted with permission [248]. Copyright 2014 by the American Physical
Society.
transitions can be induced for cases in which the phase transitions are continu-
ous under the condition ωi = ki if ε is large enough [248]. The effect of addition
of disorder on the order parameter r can be seen in Fig. 25 for a network with
γ = 3.5. For ε = 0 (Fig. 25(a)) the transition is continuous, as predicted in the
theoretical curve in Fig. 25(c). Yet, when ε is increased to ε = 20, a discontinu-
ous phase transition with the presence of hysteresis emerges, as it is seen in the
simulation in Fig. 25(b) and the respective theoretical curve in Fig. 25(d). It is
interesting to note also that explosive synchronization as an effect of inclusion
of quenched disorder only arises for strong values of ε. More precisely, for less
heterogeneous networks, even with perfect correlation between frequencies and
degrees, explosive synchronization is not observed. The disorder introduced in
the system must overcome this homogeneity in the network structure so that the
order parameter exhibits discontinuity. However, the larger the strength of dis-
order ε, the weaker the influence of degrees in the overall frequency ωi = ki+ζi.
Therefore, if the magnitude of fluctuation ε is sufficiently large, the frequency
distribution is nearly uniform, leading to an analogous case as earlier considered
by Pazó [56].
Another scenario found in many real-world systems is that the interaction
between the dynamical units may not occur instantaneously, but rather only af-
ter a time delay [267] (see also Sec. 4.1). Peron and Rodrigues [243] numerically
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Figure 26: The order parameter r vs. coupling strength λ for SF networks with γ = −3 and
N = 103 oscillators considering different time delays τ . Reprinted with permission from [243].
Copyright 2012 by the American Physical Society.
investigated the Kuramoto model in time-delayed networks
θ˙i(t) = ωi + λ
N∑
j=1
Aij sin [θj(t− τ)− θi(t)] , (210)
where ωi = ki and τ is the time delay. The synchronization diagram considering
BA networks is shown in Fig. 26. It is interesting to observe how the coherence
of the populations of oscillators as a function of coupling dramatically changes
when a time delay is included in the system. Even small values of τ are able
to decrease the critical coupling, enhancing in this way the synchronization.
Furthermore, besides enabling the network to reach the synchronous state for
lower coupling strengths, the inclusion of a time delay also modifies the type
of the phase transition. For instance, for τ = 1, a discontinuous transition
is obtained (similarly as in the original case with τ = 0), while for τ = 2, the
system exhibits a continuous transition. It is also worth noting that some choices
of τ , namely τ = 0.1 and 0.5, yield non-usual scaling of the order parameter for
lower values of the coupling strength. The authors in [243] analytically studied
the dynamics in star-graphs, which qualitatively explains the dependency of the
order parameter observed in Fig. 26. However, the mean-field solution of the
model (210) for degree-correlated frequencies in SF networks is still open. In
fact, the detailed investigation of such a problem could yield insights into real
applications in which the hysteric behavior can be avoided by the addition of
time delay in the communication of the dynamical units.
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5.2. Other kinds of correlations
Naturally the results by Gómez-Gardeñes et al. [30] raised many questions
regarding the dynamics of Kuramoto oscillators in networks. Of particular inter-
est is the problem of whether other types of correlations between topology and
intrinsic dynamics of the oscillators also lead to discontinuous synchronization
transitions.
For instance, Skardal et al. [253] analyzed the Kuramoto model in uncorre-
lated networks where the frequencies and degrees are subject to the following
joint probability distribution
P (k, ω) =
P (k)
2
[
δ(ω − akb) + δ(ω + akb)], (211)
i.e., the frequency of oscillator i is ωi = ±akbi . For the original case in which
a = b = 1 and only positive frequencies are considered, the correlation between
frequencies and degrees in [30] is recovered. The model subjected to correlation
between frequencies and degrees imposed by Eq. 211 exhibits significant different
properties compared to the one in [30]. Specifically, Fig. 27(a) shows the order
parameter r (Eq. 23) as a function of coupling λ for an ER network. One
can identify three different regimes, namely (i) incoherent state, (ii) standing
wave and (iii) stationary state [253]. State (i) is characterized by the absence
of synchronization for λ < λ1. In the (ii) regime, a spontaneous drift of the
order parameter r appears resulting in a time dependent behavior observed in
Fig. 27(b) (the phase distribution ρ(θ) for two extreme values of r can be seen
in Fig. 27(c)). On the other hand, for λ > λ2 the (iii) regime is reached for
which the order parameter r is time-independent, as shown in Fig. 27(d).
Besides the standing wave state induced by the bimodal distribution in
Eq. 211, the connectivity pattern of the entrained oscillators strongly varies
depending on the exponent b. More specifically, for b < 1 (sublinear) high de-
gree nodes will form a synchronized component in the network, while the drifting
oscillators will be mostly composed of low degree nodes. This scenario inverts
for b > 1 (super-linear), i.e., the synchronized cluster is now dominated by low
degree nodes. For the linear correlation regime, b = 1, the stationary state is
characterized by a full locking, i.e., the absence of drifting oscillators.
In order to get analytical insights into this behavior, it is convenient to
define the order parameters for positive and negative frequencies as r±i e
iψ± =∑
ωj≶0Aije
iθj and r± = 1N
∑N
j=1 r
±
j /k
±
j , where k
±
j is the degree of node j due
to connections with nodes with positive (resp. negative) frequencies. Using
these definitions, the equations of motion can be decoupled as
θ˙i = ωi + λ
[
r+i sin(ψ
+
i − θi) + r−i sin(ψ−j − θi)
]
. (212)
Setting the rotating frame φi = θi − Ωt and defining ψ±i = ±Ωt, the equations
of motion can be rewritten as
φ˙i = (ωi − Ω)− λr+i sinφi − λr−i sin(φi + 2Ωt). (213)
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Figure 27: Numerical analysis of the Kuramoto model in an ER network with correlation
between frequencies and degrees given by Eq. 211 with N = 103 and 〈k〉 = 10. (a) Time-
averaged order parameter R as a function of coupling λ. (b) Order parameter R as a function
of time for λ = 1.9 and (c) the phase distribution ρ(θ) for points in red and green in panel (b).
(d) Order parameter as a function of t for λ = 2.1. Here, the acronyms I, SW and SS stand
for incoherent, standing wave and stationary state, respectively. Adapted with permission
from [253].
Imposing the phase-locked solution φ˙i = 0, we get the following relations [253]
r+ =
1
〈k〉
∫
2|akb−Ω|≤λr+k
P (k)k
√
1− 4 (ak
b − Ω)2
(λr+k)
2 , (214)
Ω = a
∫
2|akb−Ω|≤λr+k P (k)k
bdk∫
2|akb−Ω|≤λr+k P (k)dk
, (215)
which are also satisfied by replacing r+ → r− [253]. Furthermore, for the SS
regime, i.e. for Ω = 0, Eq. 214 reduces to
r =
1
〈k〉
∫
akb≤λrk
P (k)k
√
1−
(
akb
λrk
)2
dk. (216)
From Eq. 216 it becomes clear that the three possible regimes are induced in
dependence on the parameter b. Specifically, for b > 1 oscillators with degree
k ≤ (λra ) 1b−1 become entrained by the mean-field, whereas the oscillators with
higher degrees become drifting. For b < 1 the range of degree of the synchronized
oscillators is given by k ≥ ( aλr ) 11−b . On the other hand, if b = 1, the dependence
on k in Eq. 216 is lost and all oscillators become locked, once the critical coupling
is reached and Ω = 0.
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The emergence of discontinuous synchronization transitions has been de-
scribed as an effect exclusively due to the microscopic correlation between dy-
namics and local topology. This now poses the question of whether abrupt
transitions can be observed in networks where the constraint ωi ∝ ki does not
hold and what would be the necessary conditions for the existence of such dy-
namical behavior in networks. One of the first steps towards the understanding
of this problem was given by Leyva et al. [268]. The authors remarked that, in
order to obtain a discontinuity in the order parameter as a function of coupling,
one should avoid a smooth emergence of a giant synchronous components. With
this hypothesis Leyva et al. elaborated the condition for frequency assignment
stating that every pair of nodes should satisfy [268]
|ωi − ωj | > εc. (217)
More specifically, the condition (217) inhibits the formation of small synchronous
clustering by imposing a gap in the frequency mismatch or, in other words, a
frequency dissortativity. Figure 28 shows simulations with ER networks created
following Eq. 217. As we can see in Fig. 28(a), for sufficient large ε the transi-
tion becomes discontinuous, a phenomenon not observed for the same network
topology under the constraint ωi = ki [30, 242, 249]. Moreover, it is interesting
to note in Figs. 28(c) and (d) that a correlation between frequencies and degrees
naturally emerges by imposing the frequency mismatch beforehand. Figs. 28 (e)
and (f) further show the calculation of the critical mismatch εc for 〈k〉 = 20 and
60, respectively. Interestingly, it is possible to relax the condition in Eq. 217,
while preserving the discontinuity of the order parameter. More specifically, it
was shown that condition (217) can be softened to
|ωi − 〈ωj〉 | > εc, (218)
where 〈· · · 〉 stands for the average over the neighbours of node j [268]. Thus,
Eq. 218 imposes that two nodes i and j will be connected only if the difference
between frequency ωi overcomes the local mean-field of the neighborhood of
the node j. As in the case of Eq. 217, a spontaneous emergence of correlation
between frequencies and degrees is observed [268]. Remarkably, the condition
in Eq. 218 imposed in [268] is exactly the same condition |ωi − 〈ωj〉 | > ωc
analytically found to obtain first-order transitions in star-graphs [249].
Motivated by these findings that explosive synchronization is achievable for
any frequency distributions, Leyva et al. [251] further analysed the following
model
θ˙i = ωi +
λ
〈k〉
N∑
j=1
Γςij sin(θj − θi). (219)
The frequencies ωi are distributed according to a frequency distribution g(ω)
and the link weights are given by
Γςij = Aij |ωi − ωj |ς , (220)
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Figure 28: Synchronization diagrams for networks satisfying condition in Eq. 217 for (a)
〈k〉 = 40 and different values of threshold γ, (b) ε = 0.4 and varying average degree 〈k〉. Solid
(dashed) lines stand for the forward (backward) propagation of coupling λ. (c) Scatter plots
of the degrees ki against frequencies ωi in a network constructed under condition in Eq. 217
with 〈k〉 = 100 and frequency mismatch ε = 0; and (d) ε = 0.4. Parameter space λ − ε
coloured according the order parameter r for (e) 〈k〉 = 20 and (f) 〈k〉 = 20. All networks
have N = 500 oscillators. Reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Scientific
Reports [268], copyright 2013.
The interactions between the oscillators depend now on the frequency mis-
match, however without imposing any frequency dissortativity as in Eqs. 217
and 218. Figure 29(a) shows the synchronization diagram calculated by numer-
ically evolving the equations (219) for several choices of distribution g(ω) and
considering an ER network with N = 500 nodes and 〈k〉 = 15. It is interesting
to note that the transition is second-order for a uniform distribution g(ω) and
ς = 0, whereas for ς = 1 with the same g(ω) the transition becomes discontin-
uous. Furthermore, once the range of frequencies is kept fixed (ω ∈ [0, 1]), the
dependence of the order parameter r on λ remains unchanged.
Introducing the weights Γςij also naturally induces a correlation between the
nodes strengths si and the natural frequencies ωi, as seen in Fig. 29(b). The
correlation si ∼ ωi spontaneously emerges as a consequence of the weighting
procedure [251], in contrast with the correlation between frequencies and de-
grees considered in [30], where such constraint is imposed in order to yield
discontinuous transitions. In fact, the dependence of s on ω can be explicitly
obtained for a fully connected graph. Thus, considering the model
θ˙i = ωi +
λ
N
N∑
j=1
|ωi − ωj | sin(θj − θi), (221)
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Figure 29: (a) Order parameter R (Eq. 2) as a function of λ for the model defined in
Eq. 219 considering N = 500, 〈k〉 = 30 and different values of exponent ς and different
choices for frequency distribution g(ω) in the range [0, 1]. Solid (dashed) lines correspond to
the forward (backward) propagation of coupling λ. (b) Scatter plots of the nodes’ strength
si =
∑
j Aij |ωi − ωj |ς vs. natural frequency ωi, where dark blue squares and circles corre-
spond to the cases ς = 0 and ς = 1, respectively, for uniform frequency distribution in panel
(a). Solid line represents the analytical prediction s ∼ (ω − ε
2
)2
+ 1
4ε
(Eq. 225) for ε = 1.
Adapted with permission from [251]. Copyrighted by the American Physical Society.
one can express the equations as [251]
θ˙i = ωi + λri sin(ψi − θi), (222)
where ri and ψi are the amplitude and the phase of the local mean-field, respec-
tively; i.e.,
rie
iψi =
1
N
N∑
j=1
|ωi − ωj | eiθj . (223)
The stationary solution in the continuum limit gives ω = λr(ω) sin[θ(ω)−ψ(ω)].
By defining the functions
F (ω) = r(ω) sinψ(ω) =
∫
g(y) |ω − y| sin θ(y)dy,
G(ω) = r(ω) cosψ(ω) =
∫
g(y) |ω − y| cos θ(y)dy,
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Eq. 222 in the stationary state is rewritten as
2
λ
g(ω)ω = G(ω)
d2F (ω)
dω2
− F (ω)d
2G(ω)
dω2
. (224)
Noting that G(ω) ≈ rs(ω) when the system is close to the synchronous state and
considering a uniform frequency distribution g(ω) in the range ω ∈ [−ε/2, ε/2],
the obtained strength s is
s(ω) = ε
[(ω
ε
)2
+
1
4
]
, (225)
which is the black curve depicted in Fig. 29(b). Moreover, the order parameter
r can also be obtained analytically determined in a similar way as previously.
More specifically, it can be shown that in the case of the model in Eq. 221 for
uniform frequency distribution defined in the range ω ∈ [−ε/2, ε/2], the order
parameter is given by
r =
∫ ε
2H
−1(λr)
− ε2H−1(λr)
g(ω)
√√√√1− [ 1
λr
H
(
2ω
ε
)2]
dω, (226)
where H(y) is the function
H(y) =
4
4 + pi
[
y
1 + y2
+ arctan(y)
]
. (227)
Solving Eq. 226 one gets the full dependence of the parameter r on the coupling
λ.
Analyzing the variations of the Kuramoto model discussed in this section
we notice that having frequencies proportional to degree is just one of the pos-
sible mechanisms that can lead to abrupt transitions either in networks or in
fully connected graphs. Another example is the model considered by Zhang et
al. [245], which consists of a system governed by the following equations
θ˙i = ωi +
λ |ωi|
ki
N∑
j=1
Aij sin(θj − θi), (228)
where ωi are drawn from a distribution g(ω). Instead of directly correlating
dynamics and topology, the model considered in [245] includes an asymmetric
coupling between oscillators that is proportional to the individual natural fre-
quencies. In Fig. 30 the synchronization diagram of model by (228) is presented
for different frequency distributions g(ω) and network topologies. Specifically,
Fig. 30(a) and (b) consider oscillators in a fully connected graph with Lorentzian
and Gaussian frequency distribution, respectively. As seen there, the nature of
the transition is not affected by the choice of g(ω) (see also [269] for investi-
gations of model (228) considering asymmetric frequency distributions). The
same effect is observed if the topology of the networks is varied, as depicted in
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Figure 30: Order parameter R (Eq. 2) as a function of coupling λ of model defined in Eq. 228
considering the fully connected graph with (a) Lorentzian and (b) Gaussian frequency distri-
bution. Panels (c) and (d) correspond to the cases of an ER and SF network, respectively,
with Lorentzian frequency distribution and average degree 〈k〉 = 6. Adapted with permission
from [245]. Copyrighted by the American Physical Society.
the panels (c) and (d), where the authors considered ER and SF networks con-
structed through the CM. The only exception reported by the authors in [245]
in which the synchronization transition becomes continuous is obtained for
g(ω) =
√
2
pi exp
(
−ω22
)
and ω > 0. Noteworthy, nonlinear frequency-weighted
couplings have also been considered [270, 271], where, besides asynchronous
and synchronous states, oscillatory and chimera states were reported to occur
depending on the weighting exponent.
5.3. The role of degree-degree correlations
We saw that one of the key mechanisms to induce a discontinuous synchro-
nization transition networks of Kuramoto oscillators is the existence of sufficient
large frequency mismatches between nodes and their neighbors (see Eqs. 217
and 218) [249, 268]. In fact, the original correlation between frequencies and
degrees considered by Gómez-Gardeñez et al. [30] fits this frequency dissorta-
tivity condition for SF networks. Based on the analysis of star-graphs and on
the assumption that they are building blocks for SF networks, the fulfillment
of this condition qualitatively explains the routes to explosive synchronization
in such structures, as analysed in Sec. 5.1. Thus, these results suggest that the
type of the synchronization transition might strongly depend on the assortative
properties of the underlying network.
Analyzing the aforementioned conditions for the occurrence of discontinuous
transitions, one expects that the lower the assortativity coefficient of the net-
work, the larger the hysteretic behavior of the order parameter as a function of
the coupling strength. By investigating the synchronization of SF networks with
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FIG. 2. (Color online) ES as a function of the degree mixing.
Top row: Area of the hysteretic region delimited by the forward
and backward synchronization curves vs the Pearson correlation
coefficient r for PA (left panel) and CM (right panel) networks
with different values (reported in the legend) of the exponent γ of
the degree distribution P (k) ∼ k−γ . Each point is an average over
ten different simulations. Bottom row: Forward (solid lines) and
backward (dashed lines) synchronization curves for PA networks
(γ = 2.4) displaying different levels of assortative (left panel) and
disassortative (right panel) mixing. Curves are coded accordingly to
the specific value of the parameter r (reported in the legend of each
panel). In all cases, networks are SF with N = 5 × 103, 〈k〉 = 6, and
ωi = ki .
the hysteretic area associated with ES, until eventually a
second-order reversible transition is recovered. In contrast, the
effects of assortativity (left panel) are seemingly nontrivial: the
threshold for the forward synchronization has an increasing
trend with r > 0, but the area of hysteresis appears to widen
for intermediate values of r .
Further information can be gathered from inspection of
Fig. 3, where we illustrate the effect of varying the mean
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Area of hysteresis as a function of r for
PA networks with different amounts of heterogeneity. In the left
panel, the different curves correspond to different values of the mean
degree 〈k〉 (reported in the legend), while in the right panel 〈k〉 = 6
and the network heterogeneity is varied by means of increasing the
parameter α (see the legend for the color and symbol code of the
different reported curves), from pure SF (α = 0) to α = 0.3 (α = 1
corresponds to a pure ER network). In all cases, N = 103, γ = 2.4,
and ωi = ki , and each point is an average of ten simulations.
degree 〈k〉 (left panel), and the level of heterogeneity α (right
panel) in PA networks of smaller size (N = 103). In the
left panel it is observed that already at r = 0 (uncorrelated
networks), increasing the mean degree results in narrowing
the area of hysteresis, with the consequence that the phase
transition becomes smoother and smoother, until eventually
ES is lost. For generic values of r , as 〈k〉 increases, the curves
of the area of hysteresis are attenuated and shifted to higher
values of r . Regarding the effect of the heterogeneity in the
network’s connectivity (right panel), moving from pure PA
networks (α = 0) to slightly larger values of α causes rapid
deterioration of the enhancement of hysteresis. However, a
positive degree mixing can still turn a second-order phase
transition (for r = 0) into an abrupt and irreversible one at a
value of r ∼ 0.1 when α = 0.2.
V. DISCUSSION
From the results reported in the top row of Fig. 2 one clearly
sees how growing PA networks present a larger hysteresis
area than static CM networks for any value of r , although
both classes of network models display an enhancement of
irreversibility in connection with an increase in the degree-
degree correlation. Figure 4 provides further evidence of how
ES is achieved for a particular value of γ in terms of the
maximum gap in the order parameter Smax (left panel) and
the critical coupling strengths σfwc and σbkc (right panel) mark-
ing, respectively, the forward (solid symbols) and backward
(hollow symbols) transition points. As a function of the degree
mixing, the curves obtained for growing PA (red circles) and
static CM (blue triangles) SF networks have slightly different
trends. This figure makes it more apparent that the critical
coupling for the forward transition decreases almost linearly
as the mixing increases in the region r < 0 [6–8], while for
r > 0, the dependence of σfwc on r is clearly nonlinear. This
suggests that specific pronounced topological mesoscales arise
at those values of r which influence the forward transition,
having the effect of obstructing the otherwise increasing trend
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Behavior of the critical parameters char-
acterizing the synchronization transition. Critical coupling strengths
(left panel) and synchronization jumps Smax of the order parameter
(right panel) at the synchronization transitions during the forward
(solid symbols) and backward (hollow symbols) continuations for
growing PA (◦) and static CM () SF networks as a function of the
degree mixing r . In all cases, N = 5 × 103, 〈k〉 = 6, and γ = 2.4.
The vertical dashed line marks r = 0. The inset of the left panel
reports the corresponding width of the hysteresis curves, calculated
as σc = |σfwc − σ bkc | for PA (◦) and CM () SF networks, with
“fw” and “bk” indicating “forward” and “backward,” respectively.
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Figure 31: Area of hysteresis defined in the synchronization diagram by the forward and
backward propagation of coupling strength as a function of the assortativity coefficient A
for (left) growing SF networks constructed via the preferential attachment (PA) rule with
initial attractiveness [272] and (right) networks statically generated through the CM. Each
point consists in an average over 10 different network realizations. Network parameters are
N = 103 and 〈k〉 = 6. Adapted with permission from [142]. Copyrighted by the American
Physical Society.
a tunable assortativity coefficient using the algorithm described in [106], it was
shown in [141] that the hysteresis area decreases in strongly dissortative net-
works. Apparently this is in contrast with the assumption that larger frequency
mismatches, and consequently negative degree-degree correlations, contribute
to enhance the irreversibility of the phase transition. However, as remarked
in [254], SF networks can be considered as a collection of star graphs only for
a sufficient low average degrees or when the network possess locally-tree like
structure, i.e., without the presence of loops. Otherwise, the approximation of
considering SF network as interconnected star-graphs does not hold, explaining
the apparent contradictory result obtained in [141]. In fact, for assortativity
values A < −0.35 the synchronization transition is no longer discontinuous for
the considered networks. Furthermore, as also discussed in Sec. 3.2, the critical
coupling λc was observed to be positively correlated with the network assorta-
tivity [141].
The irreversibility of the phase transition was further investigated in [142].
The hysteric behavior of the order parameter is maximized for positive values
of the assortativity coefficient A in growing SF networks, as shown in Fig. 31(a)
for different exponents γ. Surprisingly, networks statically constructed with
the very same size N , average degree 〈k〉 and exponent γ through the CM do
not present the same dependency on A as observed in Fig. 31(a) [142]. In
this case, the hysteresis is maximized for slightly negative values of A, besides
having significant lower values (Fig. 31(b)). This interesting phenomenon was
explained in [142] by studying the average betweenness centrality among the
highest connected hubs as a function of the degree-mixing. It was found that
hubs belonging to networks constructed through growing processes exhibit sig-
nificant higher betweenness centrality than those in networks generated by the
CM. In other words, in growing SF networks, the hubs segregate more effi-
ciently the low-degree nodes, whereas in the CM the highly connected nodes are
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more homogeneously distributed throughout the network. Thus, since explo-
sive synchronization is induced by the large frequency gaps between neighbors,
frustrating in this way the paths to synchronization [142, 268, 273], growing SF
networks are more vulnerable to have paths frustrated by such gaps, explaining
the higher irreversibility in the transition than in the CM. Furthermore, as the
networks are rewired towards extreme values of positive or negative assortativity
A, other topological properties, such as average shortest path length, clustering
coefficient and even modular structure [106], are dramatically changed up to a
point that the frequency gap is not sufficient to yield an abrupt formation of a
synchronous giant component [142, 268].
Other works analyzed the effect of non-vanishing assortativity values on the
synchronization transition under frequency-degree correlations [138, 140]. For
instance, Liu et al. [140] considered natural frequencies to be non-linearly cor-
related with degrees in the form ω = kai /b, similarly as in Eq. 211. The authors
found that in assortative networks the nodes no longer join abruptly a giant
synchronized group, but instead a hierarchical synchronization transition settles
in [140]. This is in agreement with the properties described above. Notewor-
thy, similar dependencies of the nature of the phase transition on degree-mixing
properties were also observed in the synchronization of networks made up of
FitzHugh-Nagumo oscillators with correlation between intrinsic dynamics and
local topological properties [250].
5.4. Other works
Further properties of synchronization in the presence of correlations between
the intrinsic dynamics of the oscillators and their local topology were investi-
gated in [255, 274, 275] as well as the dynamics in other types of networks,
such as in modular [139] and in co-evolving [246] ones. The effects of partially
correlating frequencies and degrees were also investigated [256]. Moreover, of
particular interest is the case analysed in [181]. The authors posed the ques-
tion whether explosive synchronization is achievable without the presence of any
kind microscopic correlation in the model. To investigate this issue, networks
with adaptive coupling following
θ˙i = ωi + λκi
N∑
j=1
Aij sin(θj − θi), (229)
were considered, where κi is the coupling parameter. A fraction f of the oscil-
lators is then chosen to have κi = ri/ki, where ri is the local order parameter
defined in Sec. 2, while for the other fraction (1− f), κi = 1 is set. Investigat-
ing r as a function of coupling λ, it was found that, after a critical fraction fc
is crossed, the networks reach the synchronized state through a discontinuous
transition, regardless the network topology or the frequency distribution g(ω).
The same result is obtained when a single-layer network is replaced by a two-
layer network. Again, the parameter controlling the emergence of discontinuity
of r is the fraction f of oscillators with adaptive coupling κi = ri. The findings
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in [181] reinforced the idea that the necessary condition for the emergence of
explosive synchronization is not the correlation between topology and intrinsic
dynamics in networks nor a sufficient frequency mismatch among the oscillators,
but rather the existence of any suppressive rule that impedes the formation of
a giant synchronous component.
Finally, it is also important to mention that the particular frequency assign-
ment introduced by Gómez-Gardeñez et al. [30] has been not only studied in
networks of Kuramoto oscillators. In fact, the effects of degree-correlated fre-
quencies were also investigated in networks made up of Rössler [247], FitzHugh-
Nagumo [250] and Stuart-Landau [276, 277] oscillators, as well as in experiments
with chemo-mechanical oscillators [278].
6. Stochastic Kuramoto Model
The traditional Kuramoto model under the influence of stochastic forces
has been already extensively analyzed in many seminal papers, dating back the
initial approach by Strogatz and Mirollo [279] and others as [280] and [281].
The precise revision of the early works on the stochastic Kuramoto model in
the fully connected graph lies beyond the scope of this review. For such purpose
we refer to [4]. Here, nonetheless, we focus on the discussion of the works which
are particularly devoted to the analysis of the stochastic model in complex
networks. Despite the vast literature on synchronization of stochastic Kuramoto
oscillators [4], studies on complex topologies have only been presented very
recently [67, 86, 143, 282, 283]. This fact comes as a surprise given the many
possible scenarios and applications arising from the interplay between network
topology and stochastic dynamics. In this section we present the formulation
of the stochastic Kuramoto model in networks and derive the corresponding
nonlinear Fokker-Planck equation (FPE) through which the critical coupling
strength for the onset of synchronization is obtained. Furthermore, we analyse
the low-dimensional behavior of the model using the framework provided by
the Gaussian Approximation (GA) technique as well as its generalization to
excitable systems described by the Shinomoto-Kuramoto model.
6.1. Onset of synchronization
Sonnenschein and Schimansky-Geier [67] investigated the stochastic Ku-
ramoto model by taking all-together the mean-field approaches in uncorrelated
networks [60] with the known results on the stability of the incoherent state
in the fully connected graph [279]. More specifically, they considered networks
in the absence of degree correlations whose oscillators evolve according to the
following equations of motion
θ˙i = ωi +
λ
N
N∑
j=1
Aij sin (θj − θi) + ξi(t), (230)
where the effect of noise is brought into the model by the terms ξi(t), which
account for the contribution of different stochastic forces. Note the choice made
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by the authors to include the size of the network N as a normalization term
in order to obtain an intensive coupling. This approach differs from those ones
adopted in most of the works discussed here, where the commonly adopted
coupling is simply λij = λ ∀i, j. The terms ξi(t) are assumed to be sources of
Gaussian white noise satisfying
〈ξi(t)〉 = 0,
〈ξi(t)ξj(t)〉 = 2Dδijδ(t− t′), (231)
Using the annealed network approximation for the expected value of the adja-
cency matrix elements in uncorrelated networks, i.e., A˜ij = kikj/
∑
m km (see
the discussion in Sec. 2.1) and using the order parameter defined in Eq. 35, the
equations (230) can be decoupled as
θ˙i = ωi + rλ
ki
N
sin(ψ − θi) + ξi(t), (232)
which are precisely the same decoupled equations through mean-field as de-
scribed in the previous sections, with the exception of the noise terms ξi(t)
(Eq. 231) and the choice for the normalization factor. The system (232) governed
by N equations is equivalent to a Markov process characterized by the transition
probability P(θ, t|θ0, t0;ω,k), where θ = (θ1, ..., θN ) and θ0 =
(
θ01, ..., θ
0
N
)
are
the vectors containing the phases at time t and t0 < t, respectively. Likewise,
k = (k1, ..., kN ) and ω = (ω1, ..., ωN ) correspond to the vectors with degrees
and frequencies of the nodes, respectively. Thus, the probability P satisfies the
linear Fokker-Planck equation
∂P
∂t
= −
N∑
i=1
∂
∂θi
ωiP + ki λ
N
N∑
j=1
kj∑N
m=1 km
sin(θj − θi)P
+D N∑
i=1
∂2P
∂θ2i
,
(233)
with the initial condition
P(θ, t|θ0, t0;ω,k) = δN (θ − θ0). (234)
The initial phase configuration θ0 is assumed to be drawn independently from
the frequencies ω and degrees k. Thus, the joint probability distribution of the
initial phases, frequencies and degrees at time t0 can be written as
P(θ0, t0;ω,k) =
N∏
i=1
P (ωi, ki)P(θ0i , t0). (235)
The joint probability distribution P(θ, t;ω,k) describing the population for t >
t0 is obtained by integrating the joint probability P(θ, t|θ0, t0;ω,k)P(θ0, t0;ω,k)
over the initial conditions, i.e.,
P (θ, t;ω,k) =
∫
dθ01 . . . dθ
0
N P
(
θ, t|θ0, t0;ω,k) N∏
i=1
P (ωi, ki)P
(
θ0i , t
0
)
.
(236)
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In order to further develop the description of the model, it is convenient to obtain
the joint probability distribution P (θ, t;ω,k) in a reduced formulation [67]. In
order to do so, we follow the approaches presented in [67, 280]. Let ρn be the
reduced joint probability distribution describing the phases θ1, ..., θn, frequencies
ω1, ..., ωn and degrees k1, ..., kn, where n < N . Its relation with P (θ, t;ω,k) is
given by [67, 280]
ρn (θ1, . . . , θn, t;ω1, . . . , ωn, k1, . . . , kn) =
∫
dθn+1 . . . dθN
∫
dωn+1 . . . dωN
×
∫
dkn+1 . . . dkN P (θ, t;ω,k) .(237)
For the case of n = 1 oscillator, considering that all oscillators are statisti-
cally equivalent, the distribution ρ1 is obtained by integrating Eq. 233, which
yields [67, 280]
∂ρ1
∂t
= − ∂
∂θ1
ω1ρ1 +D
∂2ρ1
∂θ21
− ∂
∂θ1
[
λ
N
k1 (N − 1)∑
m km
∫
dθ2
∫
dω2
∫
dk2 sin (θ2 − θ1) (238)
×k2ρ2 (θ1, θ2, t;ω1, ω2, k1, k2)] . (239)
Note that the reduced probability distribution ρ1 is related to the distribution
ρ2, which is hierarchically related to the other distributions ρn (n > 2) by
successively integrating Eq. 233 [67, 280]. For large populations N → ∞, the
correlation between two oscillators vanishes [67, 280], i.e.,
ρ2 (θ1, θ2, t;ω1, ω2, k1, k2) = ρ1 (θ1, t;ω1, k1) ρ1 (θ2, t;ω2, k2) . (240)
Hence, recalling that ρ1(θ1, t;ω1, k1) = ρ1(θ1, t|ω1, k1)P (ω1, k1), one gets a no-
linear Fokker-Planck equation for the one-oscillator density ρ0
∂ρ1(θ1, t|ω1, k1)
∂t
= − ∂
∂θ1
[v(θ1, t)ρ1(θ1, t|ω1, k1)] +D∂
2ρ1(θ1, t|ω, k1)
∂θ21
, (241)
where the phase velocity is given by
v(θ1, t) = ω1 + rλ˜k1 sin(ψ − θ1), (242)
where λ˜ = λ/N . The dependency on ρ1(θ1, t|ω1, k1) is introduced by the order
parameter
reiψ(t) =
1
〈k〉
∫ 2pi
0
dθ2
∫ ∞
−∞
dω2
∫ ∞
kmin
dk2e
iθ2ρ1(θ2, t|ω2, k2)k2P (ω2, k2). (243)
From now on, the indices can be omitted so that the system is described by the
variables θ, ω and k and the distribution ρ satisfying
∫ 2pi
0
ρ(θ, t|ω, k)dθ = 1, ∀
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ω, k and t. In order to derive the critical coupling for the onset of synchroniza-
tion, in [67] the authors generalized the approach by Strogatz and Mirollo for
the network case. The asynchronous state is defined by the incoherent solution
ρ0(θ|ω, k) = 1
2pi
, ∀ω, k, t. (244)
Considering a small perturbation to the incoherent state
ρ(θ, t|ω, k) = 1
2pi
+ δρ(θ, t|ω, k),  1, (245)
yields the following normalization condition

∫ 2pi
0
δρ(θ, t| , ω, k)dθ = 0. (246)
Inserting Eq. 245 into the nonlinear FPE 241 and linearizing in the lowest order
in  gives
∂δρ
∂t
= −ω∂δρ
∂θ
+
λ˜k
2pi
δr cos(ψ − θ) +D∂
2∂δρ
∂θ2
, (247)
where δr is calculated by using δρ in Eq. 244. Since δρ is a 2pi-periodic function,
it is convenient to seek for solutions according to
δρ(θ, t|ω, k) = 1
2pi
∞∑
m=1
[
cm( t|ω, k)eimθ + c∗m( t|ω, k)e−imθ
]
. (248)
Substituting Eq. 248 into 247 and noticing that c0( t|ω, k) vanishes due to
Eq. 246 yields
δreiψ =
1
〈k〉
∫ ∞
−∞
dω′
∫ ∞
kmin
dk′c∗1( t|ω′, k′)k′P (ω′, k′), (249)
which multiplying by e−iθ and taking the real part leads to
δr cos(ψ−θ) = 1
2 〈k〉
(∫ ∞
−∞
dω′
∫ ∞
kmin
dk′c1( t|ω′, k′)k′P (ω′, k′)
)
eiθ+c.c, (250)
where c.c. denotes the complex conjugate. Finally, inserting Eq. 248-250 into
Eq. 247 and grouping the coefficients proportional to eiθ, we obtain the ampli-
tude equation for the fundamental model c1(t|ω, k) [67]
∂c1
∂t
= −(D + iω)c1 + λ˜k
2 〈k〉
∫ ∞
−∞
dω′
∫ ∞
kmin
dk′c1( t|ω′, k′)k′P (ω′, k′). (251)
Seeking for solutions in the form [67, 279]
c1( t|ω, k) ≡ b(ω, k)eσt, σ ∈ C (252)
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one obtains the following eigenvalue equation
σb = −(D + iω)b+ λ˜k
2 〈k〉
∫ ∞
−∞
dω′
∫ ∞
kmin
dk′b(ω′, k′)k′P (ω′, k′) (253)
The term b in the right-hand side can be written as
b(ω, k) =
Bk
σ +D + iω
, (254)
where B is determined through the self-consistent equation
B =
λ˜
2 〈k〉
∫ ∞
−∞
dω′
∫ ∞
kmin
dk′
Bk′2
σ +D + iω
P (ω′, k′). (255)
Supposing that the dependency on ω of the function P (ω, k) is unimodal and
even, one can show that the eigenvalue σ is implicitly determined by [67, 279]
1 =
λ˜
2 〈k〉
∫ +∞
−∞
dω′
∫ ∞
kmin
dk′
(σ +D)k′2
(σ +D)2 + ω′2
P (ω′, k′). (256)
It is important to mention that the eigenvalue σ must satisfy σ > −D so that
the right-hand side of Eq. 256 is always positive. Furthermore, if σ > 0 the
fundamental mode is linearly unstable, letting the order parameter to increase
exponentially as r(t) ∼ r0eσt [67, 279] . At σ = σc = 0 the stability of the
incoherent is lost, leading to the following critical coupling for the onset of
synchronization
λc = 2N 〈k〉
[∫ +∞
−∞
dω′
∫ +∞
kmin
dk′
Dk′2
D2 + ω2
P (ω′, k′)
]−1
. (257)
To test the validity of the above expression for the critical coupling, the
authors in [67] considered networks following the so-called dense small-world
model. In this topology, each node is connected to its K nearest neighbors in
both directions in the ring, where K is defined as
K =
⌊α
2
(N − 1)
⌋
, 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. (258)
The variable α tunes the fraction of the total number of nodes (N − 1)/2 to
which each node is coupled. Starting with a ring network and employing this
connection strategy leads to a regular network with the degree distribution
Plocal(k) = δk,2K+1. The small-world character of the model is included by the
introduction of shortcuts. In contrast to the standard SW model, the shortcuts
are not created through the rewiring of already existing edges, but rather by
the inclusion of new connections. More specifically, besides the 2K + 1 nearest
neighbors that a given node is connected to, a new connection is created between
the other N −K−1 nodes with probability p. In the case K = 0, the generated
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Figure 32: Critical coupling λc as a function of (a) probability p in the dense small-world
model considering noise strength D = 0.05, Gaussian frequency distribution with standard
deviation υ = 0.2 and parameter α = 0.05; (b) density parameter α for D = 0.05, υ = 0.2 and
p = 0.01; (c) noise strength D considering α = 0.05, p = 0.01 and υ = 0.2; and (d) standard
deviation υ for α = 0.05, p = 0.01 and D = 0.05. Adapted with permission from [67].
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structures are ER random networks for 0 < p < 1, whereas p = 1 yields the fully
connected graph. The final network has thus the following degree distribution
P (k) =
(
N − 2K − 1
k − 2K − 1
)
pk−2K−1 [1− p]N−k , for k > 2K. (259)
The merit of using the dense small-world world as a substrate to study synchro-
nization of Kuramoto oscillators is the fact that the number of edges linearly
scales with the number of nodes, justifying the normalization factor in Eq. 230.
The comparison between the result Eq. 257 and numerical simulations is
shown in Fig. 32 as a function of several parameters of the model and con-
sidering Gaussian frequency distribution. In particular, in Fig. 32(a) and (b)
noise strength D and variance of g(ω) are kept fixed as the network topology
is varied. As it is seen, the denser the networks, the better the agreement with
the theoretical prediction, which is expected from the MFA. Noteworthy, the
critical coupling λc of the simulated networks is evaluated through FSS analysis,
analogously as discussed in Sec. 2, where it is assumed that the order parameter
r has the scaling form given by Eq. 13. Interestingly, the same scaling with
system’s size observed in the fully connected graph [53, 284] was found in the
stochastic Kuramoto model in the dense SW network [67], namely β ≈ 1/2 and
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ν¯ ≈ 2. Thus, by calculating the synchronization curves for different network
sizes, one is then able to numerically evaluate the critical coupling strength λc
(Fig. 32). Moreover, a slight disagreement is also observed for strong standard
deviation of the frequency distribution in Fig. 32(d), which is analogous to the
discrepancy observed for strongly heterogeneous networks [67].
Sonnenschein et al. [143] also extended the analysis developed in [67] to the
case in which the diversity of frequencies is related to the network topology
through the joint distribution P (ω, k). The equations of motion are given by
θ˙i = ωi +
λ
Nq
N∑
j=1
Aij sin [θj(t)− θi(t)] + ξi(t), (260)
where q is a scaling parameter proportional to the number of links in the net-
work. Again, the presence of stochastic forces is accounted for by the terms ξi(t)
which are considered to be sources of Gaussian white noise, satisfying Eq. 231.
The natural frequency distribution is assumed to be unimodal and even with
standard deviation
√
〈ω2i 〉 − 〈ωi〉2 = υn(ki), where
υn(ki) = υ0
(
ki
〈k〉
)n
, n ∈ R, (261)
with υ0 being a constant parameter. The main motivation of the model in
Eq. 260 resides in the fact that a direct correlation between frequencies and
local connectivity might be hard to be observable in real-world networks [143].
Yet, the process of network formation in real-world systems can in fact yield
nodes whose dynamical properties are intrinsically related to the topological
structure. This interplay between structure and dynamics is observed, e.g. in
neuronal networks, where the neurons connectivity is related to the balance of
inhibition and excitation [143].
Assuming the joint probability distribution P (ω, k) = g(ω|k)P (k), where the
conditional distribution of frequencies g(ω|k) for a given degree k is given by
ggauss(ω|k) = 1√
2piυn(k)
e
− 12 ω
2
υ2n(k) , (262)
enables us to show using Eq. 257 that
λc,gauss = 2
√
2
pi
υ0N
q〈k〉1−n
〈
k2−nerfc
(
D√
2υn(k)
)
exp
(
D2
2υn(k)2
)〉−1
.
(263)
In the absence of noise, i.e., D = 0, the previous equation is reduced to
λc,gauss(D = 0) = 2
√
2
pi
υ0N
q 〈k〉1−n
〈k2−n〉 . (264)
It is interesting to note that, if ER networks are considered, for n = 1 and 2
the critical coupling coupling λc,gauss(D = 0) has an inverse dependence on the
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average degree 〈k〉. The same result was obtained for linear correlation between
frequencies and degrees in [242, 249]. Although, in this model, it is the frequency
dispersion that is correlated with local topology, it also leads to similar effects
as the ones observed when the frequencies are directly proportional to degrees.
For n > 0, the hubs will potentially have higher frequencies due to the large
dispersion, whereas low degree nodes will have narrower distributions. This fre-
quency assignment will contribute to the increase of the critical coupling for the
onset of synchronization, since higher couplings are required to entrain the hubs
in the mean-field. Finally, for n < 0, hubs and low degree nodes switch their
role, making the network to reach synchronization for lower coupling strengths.
Noteworthy, this interplay between the nodes degree and the emergence of a
synchronous component was also observed in the model described in Sec. 5 with
joint distribution given by Eq. 211.
Furthermore, a curious behavior can be observed if one considers different
system-size scaling in the equations of motion. More specifically, changingNq →
N (k) in Eq. 260 for two different cases, N (k) = 〈k〉 and N (k) = k, one can
show that the critical couplings in the absence of noise (D = 0) obey
λc,〈k〉 = Cυ0
〈k〉2−n
〈k2−n〉 , λc,k = Cυ0
〈k〉1−n
〈k1−n〉 , (265)
regardless of the frequency distribution adopted, where λc,〈k〉 and λc,k corre-
spond to N (k) = 〈k〉 and N (k) = k, respectively; and C is a proportionality
constant, which is different for each frequency distribution. Interestingly, the
dependency on the network topology vanishes for some values of n. In contrast
with the critical coupling in Eq. 264 for scaling Nq. Note also that the critical
couplings related to the scaling terms N (k) = 〈k〉 and N (k) = k correspond to
the shifted version of each other with respect to the correlation power n, i.e.,
λc,〈k〉(n) = λc,k(n+ 1).
6.2. Gaussian approximation
The onset of synchronization of the stochastic Kuramoto model in networks
can also be derived through a different technique, namely the so-called Gaussian-
Approximation [282, 285] (GA). The framework provided by the GA allows a
suitable dimension reduction, though it is not exact, in contrast to the OA
theory [32], which is, however, not applicable to stochastic systems [282]. Be-
fore discussing the stochastic Kuramoto model on networks, let us first briefly
introduce the results uncovered through the GA for the fully connected graph.
The equations for the model with identical natural frequencies ω0 = 0 are
θ˙i = ξi(t) +
λ
N
N∑
j=1
sin(θj − θi). (266)
As analysed in the previous section, in the thermodynamic limit N → ∞,
the above system can be described by the density ρ(θ, t), which satisfies the
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nonlinear Fokker-Planck equation
∂ρ
∂t
= D
∂2ρ
∂2θ
− ∂
∂θ
[λr sin(ψ − θ)ρ] , (267)
where r and ψ in the continuum limit are
r(t)eiψ(t) =
∫ 2pi
0
dθeiθρ(θ, t). (268)
The Fourier series expansion of ρ yields
ρ(θ, t) =
1
2pi
+∞∑
n=−∞
ρˆn(t)e
−inθ, (269)
where ρ0 = 1 and ρ−n = ρ∗n, since ρ(θ, t) is a real function. Using the inverse
Fourier transform one obtains
ρˆn(t) =
∫ 2pi
0
dθρ(θ, t)einθ ≡ cn(t) + isn(t), (270)
which for n = 1 yields the order parameter definition in Eq. 268. Substituting
Eq. 269 into the nonlinear Fokker-Planck equation (Eq. 267) and grouping the
exponential terms leads to the infinite chain of coupled complex-valued equa-
tions for the Fourier coefficients given by
˙ˆρn
n
=
λ
2
(ρˆn−1ρˆ1 − ρˆn+1ρˆ−1)−Dnρˆn, n = 1, 2, ...,∞. (271)
This equation provides a complete description and, due to the rapidly decay
of the coefficients ρˆn as n increases, it is possible to get relatively accurate
results by truncating the system at sufficient large n [282]. However, a thorough
bifurcation analysis of the system in Eq. 271 would be difficult or even unfeasible
depending on the value of n. Thus, in order to find a closure scheme for the
infinite set of equations (271), we assume that the phases of the oscillators are
distributed according to a Gaussian distribution with mean µ(t) and variance
υ2(t). In this way the coefficients cn and sn in Eq. 270 become [282]
cn(t) = e
−n2υ2(t)/2 cos [nµ(t)] ,
sn(t) = e
−n2υ2(t)/2 sin [nµ(t)] ,
(272)
leading to the following Fourier coefficients
|ρˆn(t)| = e−n2υ2(t)/2. (273)
Changing the variables, one can further show that the mean µ and the variance
υ2 evolve according to [282]
µ˙ = 0 and υ˙2 = 2D + λ
(
e−2υ
2 − 1
)
, (274)
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which can be explicitly solved:
υ2(t) =
1
2
ln
[
λ
λ− 2D + e
−2t(λ−2D)
(
e2υ
2(0) − λ
λ− 2D
)]
, (275)
for λ 6= D. Note that in the long-time limit t→∞ the variance asymptotically
converges to
υ2(t→∞) = 1
2
ln
(
λ
λ− 2D
)
. (276)
According to the equation above, for strong couplings λ→∞, the variance tends
to vanish υ2 → 0, characterizing the complete synchronous state. Interestingly,
the critical coupling obtained through Eq. 276, λc = 2D, is the same well-known
valued exactly calculated in [279]. The time evolution of the order parameter
r(t) can also be derived thanks to the closure scheme provided by the GA. More
specifically, all coefficients cn and sn depend on c1 and s1. Therefore, using
Eq. 271 the following system of equations is obtained [282, 285]
c˙1 = −Dc1 + λc1
2
{
1−
[
(c1)
2
+ (s1)
2
]2}
,
s˙1 = −Ds1 + λs1
2
{
1−
[
(c1)
2
+ (s1)
2
]2}
.
(277)
Noting that c1 = r and s1 = 0, one derives
r˙ =
r
2
[
λ
(
1− r4)− 2D] , (278)
for which in the stationary regime r˙ = 0 and neglecting the term r4 near the
onset of synchronization also leads to the critical coupling λc = 2D.
The generalization to the network case can be done straightforwardly, al-
though the dimensionality reduction is not as drastic as in the fully connected
graph. The population of oscillators is described by the phase distribution
ρ(θ, t|k), i.e., the dependency on a given degree k is introduced. With this defi-
nition, the coherence inside each population of oscillators with the same degree
k is calculated by
rk(t)e
iψk(t) =
∫ 2pi
0
dθ′ eiθ
′
ρ (θ′, t|k) . (279)
The total order parameter is then given by
r(t)eiψ(t) =
1
〈k〉
∫
dk′P (k′)k′rk′(t)eiψk′ (t), (280)
Using the GA one is able to show that the closure scheme yields
r˙k =
1− (rk)4
2N 〈k〉 λk 〈k
′rk′ cos(ψk′ − ψk)〉k − rkD
ψ˙k =
(rk)
−1
+ (rk)
3
2N 〈k〉 λk 〈k
′rk′ sin(ψk′ − ψk)〉k ,
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where 〈...〉k =
∫
dk...P (k) is the average over the degree distribution P (k). Note
that the populations of different degrees are coupled through the averages 〈...〉k.
Assuming ψk = 0 ∀k, the evolution of the total order parameter is given by
r˙g =
λ
2N〈k〉
〈
k′2
[
1− (rgk′)4
]〉
k
rg −Drg. (281)
In the stationary state, neglecting the terms r4k′ leads to the critical coupling
λc = 2DN
〈k〉
〈k2〉 (282)
which is the same result as obtained with Eq. 257 for identical oscillators.
The GA technique was also employed in the analysis of heterogeneous net-
works made up of stochastic Shinomoto-Kuramoto active rotator oscillators [86].
The model proposed in [81] consists of a slight modification of the original Ku-
ramoto model that encompasses the properties of excitable systems. Excitable
behavior and collective oscillations are found in many different systems, includ-
ing physical, chemical and biological ones, with a wide range of applications
[286]. Excitability in a given system is characterized by the presence of a stable
equilibrium of its units, which can be replaced by a non-monotonic behavior
when the system is subjected to sufficiently strong perturbations.
The equations of the networks considered in [86] are given by
θ˙i(t) = 1− a sin (θi(t)) + λ
N
N∑
j=1
Aij sin (θj(t)− θi(t)) + ξi(t), (283)
where a is the excitability threshold of the model. For a system with only one
oscillator without the presence of noise, θ˙i = 1− a sin θi, an excitable behavior
is achieved for |a| > 1 and the stationary solution is θi = arcsin
(
a−1
)
. On the
other hand, if |a| < 1, the system is in an oscillatory regime with frequency√
1− a2. Noteworthy, contrary to the standard Kuramoto model, phase θi does
not rotate uniformly, the slowest and fastest points are near φ = pi/2 and 3pi/2,
respectively [81, 86, 286, 287]. As before, the network is described by the one-
oscillator probability density ρ(θ, t|k), where ρ(θ, t|k)dθ gives the fraction of
oscillators with phase between θ and θ+ dθ at time t for a given degree k. The
Fourier expansion of ρ leads to
ρ(θ, t|k) = 1
2pi
∞∑
n=−∞
ρˆn(t|k)e−inθ, (284)
where the coefficients, which now are also defined for a given degree k, can be
written as
ρˆn(t|k) = cn(t|k) + isn(t|k), n = 1, 2, ...,∞. (285)
Substituting Eq. 284 in the corresponding nonlinear Fokker-Planck, one can
show that for every k the following infinite chain of coupled complex-valued
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equations determines the evolution of the coefficients ρn(t|k):
˙ˆρn(t|k)
n
=
λ˜k
2〈k〉 (ρˆn−1(t|k) 〈ρˆ1(t|k
′)k′〉k − ρˆn+1(t|k) 〈ρˆ−1(t|k′)k′〉k)
+
a
2
(ρˆn−1(t|k)− ρˆn+1(t|k))− (Dn− i)ρˆn(t|k).
(286)
Similarly as before, it is assumed that the phases of each subpopulation formed
by nodes with the same degree k follow a Gaussian distribution with mean µk(t)
and variance υ2k(t). Thus, in the thermodynamic limit N → ∞ one can show
that in the GA the coefficients cn and sn in Eq. 285 are given by
cn(t|k) = e−n2υ2k(t)/2 cos (nµk(t)) , sn(t|k) = e−n2υ2k(t)/2 sin (nµk(t)) . (287)
Applying the closure, scheme the reduced system of equations for the variables
µk(t) and υk(t) is obtained [86]
µ˙k =1− e−υ2k/2 cosh υ2k
×
[
a sinµk − λ˜k〈k〉
(
〈k′e−υ2k′/2 sinµk′〉k cosµk − 〈k′e−υ2k′/2 cosµk′〉k sinµk
)]
,
υ˙2k =2D − 2e−υ
2
k/2 sinh υ2k
×
[
a cosµk +
λ˜k
〈k〉
(
〈k′e−υ2k′/2 sinµk′〉k sinµk + 〈k′e−υ2k′/2 cosµk′〉k cosµk
)]
.
(288)
Again, the dimensionality reduction in the network case is not as severe as for
the dynamics in the fully connected graph. The number of coupled equations
one is left with is equal to twice the number of different degrees in the network,
if the oscillators are identical. Generalizations for the Ott-Antonsen also share
this property [96, 288, 289], in fact some approaches yield reduced systems with
similar size as the original ones [288]. Nevertheless, the impact of network het-
erogeneity can be comprehensively analysed for some special topologies, which
can then be used as insights to the understanding of the dynamics of more so-
phisticated structures. In particular, for regular networks, Eqs. 288 are reduced
to
µ˙k = 1−ae−υ2k/2 cosh υ2k sinµk, υ˙2k = 2D−2e−υ
2
k/2 sinh υ2k
[
a cosµk + λ˜ke
−υ2k/2
]
.
(289)
As shown in [86], system (289) has exactly the same bifurcation diagram on
the plane a−D as the correspondent system for the fully connected graph, the
equations only differ by a rescaling of the effective mean-field λ → kλ/N . For
sufficient large values of noise intensity D, changes in the excitability threshold
a have no effect on the system’s stability. On the order hand, for moderate val-
ues of D, the oscillators can transit through Hopf and saddle-node bifurcation
between regimes of synchronous and asynchronous firing and coherent oscilla-
tions with the absence of excitability [86, 285]. Although the regular network
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Figure 33: Critical noise strength Dc as a function of connectivity fraction α of regular
networks for excitation threshold (a) a < 1 and (b) a > 1 determined through numerical
bifurcation analysis of the reduced system in Eq. 290. Panels (c) and (d) show Dc as a
function of Var(α)/VarMax of the reduced system in Eq. 291 for binary networks considering
a < 1 and a > 1, respectively; where 〈α〉 = 0.4 and Var(α)/VarMax = 0.25. In all panels
coupling strength is set to λ = 1 and SN indicate saddle-node bifuracations. Adapted with
permission from Springer Science+Business Media [86].
exhibits a perfectly homogeneous topology, it still serves as a special model to
analyze how the density of connections impacts on the such transitions. Let
Dc denote the bifurcation value of the noise strength - or also called as crit-
ical noise strength -, Fig. 33(a) and (b) show its dependence on the variable
α = k/N , which quantifies the density of the regular network, for different
values of a. The regions “Non-oscillating” and “Oscillating” denote the asyn-
chronous and synchronous regimes, respectively. Moreover, the state in which
the active rotators fire coherently and the state in which they are synchronized
without firing are treated indiscriminately as the “Oscillating” state in Fig. 33
in order to purely investigate the impact of the network topology on the overall
dynamics. As it is seen, the bifurcation point Dc is almost linearly related with
the parameter α, in a way that the variation of network density does not lead
to novel phenomena in the network dynamics; the effective mean-field is only
rescaled by such a modification in the topology [86]. Furthermore, for a < 1
(Fig. 33( (a)) only Hopf bifurcations are observed, whereas for a > 1 (Fig. 33
(b)) saddle-node bifurcations also emerge [86].
Topological heterogeneity can be included by considering a network with
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only two different degrees. The random binary network provides the simplest
heterogeneous degree distribution, which is characterized by the degrees k1 and
k2 (and the respective densities α1 = k1/N and α2 = k2/N) given by
P (k) = pδk,k1 + (1− p)δk,k2 (290)
By fixing the average density 〈α〉 (or equivalently the average degree 〈k〉) and
varying the α1 and α2, it is possible to tune Var(α) up to the upper bound
VarMax = 0.25 so that the bifurcation points can be analysed as a function
of the disparity of connections between the subpopulations. Using the degree
distribution in Eq. 290, the reduced system in Eq. 288 can be rewritten for the
binary network case as
µ˙1 =1− e−υ21/2 cosh(υ21)
[
a sin(µ1) +
λα1α2(1− p)
pα1 + (1− p)α2 sin(µ1 − µ2)e
−υ22/2
]
υ˙21 =2D − 2e−υ
2
1/2 sinh(υ21)
×
[
a cos(µ1) +
λα1
pα1 + (1− p)α2
(
α1pe
−υ21/2 + α2(1− p)e−υ22/2 cos(µ1 − µ2)
)]
µ˙2 =1− e−υ22/2 cosh(υ22)
[
a sin(µ2) +
λα1α2p
pα1 + (1− p)α2 sin(µ2 − µ1)e
−υ21/2
]
υ˙22 =2D − 2e−υ
2
2/2 sinh(υ22)
×
[
a cos(µ2) +
λα2
pα1 + (1− p)α2
(
α2(1− p)e−υ22/2 + α1pe−υ21/2 cos(µ2 − µ1)
)]
,
(291)
where α1 = k1/N and α2 = k2/N are the connectivity fraction of each subpop-
ulation. Fig. 33 (c) and (d) show the dependence of the critical noise strength
Dc on the variance Var(α). For a < 1, Dc exhibits similar dependence on
Var(α)/VarMax as on α in regular networks, i.e., almost linear growing with
Hopf bifurcations connecting the states. However, for a > 1, the critical noise
strength Dc associated to the saddle-node bifurcation decreases as the degree
distribution becomes more heterogeneous, enlarging the oscillating region. An-
other interesting behavior is that the Hopf bifurcation lines are no longer mono-
tonic as a function of Var(α). As seen in Fig. 33(d), Dc reaches minimal values
for slight heterogeneous networks, a phenomenon induced by the presence of a
small fraction of highly connected nodes [86].
The active rotator model in the absence of noise in uncorrelated networks was
studied in [290] in the presence of attractive and repulsive couplings strengths.
The authors verified that the network heterogeneity, along with the repulsive
couplings, induces global firing in the ensemble, an effect that is akin to the
collective firings promoted by noise and quenched disorder in globally coupled
oscillators [85]. Strangely, despite its rich dynamics, the Shinomoto-Kuramoto
model has been rarely tackled in heterogeneous networks in a way that many
aspects of the influence of the connectivity pattern on the population coher-
ence and excitability remain to be investigated. For instance, Sonnenschein et
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al. [87] recently investigated the Shinomoto-Kuramoto model in the fully con-
nected graph where the natural frequencies and individual coupling strengths
are correlated. More specifically, a system made up of two equally sized popu-
lations of oscillators, each one characterized by the pairs (ω1, λ1) and (ω2, λ2),
was studied. Interestingly, it was found that global excitability is only reached
when the excitable units have smaller coupling strengths than the self-oscillatory
ones [87]. This particular frequency-coupling correlation naturally motivates
further generalizations of the model, such as in modular and mutilayer net-
works [17, 18], in which other interesting dynamical patterns can possibly arise
by the introduction of network connectivity.
Besides the theoretical approaches described above, other aspects of the
dynamics of the stochastic Kuramoto model were numerically addressed [283,
291–295]. In particular, Traxl et al. [283] developed a numerical framework
and systematically analyzed the influence of noise and coupling strength on
the maximum degree of synchronization of several networks; including fully
connected, random, modular and real topologies. For all the cases considered,
the authors reported that the maximum degree of synchronization is suitably
fitted by a 2-dimensional sigmoidal function linearly related with the noise and
coupling strength [283].
7. Second-order Kuramoto model
The first-order Kuramoto model is analytically tractable and exhibits a large
variety of synchronization phenomena in different contexts (see Sec. 2). How-
ever, it approaches too fast the partial synchronized state compared to experi-
mental observations and an infinite coupling strength is required to achieve per-
fect synchronization [296]. The model with frequency adaptation, where both
phase and frequency evolve in time and having synchronization slowed down by
inertia, can solve such problems. Therefore, the second-order Kuramoto model
(or the Kuramoto model with inertia) has been extensively investigated. The
model with inertia was firstly explored in biological contexts. In the early 90’s,
motivated by the fact that certain species of fireflies, like Pteroptyx malaccae,
are able to achieve perfect synchronization even for a stimulating frequency dif-
ferent from their intrinsic frequency, Ermentrout [209] proposed a model with
frequency adaptation which has the ability to mimic such a perfect synchrony be-
tween coupled oscillators. Strogatz [297] and later Trees et al. [298] showed that
the same model can be obtained from capacitively shunted junction equations
to study synchronization in disordered arrays of Josephson junctions. Moreover
Filatrella et al. [299] derived this model from the classical swing equation to
study synchronization in power grids (see Sec. 9).
In this section, we will explain the second-order Kuramoto model from dif-
ferent points of view. From a methodological standpoint, as the focus of this
section, we first explain the collective behavior of a set of coupled Kuramoto
model with inertia using a mean-field analysis [300, 301] and substantially ex-
tend the theory to the second-order Kuramoto model with frequency-degree
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correlation [244]. Subsequently, we quantify the stability of networks of cou-
pled oscillators in terms of the basin of attraction of the synchronized state
against large perturbations using the new concept of basin stability (BS) [302].
In particular, we focus on the interplay between BS and underlying structures.
7.1. Second-order Kuramoto model in complex networks
The second-order Kuramoto model consists of an ensemble of coupled phase
oscillators, θi for i = 1, . . . , N , whose dynamics are governed by
θ¨i = −αθ˙i + ωi + λ
N∑
j=1
Aij sin (θj − θi), (292)
where α is the dissipation parameter. If the left part of this equation is set to
zero, we recover the first-order Kuramoto model. In comparison to the first-
order Kuramoto model, the second-order mode exhibits a region of bistability
in the bifurcation diagram, which will be shown below.
7.1.1. Illustration
In order to get insights into the fundamental dynamics of Eq. 292, let us
consider the one-node model, where one node is connected to a grid and whose
dynamics follows
θ¨ = −αθ˙ + ω + λ sin (θL − θ), (293)
where θL is the phase of the large system. The grid is regarded to be infinite
in the sense that its state can not be affected by the node’s dynamics. Hence,
here we set θL ≡ 0, without loss of generality. Such a model also depicts the
governing dynamics of the driven pendulum [297], Josephson junctions [297] and
the one-machine infinite bus system of a generator in a power-grid [303]. The
corresponding governing dynamics can also depict a two-node model with the
same bifurcation diagram [304].
We can define the energy function E(ν, ω) for model (293) as [303]
E(θ, ν) = Ek(ν) + Ep(θ), (294)
where ν ≡ θ˙ and the kinetic and potential energy are given byEk(ν) = ν22 and
Ep(θ) = −ωθ − λ cos (θ), respectively. In the absence of damping and external
driving, i.e. α = 0 and ω = 0, by introducing a dimensionless time τ =
√
λt,
Eq. (293) becomes
d2θ
dτ2
= − sin θ. (295)
Such system has two fixed points within the range [0, 2pi). One fixed point
(θ∗, ν∗) = (pi, 0) is a saddle. The other one is located at (θ∗, ν∗) = (0, 0). The
origin is a nonlinear center, as the system is reversible and conservative with
the energy function E(θ, ν) = ν2/2−cos(θ) = constant. A local minimal energy
is located at the fixed point with E(0, 0) = −1 [297]. Small orbits around the
center are small oscillations, called librations. The obits grow with an increase
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in E until E = 1 along with the heteroclinic trajectories linking the saddles.
With further increases in E, i.e. E > 1, the system starts oscillating periodically
over or below the heteroclinic trajectories [297].
Furthermore, via including a linear damping to this system, i.e. α > 0 but
with ω = 0, the system therein has one stable fixed point at (θ∗, ν∗) = (0, 0)
and one saddle (θ∗, ν∗) = (pi, 0) [297]. With small damping, vibrations start
converging to the stable fixed point. The energy decreases monotonically along
the trajectories with the rate dE(θ,ν)dt =
d(ν2/2−λ cos(θ))
dt = −αν2, except for the
fixed points with ν∗ = 0.
Finally, the third case is the complete original system (293) with damping
as well as external driving, i.e. α > 0 and ω > 0. For convenience, one could
either set λ = 1 or introduce a dimensionless time τ =
√
λt. The bifurcation
diagram is shown in Fig. 34. For ω > 1, all rotations converge to a unique and
stable limit cycle and no fixed points are available in the region of the stable
limit cycle. For ω < 1, two fixed points comprise a saddle and a sink, satisfying
ν∗ = 0 and sin(θ∗) = ω. The linear stability of the fixed points is determined
by the Jacobian matrix
J =
(
0 1
− cos(θ∗) −α
)
with two eigenvalues
σ1,2 =
−α±√α2 − 4 cos(θ∗)
2
. (296)
The fixed point with cos(θ∗) = −√1− ω2 with σ1 > 0 and σ2 < 0 is a
saddle. The other fixed point with cos(θ∗) =
√
1− ω2 is stable due to its
real part of both eigenvalues Re(σ1,2) < 0. Moreover, it is a stable node for
α2− 4√1− ω2 > 0 and a stable spiral, otherwise (separated by the blue dashed
line in Fig. 34).
There are three types of bifurcations in the bifurcation diagram in Fig. 34.
For small α and suppose that we start from ω > 1, the system rotates periodi-
cally. We slowly decrease ω and, at some critical value ωc < 1, rotations merge
with the saddle and are destroyed in a homoclinic bifurcation. Its critical value
is determined by
ωc =
4α
pi
, (297)
as α → 0 based on the Melnikov’s analysis [297]. This bifurcation line sep-
arates the region of bistability and the region of globally stable fixed point.
Noteworthy, this result can also be obtained by employing Lyapunov’s second
method [305]. For large α, we slowly decrease ω from ω > 1. The rotations are
destroyed by an infinite-period bifurcation and fixed points appear. Suppose
that we start from a stable fixed point for small α and slowly increase ω, two
fixed points collide and annihilate each other in a saddle-node bifurcation with
ωc = 1.
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ωFigure 34: Bifurcation diagram of the one-node model (293). In the grey region only the
stable limit cycle exists. The red region indicates the globally stable fixed point. In the region
of bistability, stable fixed point and stable limit cycle coexist. The blue dashed line is plotted
at α2 = 4
√
1− ω2. Here we set λ = 1.
The node can either converge to a fixed point or oscillate periodically in
the region of bistability. Menck et al. [302] proposed a way to approximate the
curve of the stable cycle. For λ = 0, the model (293) has one stable limit cycle
with frequency ν(t) = ω/α and phase θ(t) = ν(t)t+ θ(0). For large λ, a similar
solution is still fulfilled with the average frequency 〈ν〉 =
T∫
t=0
ν(t)dt/T ≈ ω/α
and θ(t) ≈ 〈ν〉 t + θ(0), where T is a long integrating period. To derive an
expression of the instant frequency, the frequency ν(t) is assumed to fluctuate
around the average frequency 〈ν〉 as ν(t) = 〈ν〉+ f(t), where f(t) remains to be
solved. Inserting this into Eq. (293) yields
f˙ = −αf − λ sin(〈ν〉 t+ θ(0)), (298)
which has one special solution as follows
f(t) = − αλ〈ν〉2 + α2
(
sin (〈ν〉 t+ θ(0))− 〈ν〉
α
cos (〈ν〉 t+ θ(0))
)
. (299)
For 〈ν〉  α and via inserting 〈ν〉 ≈ ω/α into Eq. (299), the instant frequency
therein is approximated by [302]
ν(t) ≈ ω/α+ αλ
ω
cos(ωt/α+ θ(0)). (300)
Equation (300) is in good agreement with numerical results [302, 306]. Integrat-
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ing Eq. (300) yields [302]
θ(t) ≈ ωt/α+ α
2λ
ω2
sin (ωt/α+ θ(0)) + θ(0). (301)
If ω2  α2λ, θ(t) ≈ ωt/α+ θ(0) which is consistent with the previous assump-
tion.
7.1.2. Mean-field theory without noise
In the previous subsection, we explain the basic dynamics of the one-node
model, in this and next subsections, we will explain networked oscillators with-
out and with noise, respectively.
Tanaka et al. [300, 301] were the first to analyze the collective behavior of
a set of coupled Kuramoto model with finite (large) inertia. Due to the finite
inertia, the system exhibits a first-order phase transition, with discontinuous
jumps and hysteresis, different from the second-order transition obtained from
the Kuramoto model without inertia. In particular, the mean-field framework
is provided for investigating the hysteretic behavior in the large network size
and validated theoretical results with a uniform, bounded intrinsic frequency
distribution. To compare with the case of without inertia, the following general
form of the second-order Kuramoto model was considered [300, 301]
mθ¨i = −αθ˙i + ωi + λ
N
N∑
j=1
sin (θj − θi), (302)
where mθ¨i denotes the inertia of the i-th oscillator. After a suitable coordinate
transformation via replacing the coupling term by the mean-field quantities
(R,ψ) and assuming α = 1, Eq. (302) is rewritten as
mθ¨i = −θ˙i + ωi + λR sin (ψ − θi). (303)
In the stationary state, the set of oscillators is split into one subgroup of oscil-
lators locked to the mean phase and the other subgroup of drifting oscillators
whirling over (or below depending on the sign of ω) the locked subgroup. There-
fore, the overall phase coherence R sums two certain coherence Rlock and Rdrift,
contributed by these two subgroups, respectively, i.e.,
R = Rlock +Rdrift. (304)
To detect multistability of the system, two kinds of simulations are consid-
ered: increasing (I) and decreasing (D) adiabatically the coupling strength
λ [300, 301], respectively. Note that the analytical process is similar to that
of the first-order Kuramoto model (see Sec. 2) but with different synchroniza-
tion conditions. (I) When λ increases from a small value, the phase coherence
RI persists around a small fluctuation due to effects of network sizes until a
critical coupling strength, denoted by λIc. Above λIc, the system jumps to a
weakly synchronized state. RI increases with further increases in λ and then
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saturates to a constant value for sufficiently large coupling strengths. (D) When
λ decreases from a sufficiently large value, the system is initially in the strongly
synchronized state and RD remains nearly constant until a critical coupling
strength, denoted by λDc . Beyond this threshold, the system jumps back to the
incoherent state. Hysteretic behaviors therein are observed. Two critical cou-
pling strengths λIc and λDc are almost the same for small m (e.g. m = 0.95) but
its difference enlarges for large m (e.g. m = 2.0 or 6.0) [300]. Noteworthy, λDc is
the same as that of the first-order Kuramoto model [301]. Different dynamical
regimes are observed [300, 301], including the incoherent state (IS), the weakly
synchronized state (WSS), the strongly synchronized state (SSS), a transition
state from WSS to SSS and vice-versa.
In case (I), all oscillators initially drift around its own natural frequency
ωi. With increasing λ, oscillators with a small natural frequency below the
threshold ωI, i.e. |ωi| < ωI, start being attracted to the locked group. With
further increases in λ, ωI enlarges, oscillators with a large natural frequency
become synchronized and the phase coherence RI increases. For sufficiently
large coupling, ωI exhibits plateaus and RI ≈ 1. If the inertia is rather small,
i.e. 1√
mλRI
 1, the homoclinic bifurcation is tangent to the line (297). Using
Melnikov’s method one is able to obtain ωI = 4pi
√
λRI
m [301]. During this pro-
cess, a secondary synchronization of drifting oscillators is observed for larger m.
This phenomenon was confirmed in [307], where the synchronized motions were
validated by comparing the evolution of the instantaneous frequency νi(t) = θ˙i
of the secondary synchronized oscillators in random networks and also in the
Italian high-voltage power grid.
In case (D), initially almost all oscillators are locked to the mean phase ψ if
the initial coupling strength λ is large enough, and RD ≈ 1. With decreasing
λ further, locked oscillators are desynchronized and start whirling when their
natural frequency exceeds the threshold ωD, i.e. |ωi| > ωD = λRD, where a
saddle node bifurcation occurs. Therefore, given the synchronization boundary
ωI and ωD, the contribution to the locked coherence follows [300, 301, 307]
RI,Dlock = λR
I,D
∫ θI,D
−θI,D
cos2 θg(λRI,D sin θ)dθ, (305)
where θI = sin−1(ωI/(λRI)) and θD = sin−1(ωD/(λRD)).
The phase coherence from drifting oscillators takes the same form as in the
first-order Kuramoto model [4] and is given by [300, 301, 307]
RI,Ddrift =
∫
|ω|>ωI,D
∫
eiθρdrift(θ, ω)g(ω)dθdω, (306)
where ρdrift is the density of the drifting oscillators with the phase θ and fre-
quency ω. ρdrift(θ, ω) is proportional to |ν|−1, i.e. ρdrift(θ, ω) = ωˆ2pi |ν|−1, where
ωˆ is the frequency of the periodic solution of θ [301]. Expanding the cosine
function in terms of the Bessel functions and applying the Poicare-Lindstead
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method [301], Eq. (306) can be simplified as
RI,Ddrift =
∫
|ω|>ωI,D
∫ Tˆ
0
cos(θ(t, ω))g(ω)dtdω, (307)
where Tˆ = 2piωˆ is the period of the running periodic solution of θ. This theoretical
framework can be extended to a general distribution of g(ω) with extended tails
to solve the self-consistent equations of R analytically [300].
Now, consider the same dynamics (302) with natural frequencies distributed
according to the Gaussian distribution g(ω) = 1√
2pi
e−ω
2/2 [307]. To numerically
investigate the hysteretic loop of the locked natural frequency threshold as a
function of λ within the range [λDc , λIc], one can record the maximal locked
natural frequency ωI (ωD) with respect to the increasing (decreasing) coupling
strength λ in steps δλ in order to uncover the hysteresis. Note that the results
are independent of the step size [307]. Recalling that within the interval [λDc , λIc],
incoherent and strongly synchronized states coexist [300, 301]. Such results can
also be validated via perturbing incoherent states [307]. In particular, initially
the system is in the asynchronous state. At each λ, all the oscillators with
|ωi| < ωS are locked to the mean phase, and then the mean phase coherence
r is recorded after a long transient time, where ωS is an artificial threshold.
To identify the interval [λDc , λIc], at each λ, via increasing ωS from small to
high values, the lowest value of ωS is taken as minimal ωS when a coherent
state is observable, otherwise ωS = 0 it is set [307]. Using this process, the
critical coupling interval can also be reproduced (Fig. 35). These results give
insights on the probability of the system retaining to the coherent or incoherent
states [34, 302].
Additionally, the finite size of the system can also affect the thresholds of
the hysteretic transition given the value of the inertia (Fig. 36). In compar-
ison to the results obtained from the MFA in the limit of large network sizes
N , λIc increases steadily with N and keeps constant for large inertia values.
Interestingly, in the case of decreases in λ, λDc remains nearly constant. For
increasing λ, a good agreement of the critical coupling between simulations of
large networks and the MFA is achieved at small m but not at large m. The
underlying mechanisms can be understood by the emergence of the secondary
synchronization of drifting oscillators, which was firstly observed in [300]. Clus-
ters of whirling oscillators (the secondary synchronization transition) are formed
with an increase in the inertia were also observed in [307], and the emergence of
the clusters can also be observed in random regular networks and in the high-
voltage power grid in Italy. Note that in regular networks, where each degree
is constant ki = kc ∀i, the hysteretic loop enlarges with respect to increases in
the fraction of connected links kc/N .
Additionally to the research on hysteresis, the linear stability of the incoher-
ent solution of the Kuramoto model with inertia with different natural frequency
distributions was rigorously analyzed [308]. The critical coupling λc, where the
system exhibits a first-order transition from non-synchronized to synchronized
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Figure 35: Minimal ωS inducing the system to the coherent state with respective to the
coupling strength λ. The inset plots the minimal number of nodes with |ωi| < ωS as a function
of λ. The green dot-dashed and blue dashed lines indicate the increasing λIc and decreasing
λDc coupling thresholds, respectively. Adapted with permission from [307]. Copyrighted by
the American Physical Society.
states, follows [309]
1
λc
=
pig(0)
2
− m
2
∫ ∞
−∞
g(ω)
1 +m2ω2
dω, (308)
where g(ω) is unimodal with width ∆. Without inertia, i.e. m → 0, Eq. (308)
reduces to the exact formula of the onset of collective synchronization of the
first-order Kuramoto model (Eq. 9). For a Lorentzian g(ω), λc is given by the
following relation [307]
λc = 2∆(1 +m∆), (309)
which is consistent with the results obtained in [308]. For a Gaussian distri-
bution and with a rather small m, the first corrective terms are determined
by [307]
λc = 2∆
√
2
pi
1 +
√
2
pi
m∆ +
2
pi
m2∆2 +
√(
2
pi
)3
− 2
pi
m3∆3
+O(m4∆4).
(310)
With the increases in m and ∆ for the Lorentzian as well as the Gaussian
distribution, it becomes harder and harder for the system to achieve complete
synchronization [307].
When the natural frequency distribution g(ω) is unimodal, symmetric, and
has zero mean, the mean phase could be taken as a constant, e.g. ψ(t) ≡ 0.
In the continuum limit, where N →∞, the fluctuations of r(t) vanish and r(t)
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Figure 36: Critical couplings λIc and λDc versus the network size N with different values of m
in Eq. (302): (a) m = 0.8, (b) m = 1, (c) m = 2 and m = 6. In each panel, upper points
indicate the value of λIc and lower points indicate the value of λDc . In panels (a) and (b) with
small m, the dashed black lines indicate the onset of collective synchronization obtained from
Eq. 310. Adapted with permission from [307]. Copyrighted by the American Physical Society.
therein is assumed to be constant, i.e. r(t) ≡ r. In this case, the system could
be considered as a set of an one-node model. With respect to parameter values
in the bifurcation diagram in Fig. 34, one oscillator could be located in the
region of the stable limit cycle, of the stable fixed point or of bistability with
the coexistence of two such stable solutions.
7.1.3. Mean-field theory with noise
Next, we briefly review the second-order Kuramoto model that includes
noise:
θ˙i = νi
mν˙i = −νi + ωi + λr sin (ψ − θi) + ξi(t),
(311)
where ξi(t)’s are independent sources of Gaussian white noises, with 〈ξi〉 = 0
and correlation 〈ξi(t)ξj(s)〉 = 2Dδijδ(t− s).
When N → ∞, for the one-oscillator probability density, Acebrón and
Spigler [296] considered the evolution equation of ρ(θ, ν, ω, t) as
∂ρ
∂t
=
D
m2
∂2ρ
∂ν2
− 1
m
∂
∂ν
[(−ν + ω + λr sin(ψ − θ))ρ]− ν ∂ρ
∂θ
, (312)
where ρ is normalized with
∫∞
−∞
∫ pi
−pi ρ(θ, ν, ω, 0)dθdν = 1. For identical os-
cillators, g(ω) = δ(ω), via setting the stationary solution ρ(θ, ν) = χ(θ)η(ν)
and assuming that η(ν) is independent of λ (motivated by numerical simula-
tions [296]), the phase and frequency distributions are obtained explicitly from
Eq. (312) and such results are validated by simulations [296]. In this case, the
critical coupling from incoherence to coherence is independent of the inertia. For
bimodal distributions of natural frequency, the inertia tends to destabilize inco-
herence and to harden the bifurcation from incoherence to synchronized states
[308]. In particular, in the absence of inertia, the bifurcation is supercritical,
but it becomes subcritical with increasing inertia.
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Instead of Eq. (312), via averaging over the velocity ν(t) in the long-time
limit, the Fokker-Planck equation for the probability distribution ρ(θ, ν, ω, t)
can be reduced into the Smoluchowski equation, which yields [310, 311]
∂ρ(θ, t)
∂t
=
∂
∂θ
[(
∂V (θ)
∂θ
ρ(θ) +D
∂ρ(θ)
∂θ
)(
1 +m
∂2V (θ)
∂θ2
)]
, (313)
with the washboard potential V (θ) ≡ −λr cos(θ)−ωθ. For D = 0, by analyzing
the stationary state of Eq. 313, the self-consistent equation is obtained [312]
r =
(pi
2
− m
2
)
g(0)λr +
4
3
mg(0)(λr)2 +
pi
16
g
′′
(0)(λr)3 +O(λr)4. (314)
In the presence of the inertia (m 6= 0), drifting oscillators as well as locked
oscillators contribute to the phase coherence and the resulting quadratic term
of the order (λr)2 induces hysteresis in the bifurcation diagram as observed
before [300, 301]. The hysteresis is reduced with the presence of noise. The
critical coupling strength increases monotonically with the increase of D [312].
Moreover, via analyzing the power spectrum of the phase velocity, in contrast
with synchronization suppressed by noise, the response of the phase velocity
to the external driving is enhanced by a certain amount of noise [312]. Mean-
while, two related results were obtained: a consistent two-term Smoluchowski
approximate equation in the limit of small inertia and the amplitude equation
for an O(2)-symmetric Takens-Bogdanov bifurcation at the tricritical point of a
standard Kuramoto model using the Chapman-Enskog method [311].
Recently, Gupta et al. [309] investigated coupled oscillator systems with
inertia and noise in different situations. The dynamics studied in [309] written
in the dimensionless form follows
θ˙i = νi
ν˙i = − 1√
m
νi + δωi + r sin (ψ − θi(t)) + ξi(t),
(315)
where δ is the width of the frequency distribution g(ω). Given a realization of
g(ω), where the set of oscillators consists of N1 oscillators with frequencies ω1
and N2 oscillators with frequencies ω2. When δ = 0, the stationary solution of
ρ(θ, ν) is
ρst(θ, ν) ∝ exp
[− (ν2/2− r cos(θ)) /D] , (316)
which corresponds to the canonical equilibrium and the stationary solution of
the order parameter r is determined by a self-consistent equation. For δ 6= 0,
the incoherent stationary state of ρinc(θ, ν, ω) is
ρinc(θ, ν, ω) =
1
(2pi)3/2
√
D
exp
[
(− (ν − δω√m)2)/(2D)] . (317)
Interestingly, in terms of a linear stability analysis of the incoherent state, the
stability threshold δinc for the incoherent state in different situations can be
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obtained [309]. With m ≈ 0 at fixed D, δinc(m,D) satisfies
2 =
∫ ∞
−∞
Dg(ω)dω
D2 + ω2(δinc(0, D))2
. (318)
If D ≈ Dc = 1/2 then δinc(m,D) ≈ 0. When D ≈ 0 at fixed m, δincnoiseless(m,D)
satisfies
1 =
pig(0)
2δincnoiseless
− m
2
∫ ∞
−∞
g(ω)dω
1 +m2(δincnoiseless)
2ω2
. (319)
Komarov et al. [313] studied a generic model in the presence of inertia, noise,
and phase shift, i.e.
miθ¨i = −θ˙i + ωi + λr sin (ψ − θi − ϕ) + ξi(t), (320)
where the inertia mi is distributed according to the density function f(m), and
ϕ is the phase shift. Rich phenomena emerge via considering various symmetry
and asymmetry distributions of f(m) and g(ω), e.g., the derivation of an exact
solution of the self-consistent solution of the order parameter shows nontrivial
phase transitions to synchrony due to correlations between natural frequencies
and the moments of inertia [313].
Note that the recent review by Gupta et al. [314] provided a general mean-
field analysis framework of the second-order Kuramoto model with noise, focus-
ing on the equilibrium and out-of-equilibrium aspects of its dynamics from a
statistical physics point of view.
7.1.4. Frequency-degree correlation
Let us now turn to effects of network topologies on dynamics. As illustrated
in Sec. 5, the correlation between the dynamics and the structure can induce
the emergence of dynamical abrupt phase transitions. In this case, the natural
frequency distribution becomes asymmetric. Basnarkov and Urumov [233] in-
vestigated the first-order Kuramoto model with natural frequencies distributed
according to a unimodal asymmetric function and showed that a first-order
phase transition occurs if the distribution has a sufficiently large flat section.
The MFA method [300, 301] (shown in the section 7.1.2) is provided for the
second-order Kuramoto model (292) with symmetric frequency distribution, but
the method for the model with asymmetric distribution is still open.
Ji et al. [244, 315] substantially extended the first-order Kuramoto model
with frequency-degree correlation as discussed in Sec. 5 to the Kuramoto model
with inertia. By considering ωi of each oscillator i proportional to its degree
with zero mean, i.e. ωi = B(ki − 〈k〉) so that
∑
i ωi = 0, the original dynamics
becomes
θ¨i = −αθ˙i +B(ki − 〈k〉) + λ
N∑
j=1
Aij sin (θj − θi), (321)
where B is a proportionality constant that weights the influence of the local
structure on the natural frequencies. When N → ∞, and in uncorrelated net-
works, after the transformation via replacing the coupling term by the imaginary
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term of the continuum-limit version of r (Eq. 175), Eq. (321) becomes
θ¨ = −αθ˙ +B(k − 〈k〉) + kλr sin(ψ − θ), (322)
where the subscript i is dropped in the continuum limit.
In the mean-field version (322), each oscillator appears to be uncoupled from
the others but interacts through the mean-field properties (r, ψ) and the phase
θ is pulled toward ψ by the coupling strength kλr. Natural frequencies are
proportional to degrees, and since the degree distribution is not necessary sym-
metric, ψ cannot be set as a constant, but rather oscillates periodically. Here,
we assume that r is at the steady state, otherwise, complex phenomena could
occur, e.g. secondary synchronization [300, 307]. To derive sufficient condi-
tions for synchronization, for convenience, a new rotating reference is defined as
φ = θ − ψ. Substituting this into Eq. (322) yields
φ¨ = −αφ˙+B[k − 〈k〉 − C(λr)]− kλr sinφ, (323)
where C(λr) ≡ (ψ¨ + αψ˙)/B. In this case, each oscillator can be treated sepa-
rately and behaves independently, i.e. either synchronizes to the mean-field or
runs periodically with frequency given by Eq. (300), which further depends on
the parameter combination that includes the dissipation coefficient α, the new
natural frequency B[k − 〈k〉 − C(λr)] and the new coupling strength kλr.
Provided that nodes with degree within the range [k1, k2] are synchronized,
i.e. φ˙ = 0 and φ¨ = 0, their phases are k-dependent with φ = arcsin
(
B(k−〈k〉−C(λr))
kλr
)
and the density function ρ(φ|k) can be rewritten as ρ(φ|k) = δ
[
φ− arcsin
(
B(k−〈k〉−C(λr))
kλr
)]
for k ∈
[k1, k2]. After substituting the density function into the definition of the order
parameter (see Sec. 2), the locked order parameter rlock follows
rlock =
1
〈k〉
∫ k2
k1
∫ 2pi
0
P (k)keiφ(t)δ
[
φ− arcsin
(
B(k − 〈k〉 − C(λr))
kλr
)]
dφdk,
(324)
and its real term becomes
rlock =
1
〈k〉
∫ k2
k1
kP (k)
√
1−
(
B (k − 〈k〉 − C(λr))
kλr
)2
dk. (325)
On the other hand, nodes with k ∈ kdrift ≡ [kmin, k1]∪ [k2, kmax] are drifting,
where kmin denotes the minimal degree and kmax the maximal degree. These
drifting nodes rotate with the period Tˆ and the frequency ωˆ = 2pi
Tˆ
in the sta-
tionary state. As the density ρdrift(φ, t|k) is proportional to |φ˙|−1 [300, 301]
and
∮
ρdrift(φ|k)dφ =
∫ Tˆ
0
ρdrift(φ|k)φ˙dt = 1, we get ρdrift(φ|k) = Tˆ−1|φ˙|−1 =
ωˆ
2pi |φ˙|−1. Therefore, the drifting order parameter rdrift becomes
rdrift =
1
2pi 〈k〉
∫
k∈kdrift
∫ Tˆ
0
kP (k)ωˆ|φ˙|−1eiφ(t)φ˙dtdk. (326)
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Figure 37: Parameter space of one-node model for the increasing coupling strength (a) and
for the decreasing coupling strength (b). The red (dark) region indicates the existence of the
stable fixed point (the stable limit cycle). Adapted with permission from [315]. Copyrighted
by the American Physical Society.
As nodes with negative (positive) natural frequency oscillate over (under) the
locked group, one can assume that φ˙ < 0 for k ∈ [kmin, k1] and φ˙ > 0 for
k ∈ [k2, kmax] without loss of generality. A perturbation approximation of the
self-consistent equations enables us to get a series expression of the periodic
solution φ(t) using the Poincare-Lindstead method and approximate cos(φ(t))
using Bessel functions [301]. After performing some manipulations on Eq. (326)
motivated by [300], one gets the final solution of the real part of rdrift as follows
rdrift =
(
−
∫ k1
kmin
+
∫ kmax
k2
)
−rk2λα4P (k)
B3 [k − 〈k〉 − C(λr)]3 〈k〉dk. (327)
The self-consistent equation of r sums the contribution rlock (325) from oscil-
lators locked to the mean-field and the contribution rdrift (327) from the rest,
i.e. r = rlock + rdrift. To solve this self-consistent equation, three parameters
remain to be solved: constant C and the range of the degree of synchronized
nodes [k1, k2]. Considering the complex order parameter summing Eqs. (324)
and (326) and following a similar procedure to express
∫ Tˆ
0
cosφ(t)dt [301] for the
integral
∫ Tˆ
0
sinφ(t)dt in its imaginary term, we yield the self-consistent equation
0 =
1
〈k〉
∫ k2
k1
kP (k)
B(k − 〈k〉 − C(λr))
kλr
dk
+
1
2 〈k〉
(∫ k1
kmin
+
∫ kmax
k2
)
rk2λα2P (k)
B2 [k − 〈k〉 − C(λr)]2 dk (328)
Given the variable λr, C(λr) can be taken as a function of k1 and k2.
In order to determine these quantities, for notational simplicity, we set β ≡
α/
√
kλr and I ≡ B(k−〈k〉−C(λr))/(kλr). As depicted in panel (a) of Fig. 37,
initially all nodes are in the region of the stable limit cycle with increasing λ until
the onset of synchronization λIc. At λIc, the homoclinic bifurcation occurs and
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Figure 38: Analytical (in blue) and numerical (in red) results of the order parameter r with
increasing and decreasing strength (a) and C(λr) with increasing coupling strength (b) for
synchronization diagrams. Adapted with permission from [244]. Copyrighted by the American
Physical Society.
nodes within the synchronization boundary start synchronizing to the mean-
field. For small value of β, [kI1, kI2] must fulfil two conditions:
|B(k−〈k〉−C(λr))|
kλr ≤
1 and |B(k−〈k〉−C(λr))|kλr ≤ 4αpi√kλr .
For decreasing λ, nodes start from the phase-locked synchronous state (panel
(b) in Fig. 37). With decreasing in λ, nodes reach the asychronous state at
λDc , at which a saddle-node bifurcation occurs. Therefore, the phase-locked
oscillators satisfy |B(k−〈k〉−C(λr))|kλr ≤ 1 and the synchronization boundary follows
[kD1 , k
D
2 ] ≡
[
〈k〉+C(λr)
1+λrB
, 〈k〉+C(λr)
1−λrB
]
. With the above synchronization boundary
[k1, k2], the self-consistent equation of the order parameter can be obtained as
a sum of Eqs. 325 and 327 as a function of C, k1 and k2. Additionally, the
imaginary term of the complex order parameter (328) should then be used to
obtain the dependence C = C(λr). The comparison between analytical results
of the order parameter and simulations are shown in Fig. 38 (a).
To further uncover the first-order phase transition [Fig. 38 (a)], the average
frequency 〈ω〉k of nodes with the same degree k (here called cluster) is visualized
as a function of the coupling strength λ, and its calculation follows
〈ω〉k =
∑
[i|ki=k]
〈θ˙i〉t/(NP (k)), (329)
where 〈θ˙i〉t =
∫ t+T
t
θ˙i(τ)dt/T . Unlike explosive synchronization in [30] and as
discussed in Sec. 5 (see Fig. 19), where all nodes synchronize abruptly at the
same coupling, a new phenomenon was found. Oscillators join the synchronous
component grouped into clusters of nodes with the same degree, where small
degree nodes form the synchronous component simultaneously, whereas high de-
gree nodes synchronize successively (see Fig. 38). This phenomenon was termed
cluster explosive synchronization [244, 315].
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7.1.5. Further works
Additionally, research has been done related to models with time delay [316],
with periodic driving [317] and chimera states [318, 319].
(i) Time delay: Finite inertia and time delay are related in some systems,
e.g., finite-time interval required for transforming information in a supercon-
ducting junction network [320] and in coupled nonlinear electronic circuits [321].
The interplay between inertia and time delay was analytically and numerically
investigate [322], where the emergence of spontaneous phase oscillation without
external driving was reported. Such spontaneous oscillation was found to sup-
press synchronization and its frequency was observed to decrease when inertia
and time delay decreased. Moreover, the phase diagram can be analytically
obtained (in the three-dimensional space of inertia, time delay and coupling
strength), where oscillatory and stationary states appear.
Another recent contribution studied the onset of synchronization in a star
network of the second-order Kuramoto model with frequency-degree correlation
in the presence of a time delay. The model is governed by [316]
mθ¨i = −θ˙i + ωi + λ
N
N∑
j=1
sin (θj(t− τ)− θi(t)), (330)
where ωi = ki and τ denotes the time delay. To address the effects of τ on the
collective synchronization, a mean-field analysis was conducted following the
same analytical process of [243], yielding a good approximation between numer-
ical results and the MFA. However, the results need to be further investigated
to include the influences of the inertia m on the onset of synchronization.
(ii) External periodic forcing: To understand effects of inertia on the collec-
tive synchronization in a set of coupled oscillators with external driving, consider
the following dynamics [317]
mθ¨i = −θ˙i + ωi + λr sin (ψ − θi(t)) + Ii cos (Ωt), (331)
where Ii cos (Ωt) describes the periodic driving on the i-th oscillator. In the ab-
sence of inertia (m = 0), only oscillators locked to the external driving contribute
to the collective synchronization. Otherwise, with inertia (m 6= 0), drifting os-
cillators as well as oscillators locked to the external driving contribute to the
collective synchronization. It was shown analytically that the inertia tends to
suppress synchronization [317].
(iii) Chimera states: Jaros et al. [318] illustrated different types of chimera
states in the Kuramoto model with inertia and its dynamics follows
mθ¨i = −θ˙i + λ
2L+ 1
i+L∑
j=i−L
sin (θj(t)− θi(t)− ϕ), (332)
where ϕ indicates the phase lag and each node is linked to its L nearest neighbors
to the left and to the right. A different type of spatiotemporal pattern was
defined, termed imperfect chimera states, where a small number of oscillators
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escapes from the synchronized cluster. Moreover, by varying ϕ, the transition
of chimera states from coherence to incoherence was observed.
Additionally, note that effects of assortative mixing on synchronization are
worth to being investigated. We saw in Sec. 3.2 that the combination of
mean-field theory and the OA ansatz on the first-order Kuramoto model with
frequency-degree correlation can yield a good approximation to discover the
influence of topology on collective synchronization [96]. It would be interest-
ing to combine recent developments on the low-dimensional behavior of the
second-order Kuramoto model [289] with the approach in [96] in order to fur-
ther analyse the recent results obtained on assortative networks of second-order
Kuramoto oscillators [323]. Moreover, effects of shortcuts in SW networks on
synchronization remain to be further explored [324].
7.2. Basin stability
In the last decades, much research effort has been devoted to explore how
the synchronizability of a network of coupled oscillators depends on network
topology [14, 325], but from a local perspective, related to spectral properties of
the underlying structure. The seminal work [326] initiated a new line of research
by proposing a new stability approach that is related to the size of the basin of
attraction for a synchronous state. Two additional questions were posed: How
likely will a network fall into sync, starting from random initial conditions? And
how does the likelihood of synchronization depend on the network topology? Al-
ternatively, the first question can be addressed differently [34, 327]: How likely
will a network return to the synchronous state after even large random pertur-
bations? Substantially, the correlation was investigated between basin stability
and the network architecture in the second-order Kuramoto model [302]. In
this subsection, we review the basin stability formalism and the main results
obtained so far.
7.2.1. Basin stability formalism
Traditional linear stability is too local to adequately quantify in many ap-
plications how stable a state is [34]. A new concept was defined, termed
basin stability (BS), which quantifies the likelihood that a system will retain
a desirable state after even large perturbations [34, 327]. Basin stability is non-
local, nonlinear and easily applicable to high-dimensional systems, even with
fractal basin boundaries. It is related to the volume of the basin of attraction.
The concept of BS can be easily applied to high-dimensional systems as complex
networks [34, 302, 327].
To quantify how stable a synchronous state of the networked Kuramoto
model with inertia (292) is against large perturbations depending on network
topologies, the basin stability BSi at each node i is defined as [34, 302]
BSi =
∫
χ(θi, νi)ρp(θi, νi)dθidνi, (333)
with θj(0) = θ∗j and νj(0) = 0 for all j 6= i where χ(θi, νi) is an indicator
function with χ(θi, νi) = 1 if (θi, νi) belongs to its basin of attraction of the
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synchronous state, and χ(θi, νi) = 0, otherwise. ρp is a perturbation density
function with the normalization condition
∫
ρp(θi, νi)dθidνi = 1. θj(0) = θ∗j and
νj(0) = 0 for all j 6= i indicate that initially all nodes are in the synchronous
state except i. The value of BSi at node i expresses the likelihood that the
system returns to the synchronous state after i having been subjected to (large)
perturbations. Specifically, BSi = 0 when the node i is unstable, and BSi = 1
when i is globally stable.
Numerically, BSi is estimated by means of a Monte-Carlo method. More
specifically, the dynamics is integrated independently for Mi different initial
conditions drawn according to ρp, one can count the number Si of initial condi-
tions at which the system converges to the synchronous state and calculate BS
as [302]
BSi = Si
Mi
. (334)
This is a repeated Bernoulli experiment, and thus the standard error e of BS
follows
e =
√BSi(1− BSi)
Mi
, (335)
which turns out to be independent of the system’s dimension, making BS easily
applicable to high-dimensional systems [302].
7.2.2. Basin stability approximation
As an illustration, we consider the one-node model (293) [302, 327], The
basic dynamics of the one-node model is shown in Sec. 7.1.1. Here we focus
on evaluating the volume of the attracting basin of the synchronous state. In
Fig. 39, the basin of attraction of the synchronous state with respect to α is
plotted in panels (a-c) and its volume increases with α until the critical value
αc =
piω
4
√
λ
obtained from (297), at which the homoclinic bifurcation occurs
(shown in the bifurcation diagram Fig. 34). Correspondingly, basin stability BS
increases with α ∈ (0, αc) from Fig. 39 (a) to (b) and then persists at BS = 1
with α > αc as shown in Fig. 39(d). Considering a simple case where ρp(θ, ν) is
uniformly distributed within the region of (θ, ν) ∈ [−pi, pi]× [−, ] with  = 100
and BS therein is proportional to the volume of the basin of attraction of the
fixed point.
Note that in Fig. 39(d), basin stability BS increases almost linearly with α
in the interval (0, αc]. Provided that the linear correlation between BS and α
validates within the region of bistability given other values ω and λ, Ji et al.
[328] estimated BS(α, ω, λ) with respect to α, ω and λ.
Firstly, when the system is weakly dissipated with α ≈ 0 denoted by α0, the
volume of the fixed point’s basin ensembles all the librations and the basins’
boundary is tangent to the stable manifold of the saddle (θ∗2 , ν∗2 ). Observed
numerically that the basin is symmetrical. According to the energy func-
tion (294), the upper ν+ and the lower ν− boundaries are approximated by ν± ≈
±√2(ωθ + λ cos(θ) + E(θ∗2 , ν∗2 )). Therefore, the approximation of BS(α0, ω, λ)
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Figure 39: State space of the model (293) with α = 0.1 (a), α = 0.27 (b) and α = 0.3 (c) at
ω = 1 and λ = 8. The basin of attraction of the stable fixed point θ∗ is colored green, and that
of the stable limit cycle is colored red. (d) Basin stability BS obtained from Eq. (334) of the
synchronous state versus the the damping parameter α. Here ρ(θ, ν) is a uniform distribution
restricted to a lox (θ, ν) ∈ [−pi, pi]× [−100, 100]. Adapted from [327].
at weakly dissipated system follows [328]
BS(α0, ω, λ) ≈
∫ θ∗2
θ0
(ν+ − ν−)/(4pi)dθ, (336)
where 4pi is taken for normalization and θ0 is the left joint point between the
lower and upper basin boundary, satisfying 0 =
√
2(ωθ0 + λ cos(θ0) + E(θ∗2 , ν
∗
2 ))
with θ0 6= θ∗2 .
At αc, the upper basin boundary is tangent to the curve of the limit cycle.
Thanks to the approximation of the limit cycle curve (300), the upper basin
boundary follows ω/αc + f(θ, αc, ω, λ), where f(θ, αc, ω, λ) = λα
2
α4+ω2 (
ω
α cos(θ)−
α sin(θ)). As numerically observed that the state space under the upper line
belongs to the attracting basin of the stable fixed point. Therefore, at the onset
αc, BS(αc, ω, λ) is approximated as [328]
BS(αc, ω, λ) ≈
∫ pi
−pi
ω/αc + f(θ, αc, ω, λ) + 
4epi
. (337)
Therefore, given the linear correlation between BS and α ∈ [α0, αc], BS is
defined as a function of α, ω and λ [328]
BS(α, ω, λ) ≈ BS(α0, ω, λ)− BS(αc, ω, λ)
α0 − αc (α− α0) + BS(α0, ω, λ), (338)
for α ∈ [α0, αc] and BS(α, ω, λ) = 1 for α > αc.
By definition Eq. (333), BS depends on the choice of the probability density
of random perturbations ρp(θ, ν). The formula of BS Eq. (338) is derived given
the linear correlation between BS and the dissipation parameter α when the per-
turbations are uniformly distributed within a region, which was firstly consid-
ered for convenience. The Gaussian distribution ρp(θ, ν) = 1(2pi)3/2bexp
(
− ν22b2
)
was also considered in [329]. Given parameter values in the region of bistability,
the dependence of BS on the width b of ρ was investigated. At small b, BS
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persists at a high value. With the increases in b beyond a critical value, BS
decreases sharply and then remains at almost small constant values with high
values of b.
Basin boundaries can be either smooth, e.g. intricately intertwined shapes
in panel (a) and (b) of Fig. 39 or fractal [329]. Fractal basin boundaries can
strongly influence the predictability of which attractor a system eventually con-
verge. Suppose that the measurement of initial conditions has an uncertainty
ε, if the initial conditions close to fractal basin boundaries, it is uncertain to
which attractor the system will converge. This causes some trouble when es-
timating BS in the long-term behaviour. The simple damped pendulum with
periodic driving was considered and it was shown that BS estimation is robust,
i.e. BS can be applicable to nonlinear dynamical systems even with fractal basin
boundaries [329].
7.2.3. Correlation with network topology
To reveal the relation between stability and network structure, in [302, 327]
an ensemble of 1, 000 randomly generated networks with average degree 〈k〉 =
2.7 was statistically studied. Furthermore, two types of natural frequency are
selected with N/2 nodes with positive natural frequency ωi = +1 and N/2 nodes
with negative natural frequency ωi = −1. The histogram of the single-node
basin stability BS is given in Fig. 40 showing that most nodes have a fair value of
BS. More interesting and special are nodes with poor basin stability (BS < 0.3)
resp. high basin stability (BS > 0.95). To uncover these special nodes, the
authors averaged basin stability 〈BS〉 of all nodes having the same degree k
in Fig 40(b). Unlike initial expectations, nodes with higher k do not have
larger 〈BS〉. A more insightful characteristic is shown in Fig. 40(c-d). Average
BS increases with the average degree 〈k〉k of neighbors of nodes with degree
k ≥ 2 except nodes with k = 1. The main conclusions are obtained from the
characteristic shown in Fig. 40(e): 〈BS〉 as a function of the shortest path and
betweenness b. Most b’s have no certain effects on 〈BS〉. Interestingly, certain
b’s, indicated by arrows, have extremely low values of BS. Fig. 40(f) sketches
some examples of typical nodes in red with such betweenness b. These nodes
are the so-called dead ends or dead trees and strongly diminish the stability of
the network [302].
The stability of a system with varying network topologies was also investi-
gated given a bipolar natural distribution [302]. Actually, for fixed networks, the
stability also varies with the topological localization of ωi. For example, both
the values of ωi of a given node i and its topological localization affects phase
coherence in the networked Kuramoto model with a bipolar distribution of ωi.
Furthermore, synchronization can be enhanced when nodes are surrounded by
nodes with opposite ωi [330]. Therefore, it is interesting to investigate how the
localization of generators and consumers influences the stability of power grids.
Schultz et al. [331] further investigated the relationship between stability and
topological properties using a random growth model and other spatially embed-
ded infrastructure networks [332]. Such a model reproduces various network
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Figure 40: Relation between single-node basin stability BS and network topologies. (a) The
histogram of BSi for all nodes in the assemble. Most nodes have fair basin stability delimited
by two dotted lines. Average basin stability 〈BS〉 with respect to degree (b), average degree
of neighbors of nodes with degree k = 1 and k = 2 (c) and that of nodes with degree k = 3
and k = 4 (d). 〈BS〉 with respect to shortest-path betweenness b (d). Some illustrations of
nodes with certain distinct values of b. Adapted from [302].
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characteristics and provides a wide range of network topologies. The dynam-
ics is based on the classical Kuramoto model with inertia but with weighted
coupling strength as follows [331]
θ¨i = −αθ˙i + ωi +
N∑
j=1
λij sin (θj − θi), (339)
where λij is determined by the voltage amplitudes and generator constants,
and it is also related to the link weights, precisely λij ∝ 1Xij , where Xij are
determined by the entries of the reactance matrix. A statistical analysis using a
Monte-Carlo rejection method was used to investigate the influence of network
motifs, including four-size motifs, dead tree gateways and detours, on the sta-
bility of networks. Dead tree gateways are termed to refer an ensemble of nodes
within dead trees, e.g. red nodes in Fig. 40(f). Detour nodes are nodes in tri-
angles with very low shortest-path betweenness [331]. Characteristics of nodes
on detours are with degree two and with unit value of the clustering coefficient.
If networks are resistance, these nodes take a significant amount of transfor-
mations. In comparison to [302, 327], where only poor BS’s are detected in
terms of shortest-path betweenness, downward and upward peaks of the curve
of single-node basin stability were observed with respect to the vertex current
flow betweenness (VCFB) as shown in Fig. 41. The appearance of detour nodes
seems to prevent poor local basin stability and the identification of them is very
important for enhancing the whole network stability. Moreover, due to costly
simulations, e.g. 100, 000× 500 times simulations used in [302], the strategy to
estimate that 80% of nodes are neither dead tree gateways nor detour nodes
shows a good agreement with numerical results [331].
From the above various analysis, we can learn that it could be possible to
uncover specific correlation between stability and local structures given a specific
system with fixed configurations, but the results can be varied depending on the
stability methods. It should be noted, however, that BS is a first-order method.
In order to deepen the understanding of stability in different contexts, e.g., in
partial synchronization, more subtle definitions should be considered. Progress
in this direction has been made recently [333, 334].
8. Optimization of synchronization
The observation that the level of synchronization depends on networks struc-
ture has motivated questions about the optimal topology to reach the high-
est synchronization level. Gleiser and Zanette [335] considered the Kuramoto
model, in which the dynamics of each oscillator is described by the equations
(11) with λij = λ/k (see Sec. 2). On a time interval of length T , the average
oscillation frequency is defined by ωeffi =
1
T
∫ t+T
t
θ˙i(t
′)dt′. If the coupling be-
tween two oscillators is sufficiently strong, the synchronous state ωeffi = ωeffj is
reached for T →∞.
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In analogy, we define an edge current flow betweenness ECFBij:
=
= − − −
≠ ∈
− ( ) ( )
I
I X R R I R R I
ECFB
, (2)
ij ij
st
s t s t V
ij
st
ij is js s it jt t
; ,
1
where R is the Moore–Penrose pseudo-inverse of the matrix containing the inverse reactances
−Xij
1. Note that, in contrast to the original definition by Newman, we do not a use uniform line
resistance but the heterogeneous link weights −Xij
1. Hence, the ECFB takes not only a nodes
position in the network into account but dynamical properties as well.
Especially, if one unit of in-feed and one unit of consumption are randomly distributed
over all nodes of the network, the expected flow on the link −i j is at most the value given by
ECFBij. Thus, instead of solving the load flow equations, it is more convenient and
computationally less expensive to use the ECFB as an indicator. Summing up ECFB over all
edges adjacent to a node i yields the node-wise characteristic vertex current flow betweenness
VCFBi which we make use of later on.
∑=
≠ ∈
IVCFB
1
2
(3)i
j
ij
st
s t s t V; , .
As shown by [10], the shortest-path betweenness of a node can be used to detect dead tree
gateways with a clear tendency towards poor single-node basin stability. Using instead VCFBi,
there are downward and upward peaks, relating to betweenness values with significantly lower
or higher stability (cf figure 3). Firstly, we reproduce the results from the analysis using
shortest-path betweenness, namely the four downward peaks at 98, 194, 195 and 290 (dashed
vertical lines) that are present in the weighted analysis as well. Secondly, as a new feature, we
Figure 3. Detection of detours using VCFBi: plotted is the single-node basin stability S
against the vertex current flow betweenness VCFB. The red vertical dotted lines with a
vertex current flow betweenness of 98, 194, 195 and 290 refer to dead tree gateways.
The shading of the line refers to the share of nodes in detours with the respective
betweenness value, light colour indicates a higher number. The grey-shaded region
marks one standard deviation. The inset contains a sketch of the detour motif, where
detour node is marked in blue.
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Figure 41: Single-node basin stability ve sus the vertex curre t flow betweenness (VCFB).
The four red dotted lines indicates poor basin stability of dead tree gateways. The line’s color
indicates the share of nodes in detours with the respective betweenness value. The shade
indicates the standard derivation. The inset sketches a detour motifs with the detour node
colored in blue. From [331]
The network adaptation is performed by the following procedure [335]. After
the time interval T is past, a node i is selected at random. The difference
δij = |ωeffi − ωeffj | is calcul ted for all j 6= i. The oscillator k for which δik
is minimum is selected. If k is a neighbour of i, the network is not changed.
Otherwise, it is selected, amongst the neighbors of i, the node l for which δil is
maximum. Then, the connection between i and l is replaced by a link between
i and k. After this update, the process is repeated until a stationary state
is attained. For practical purposes, the authors assumed that the procedure
is executed only if the maximal difference between the average frequencies of
oscillator i and all its neighbours m is higher than a defined threshold.
By considering a random homogeneous network, the authors verified that
the connections are changed in order to create and keep connections between
oscillators that are more likely to become synchronized [335]. In addition, they
verified that the clustering coefficient is changed during the adaptive process.
For small values of order parameter, the clustering coefficient is almost un-
changed. The same b havior is verified for strong coupling strengths. However,
for intermediate values, the clustering presents a maximum, which indicates
that the resulting network acquires a more structured (less random) organiza-
tion. The analysis of the mean distance, reinforce that the network structure
moves from a random topology to a SW network [335]. In fact, the authors
verified that the network evolution creates cluster of densely connected nodes,
which are formed by mutually synchronized oscillators. The occurrence of these
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clusters decreases the mean distance of the network.
To complement the analysis by Gleiser and Zanette [335], Brede [336] studied
the relation between the native frequency of the oscillators and the organization
of optimized networks of Kuramoto oscillators. He defined that a network A1 is
more synchronizable than a network A2 if the order parameter rA1(λ) > rA2(λ)
for all λ. To optimize the network structure, he proposed the following pro-
cedure. For a fixed value of the coupling strength λ∗, a network is adapted
by a rewiring in the coupling’s network configuration. More specifically, a ran-
dom chosen link is rewired and this rewiring is accepted if the average fitness
r(t, λ∗) = (1/∆t)
∑Trel+∆t
t=Trel
r(t, λ∗) is increased. Trel is the number of time steps
for relaxation. This process is repeated until no move was accepted during
2
∑
ij Aij interactions. It was verified that to obtain optimal networks, native
frequencies of adjacent oscillators must be anti-correlated [336]. Furthermore, if
the network structure remains fixed and optimization is performed by swapping
the natural frequencies of adjacent oscillators instead of by link rewiring, a pos-
itive correlation between frequencies and degrees emerges, yielding even higher
levels of synchronization (see Sec. 5). Therefore, the level of synchronization
depends not only on the network structure, but also on the assignment of fre-
quencies to nodes [336] (a similar study as in [336] has been recently carried out
by considering a simulated annealing method [337]). Moreover, he verified that
the optimized networks are very small, homogeneous and no cliquish. This result
is in contrast with those in [335], in which the authors verified that networks
are characterized by a high level of cliquishness and large average distances.
This analysis was further extended in [137], where it was demonstrated that the
previous observations are also valid in the thermodynamic limit. He confirmed
that the synchronization properties depend on both the coupling topology and
network structure.
In a subsequent paper, Brede [338] considered the same method as in [336]
to analyze local synchronization and the onset of synchronization by adapting
the network structure. However, a measure of synchronization given by a com-
bination of the global order parameter and the measure of pairwise coherence
of links as a local measure of synchronization was assumed [273],
rlink =
1
E
∑
k,l
∣∣∣ lim
∆T→∞
1
∆T
∫ τr+∆T
τr
ei(φl(t)−φk(t))dt
∣∣∣, (340)
where E is the total number of links, τr represents the relaxation time (see
Sec. 2.3) and ∆T is the time over which the coherence between adjacent oscil-
lators is measured. This measure was used to detect community structures in
networks [14, 153, 156, 157]. Notice that a network can present rlink ' 1 even
when r  1. The synchronization of the network is measured by
F(λ∗) = br(λ∗) + (1− b)rlink(λ∗), (341)
where b is a constant that balances the contribution of the global and local syn-
chronization. The author considered b = 1/2 in most of the analysis presented
in [338].
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Figure 42: Example of optimal networks constructed for (a) λ∗ = 0.05 (low coupling strength),
(b) λ∗ = 0.15 (intermediate coupling strength) and (c) λ∗ = 0.40 (large coupling strength).
The color of the nodes denotes the natural frequency, where white and black correspond to
ωi = −1 and ωi = 1, respectively. Adapted with permission from Springer Science+Business
Media [338].
By considering ER networks as the starting topology for the adaptation pro-
cess, the connections were rewired in order to increase F . Brede [338] verified
that depending on the coupling λ∗, considered as a fixed parameter during the
network adaptation, the optimized network presents different properties. As we
can see in Fig. 42, for small coupling, the optimized network presents modular
organization. These modules are formed by nodes presenting similar natural
frequencies. As the coupling strength is increased, the community organiza-
tion disappears increasing also the anti-correlation between adjacent natural
frequencies. In addition, Brede verified that networks adapted from large cou-
pling have a later onset of synchronization, but reach the fully synchronized
state rapidly. Noteworthy, optimization of both local and global optimization
also yields correlation between frequencies and degrees. Interestingly, in some
sense anticipating the phenomenon of explosive synchronization [30] discussed
in Sec. 5, abrupt transitions to the synchronized state were reported in [338]
for networks optimized for large λ∗, and in [339], where networks with higher
correlations between frequencies and degrees exhibited lower critical couplings
for the onset of synchronization.
In another paper, Brede investigated optimization in directed networks [340].
In this case, he verified that optimized networks present homogeneous in-degree
and skewed out-degree distributions. Directed networks were also analyzed by
Zeng et al. [341], where the authors changed only a fixed number of links in
order to shorten the convergence time to synchronization on directed networks.
The topology optimization of a network of non-identical oscillators was also
studied by Carareto et al. [342]. Their main goal was to obtain a complete
synchronization with the smallest possible coupling strength λ. The authors
verified that optimized networks exhibit strong anti-correlation between natu-
ral frequencies of adjacent oscillators, as in [336]. The verification that synchro-
nization is enhanced when nodes are surrounded by neighbors of the opposite
frequency was also observed for networks presenting symmetric bipolar distri-
bution of natural frequencies [330]. Carareto et al. [342] also verified that this
anti-correlation and degree homogeneity are not conflicting, proposing a solution
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for the heterogeneity paradox [133].
Weighted networks were also studied in terms of optimization. Tanaka and
Aoyagi [343] considered the Kuramoto model in weighted networks, i.e.,
θ˙i = ωi +
∑
i
Aijwij sin(θj − θi), (342)
where wij is the coupling strength between oscillators i and j. The optimization
was performed with respect to the coupling strength and natural frequency via
assuming the constraint
∑
ij λ
α
ij = λ
α
total, where α and λtotal are constants, and
symmetric connections. By considering the steepest gradient of r2, where r is
the order parameter, it was found theoretically update rules for the coupling
strength and the natural frequency. Through the optimization procedure, they
found that stronger weights are assigned to connections between pairs of oscilla-
tors with very different natural frequencies. The authors also verified that for a
large λtotal, the system of oscillators presents two natural frequencies, whereas
for small λtotal, there is a convergence of frequencies to one single value.
Several other papers further analyzed how the network organization can be
adjusted to reach the optimal synchronization. The Kuramoto model with noise
was addressed by Yanagita et al. [293]. Kelly and Gottwald [344] introduced
an energy-like measure to quantify the correlation of frequencies with the same
magnitude but opposite signs. They proposed an algorithm for minimization of
this energy and, therefore, obtained optimized networks. The proposed method
is computationally fast to generate optimized networks. Skardal et al. [345]
derived a synchrony alignment function to measure synchronization, which can
be used to optimize networks. They verified that synchronization is advanced by
an alignment of the frequencies with the most dominant Laplacian eigenvectors.
A matching between the heterogeneity of frequencies and network structure also
improves the synchronization. Finally, we point out that optimization strategies
considering external forcing were investigated in [346–348].
9. Applications
The Kuramoto model was firstly conceived with the aim to qualitatively ex-
plain how populations of oscillators fall into synchronization. However, since
its formulation 40 years ago many real-world applications were reported, a fact
that not even Kuramoto himself could foresee [349]. Now, his model has become
relevant for the understanding of the dynamics of real complex systems which
are internally organized into topologies way different than the regular ones long
studied in theoretical physics. In this section we review some applications of
the model in different fields, such as engineering, neuroscience, physics and even
seismology. We should remark though that this is not about a comprehensive
and complete review of real examples of synchronization, but rather about the
description of recent applications of the Kuramoto model to real-world phe-
nomena putting emphasis on the interplay between structure and dynamics.
Regarding the former purpose we refer the reader to the classical texts in the
field [1, 4, 14].
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9.1. Power-grids
Power-grids, as one of the largest man-made networks, are a typical example
to study collective behavior of networked elements, and its research has become
increasingly important to its stability and network design for physicists and
engineers [34, 35, 304, 350–356].
Consider an undirected and weighted AC power network, with N generators
and reduced admittance matrix Y, at each generator i, the voltage phasor is
accounted for by Vi = |Vi|eiθi with the phase θi and magnitude |Vi|. Between
connected generators i and j, the allowed maximum power transferred is de-
noted by λij = |Vi||Vj |Yij as the coupling weight and the energy loss along the
transmission is accounted for by ϕij with ϕii = 0. The governing dynamics as
the network-reduced power system model at generator i is given by [352, 357]
Miθ¨i = −αiθ˙i + ωi +
N∑
j=1
λijAij sin(θj − θi + ϕij), (343)
whereMi is the inertia coefficient, αi is the damping coefficient, ωi is the effective
power input to i, and ϕij plays the role of phase shift. Figure 43 illustrates the
network representation of a power-grid modelled by (343).
If the generator properties, voltage magnitudes and line reactances are as-
sumed to be the same, and all lines are lossless, i.e. ϕij = 0, one can reproduce
the original second-order dynamics (292). Let us review first the derivation of
the model via simplifying the swing equation. To mimic essential properties of
the nonlinear dynamics of a population of N interconnected dynamical units in
power grids, we consider a power grid model on coarse scales [299]. The state
of each unit (machine) i = 1, . . . N is determined by its phase angle φi(t) and
its velocity dφi(t)/dt. Each unit rotates with the same frequency Ω = 2pi × 50
Hz or Ω = 2pi × 60 Hz, thus
φi(t) = Ωt+ θi(t), (344)
where θi indicates the phase difference to the reference phase Ωt.
During the rotation, the dissipated power is given by Pdiss,i = KD(φ˙i)2,
where KD is a friction coefficient. The kinetic energy follows Ekinetic,i = Iiφ˙2i /2
and the accumulated kinetic power is given by Pacc,i =
dEkinetic,i
dt , where Ii is the
moment of inertia. If a power flow between machines i and j exists, the power
transmission is proportional to the sine of the phase difference, i.e. sin (φj − φi)
and the transmitted power follows Ptrans,ij = −Pmax,ij sin (φj − φi), where Pmax,ij
is the maximal capacity of the transmission line. If there is no power flow,
Ptrans,ij = 0.
The power source Psource,i, which is fed into each machine i, has to be met
by the sum of the power transmitted within the grid plus the accumulated and
dissipated power, i.e., Psource,j = Pdiss,j +Pacc,j +
N∑
i=1
Ptrans,ij . Inserting Eq. 344
and the expressions of powers into the condition for energy conservation one
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Figure 43: Illustration of the reduced model for power grid dynamics (Eq. 343) highlighting
the two possible roles played by the nodes, namely as generators (G) or consumers (C).
gets [299, 304, 358]
IjΩθ¨j = Psource,j −KDΩ2 − 2KDΩθ˙j +
N∑
i=1
Pmax,ij sin(θi − θj), (345)
where it was assumed |φ˙j |  Ω so that the terms θ˙2i and θ˙iθ¨j can be neglected.
For the sake of simplicity, considering that the moment of inertia Ii and the
line maximal capacity Pmax,ij are the same for all elements of the grid; defining
ωj ≡ (Psource,j−KDΩ2)/(IΩ), α ≡ 2KD/I and λij ≡ Pmax,ij/(IΩ), finally yields
the original dynamics in Eq. (292) [244, 299, 304, 358] (Fig. 43). The power-
grid model (343) with multiple time constants, nonhomogeneous coupling and
nonuniform phase shifts was explored in [359].
The dynamics is simple enough to be analytically determined, yet sufficiently
complex to exhibit various phenomena with insightful and comprehensive ex-
planations. The bifurcation diagram of the one-node model is shown in Fig. 34
and that of a two-node subsystem consisting of one generator and one consumer
shows quantitatively the same behavior. They all capture the essential feature
of a real power grid, i.e., the coexistence of self-organized operation and power
outage (see Sec. 7 of the second-order Kuramoto model). In this case, networks
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exhibit instability even without overloads [305].
In [352] a condition for synchronization on any arbitrary network was derived
rigorously in terms of network topology and grid parameters . However, the
model is based on simplifying (and unrealistic) assumptions, which makes its
applications difficult. In order to fill this gap and further analyze more realistic
networks, high-order models have been recently considered [360–362]. One of
the issues pursued by these approaches is the precise understanding of effects of
network structures on the collective behavior of power-grids. For instance, the
British power-grid exhibits a bistable regime where normal operation and power
outage coexist, as long as it contains a two-node topology [304] (see Sec. 7). The
system could jump from self-organized synchronization to power outage under
large perturbations. Further evidences were provided in various topologies, e.g.,
regular, random, and SW networks [363].
A possible source of perturbation that could cause power outrages is the tem-
porary resetting of the values of power generation or consumption ωi, breaking
the conservation condition and thus leading the system out of the synchronized
state [34, 35, 304, 350–352, 354]. Futhermore, analyzing the single-node basin
stability (see Sec. 7), it was found that, under the influence of even large per-
turbations, dead ends, dead trees and detour motifs play an important role in
the grid stability [302, 331]. With respect to different nodes, basin stability as
a function of the coupling strength was investigated, and it was found that the
corresponding transition varies accordingly. In terms of the transition over an
even large time window, nodes have a low community consistency, which yields
that the basin stability transition is not sufficient to detect communities but is
able to capture typical characteristics of individual nodes [356].
Cascading failures in the power supply are not only directly caused by large
perturbations on single elements, but can also be induced by adding or removing
links, e.g. the 2006 European blackout [364–366]. Interestingly, including new
lines to a grid under normal operation does not always promote synchrony. In
fact, it can potentially lead the network to operate incoherently and possibly
induce power outages, a process that is similar to the Braess’s paradox in traffic
networks [358]. Moreover, local overloads could be resulted by adding a remote
link, which induces nonlocal failures [367].
Instead of adding links, a drastic change of electric power supply, the num-
ber of wind parks and other renewable energy sources could be increased, de-
centralizing generators and thus posing the question of how the self-organized
synchronization and its stability would change correspondingly [304]. Comb-
ing renewable energy sources in the energy transition raises novel issues on the
stability and design of power-grid networks. For instance, by replacing large
centralized generators by small distributed ones, the number of crucial links,
which if damaged desynchronizes the network, decreases, and therein more de-
centralized grids become more robust to topological failures [304]. In terms of
dynamical perturbations, more decentralized grids become less robust [304]. Nu-
merical simulations on various network topologies support that in decentralized
grids, the system reaches its stable state for lower transmission line capacities,
and thus decentralization favors power grids [363]. Effects of temporal energy
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feed-in fluctuations induced by renewable sources, e.g. solar plants [361], on syn-
chronization and stability remain open. A rewiring algorithm by implementing
a simple hill-climb method on switching edges was proposed to enhance syn-
chronization [368]. Actually, given even that the network topology is fixed,
localization of natural frequencies could affect synchronization. For example, in
symmetric bipolar population networks, it was shown that synchronization is
promoted when nodes are surrounded by nodes of different natural frequency
[330] (see also Sec. 8).
Due to the increasing fraction of renewable energy sources, stable operation
suffers from fluctuations of temporally evolving generations. To stabilize the
normal operation, it was proposed to adapt generation via feedback control,
termed as decentral smart grid control, where a local price is firstly determined
by the local frequency as a function of time intervals and time delays, and then
the frequency is varied according to this price [369]. The suggested control
method promotes grid stability for, e.g., a sufficiently large averaging interval
[369]. Additional to renewable sources, plug-in electric vehicles serve as dis-
tributed energy and increase power grid transient stability [370].
Various power-grid models could be derived depending on assumptions adopted
for the generators equations (343), and the validity and appropriateness of them
depend on specific purposes [371]. Taking into account that the electrodynam-
ical behavior yields a third-order model with voltage dynamics (extended from
the classical second-order Kuramoto model (292)), where the third characteris-
tic, voltage, is included besides phase and frequency [361]. In comparison to the
second-order Kuramoto model (292), this shows different stability behavior due
to the evolution of voltage dynamics and should provide more realistic features
of real power grids. Furthermore, considering voltage dynamics could yield even
higher dimensional model [360]. For an overview of modern achievements and
current open problems on the interdisciplinary research on power-grid dynam-
ics we refer the reader to two recently published open issues [372, 373] and to
the survey by Dörfler and Bullo [35], which offers an comprehensive review on
applications of networks of phase oscillators to technological systems.
9.2. Neuronal networks
Synchronization phenomena play a prominent role in neuroscience. In fact, a
plenty of evidences shows that synchronization is the key process through which
information is processed in cortical areas of the brain [1, 374]. In particular,
experiments in mammalian brains point out that different spatial patterns of
synchronous firing are observed in the visual cortex when different visual stimuli
are presented [374]. Further support for the hypothesis that collective behavior
of groups of neurons is a general property of neuronal systems is found in the
sensoriomotor cortex [375]. In this case, experiments show that synchronous
oscillations emerge in field potential recordings with well defined frequencies
whose amplitude and spatial coverage crucially depend on the motor task being
executed [374, 375].
In order to better understand the underlying mechanisms that lead to neu-
ral synchronization, the neuroscience community has been invested great effort
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on the computational and theoretical study of neural- mass models coupled
through structural substrates provided by neuroanatomical networks [376–378].
However, the analysis of highly accurate models in the physiologically point of
a view can be rather challenging due to their complexity. On the other hand,
in some situations, the models can be simplified to coupled phase oscillators
akin to the Kuramoto model, which still yields a rich and non-trivial dynam-
ics while being neurobiologically plausible [377]. For instance, Wilson-Cowan
oscillators are generally used in the modeling neuronal dynamics of cortical re-
gions [379]. Using a phase reduction technique (see [380] for a recent review on
phase reduction theory) one can show that the Wilson-Cowan model leads to
a Kuramoto-like interaction. Furthermore, another feature that must be taken
into account is that the oscillators are spatially embedded, a condition that
inherently induces distance dependent coupling between the oscillators. These
concepts were recently illustrated in [381], where the Wilson-Cowan model was
shown, under the conditions that make the phase-reduction valid, to be equiv-
alent to a Kuramoto model in a two-layered network subjected to time-delayed
coupling. In this model, three macroscopic cortical dynamical states were found,
namely incoherence (related to background activity), high synchronization (as-
sociated to epileptic behaviors) and also chaotic states, which turn out to be
related to resting-state activities [381].
Neurons in the visual cortex respond accordingly to visual stimuli with dif-
ferent orientations. Thus, when a specific stimulus with a particular orientation
is given, neurons that respond to the specific stimuli synchronize. Furthermore,
evidences show that neurons in the fourth layer of the cortex have distance de-
pendent connections with other neurons in a heterogeneous fashion [376]. These
aspects of the neuron dynamics and the connectivity pattern of neurons in the
visual cortex were taken altogether in [382], where the angle of synchroniza-
tion of neurons was investigated by using Kuramoto oscillators coupled in SF
networks embedded in 2D Euclidean spaces [383, 384]. Interestingly, despite
its simplicity, the model was able to reproduce the emergence of clustered and
stripped patterns akin to those ones observed in real experiments in infant
macaques [385] and monkeys [386]. Moreover, by tuning the balance between
inhibitory and excitatory couplings the model in [382] was even able to obtain
patterns that qualitatively resemble experiments with ferrets [387].
Another utility of the Kuramoto model is to probe the topology of networks
derived from neuronal data. As seen in Sec. 3, transient dynamics can reveal
the underlying hierarchical organization of the network through the routes to
synchronization [153, 157, 273, 388–390]. Such an approach was employed in
the analysis of the cortical network of cats in [391], where it was verified that a
synchronization transition between local and global states controlled by highly
connected regions, such as the visual and auditory cortex, emerges. Interest-
ingly, similar results as those ones got with the Kuramoto model in [391] can be
obtained with models that encompass more sophisticated properties of neuronal
dynamics. A similar strategy was carried out in [392] with the particular objec-
tive to characterize how lesions could affect the overall dynamics of the macaque
cortical network. Lesions were modeled as perturbations on the synchronized
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and the impact of such disturbances was assessed by the time required for the
nodes to return to the locked state. As shown in [392], the most robust nodes,
i.e., the ones that presented shorter relaxation times, were reported to corre-
spond to highly connected cortex areas, with the exception of the region V4,
which turns out to be an intra-cluster hub. These results are in agreement with
those presented in [29] regarding the relaxation time of nodes in SF networks.
The effects of lesions in the local and global dynamics of cortical networks were
further explored in [393], however with a different methodology. Specifically, in-
stead of considering lesions in the cortex as random perturbations in the phases,
the removal of nodes in the cortical network was adopted as such. In this case,
the strongest impact in the networks’ global dynamics is achieved when nodes
with higher eigenvector centrality are removed, inducing also metastability in
the system [393].
Throughout this review, we saw the impact of different topological char-
acteristics on synchronization mainly considering networks generated through
random models (see especially Sec. 2 and 3). It is interesting to note that
most of these findings were investigated in parallel in the neuroscience com-
munity by considering instead networks whose structure are derived from real
data sets [391, 392, 394]. The questions posed in these studies are similar to
those tackled among the physicists, e.g. the role played by hubs, communities,
degree-degree correlations, etc; but with the aim of identifying the neurobio-
logical importance of such properties. For instance, Schmidt et al. [394] inves-
tigated the potential role played by hubs in the brain dynamics by analysing
the Kuramoto model in anatomical networks obtained through functional mag-
netic resonance (fMRI). One of the reported findings is that hubs have higher
synchronization between themselves, a fact that is a consequence of high assor-
tativity and modularity exhibited by these networks. Similar results were also
observed for the Kuramoto model simulated on the macaque [392] and cat [391]
cortical networks.
It is also important to mention the variation of the Kuramoto model analyzed
by Cabral et al. [205] that incorporates heterogeneous time delay and stochastic
fluctuations, i.e.:
θ˙i = ωi + λ
N∑
j=1
Aij sin [θj(t− τij)− θi(t)] + ξi(t), (346)
where τij is set to be proportional to the physical distance between nodes in
the functional brain network. In [205], the authors used the model in the
gamma frequency range (> 30Hz) to generate time series to serve as input
in the Balloon-Windkessel hemodynamic model [395]. Remarkably, the time
series obtained through (346) were able to accurately describe the emergence of
slow neural activity fluctuations empirically measured in real networks [205].
Temporal and spatial synchronization patterns from fMRI were also reproduced
for low frequencies between 0.01-0.13Hz [396], a range for which the time delays
between the oscillators can be neglected, since the delay time scale in the cortex
area is much faster than the periods of the oscillators [397]. Furthermore, the
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variant of the Kuramoto model (346) proved itself to be relevant in the study of
criticality in brain dynamics [398], besides also reproducing moment-to-moment
fluctuations of phase differences of resting states in magnetoencephalography
(MEG) oscillations recorded during finger movement experiments [399]. Other
aspects of dynamical criticality in human brain functional networks were studied
in [400] by comparing times series generated with the Kuramoto model and fMRI
data recorded from normal subjects under resting conditions.
Other recent works have investigated further aspects of the relation between
structure and dynamics of phase oscillators in anatomical and functional cortical
networks [214, 378, 401–406], which includes studies on the effects of remote syn-
chronization [407–409], a toolbox for large-scale simulations of brain dynamics
using different models [410] and discussions about the limitations of the above
mentioned approaches [411].
9.3. Networks of disordered Josephson junctions
A locally coupled Kuramoto model with a second-order time derivative
(LKM2) can be derived from a coupled resistively and capacitively shunted
junction equations (RCSJ) for an underdamped ladder with periodic boundary
conditions [298]. Phase synchronizations on these two models are investigated
in terms of the Kuramoto order parameter and the degree of frequency synchro-
nization defined as
f = 1− sV (λ)
sV (0)
, (347)
where sν(λ) denotes the standard derivation of the N time-average voltage 〈Vi〉
as a function of the coupling strength λ as follows
sV (λ) =
√√√√∑Ni=1 [〈Vi〉 − (1/N)∑Nj=1 〈Vj〉]2
N − 1 . (348)
When f = 1 all N junctions’ frequencies are signaled and f = 0 when neigh-
boring rung junctions are uncoupled. In the absence of any coupling i.e. λ = 0,
phase value of each junction follows
φi(t) = A+Be
−τ/βc + ωiτ, (349)
where τ is dimensionless time unit given by τ = 2e 〈Ic〉 /~
〈
R−1
〉
, with 〈Ic〉
the average critical current and 〈R〉 the average resistance. Moreover, βc is
the McCumber parameter given by βc = 2e 〈Ic〉 〈C〉 /~ 〈C〉2, where 〈C〉 is the
average capacitance of the system. A and B are constants that depend on the
initial conditions. In the uncoupled limit we have dφi/dτ = ωi, thus ωi can be
regarded as the voltage across junction i in the uncoupled regime.
Good agreements between LKM2 and RCSJ are achieved for phase synchro-
nization as well as frequency synchronization, but the LKM2 is easier to be
solved and understood compared to the RCSJ [298]. On SW networks, shortcut
links enhance synchronization on ladder arrays, but in two-dimensional arrays,
the effects on synchronization are marginally restricted [298].
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9.4. Seismology
An interesting and promising recent application of the Kuramoto model
comes from the modeling of earthquakes. Scholz [412] was the first to postu-
late that the Kuramoto model can be applicable to explain the sequencing of
nearby faults after a large earthquake. This is supported by the hypothesis that
a seismically active fault can be regarded as a limit cycle relaxation oscillator.
Specifically, when a given fault on the earth’s crust accumulates stress until a
certain threshold an earthquake occurs, which reduces the stress in this partic-
ular fault and, at the same time, distributes the energy released contributing
to increase the stress in the nearby faults and then triggering new events [412].
Although this process resembles a pulse-coupled dynamics, many insights can
be gained from the study of phase oscillators. However, considering synchro-
nization of faults in a globally coupled topology seems quite unrealistic, since
the spread of energy is made through local fault-fault interactions, making the
network approach to the problem much more suitable. In order to model this
process, Vasudevan et al. [413] considered a directed network constructed from
the sequencing of earthquake events provided by the Incorporated Institutions
for Seismology (IRIS) for the time span between 1970 and 2014. In this network,
each node corresponds to an earthquake event and a directed edge departing
from node i and reaching node j exists if earthquake i triggered another one
in node j. Furthermore, the phases of the model were considered to evolve
according to [413]
θ˙i = ω0 + λ
N∑
j=1
e−κdij sin(θj − θi + ϕ), (350)
where ϕ accounts for the non-instantaneous energy transmission, dij is the short-
est path length between two fault points i and j in the earthquake events grid
and κ is the strength of the non-local coupling. Interestingly, it was found that
the dynamics in the earthquake network supports the occurrence of chimera
states, which might be a result from the interplay between phase-lag interac-
tion and the geodetic constraints in the earthquake zones [413]. The study of
sequencing of earthquakes using phase models is still in its infancy and much
remains to be explored, specially concerning the investigation of effects of other
parameters in the model, such as heterogeneity in the natural frequencies and
the inclusion of heterogeneous time-delays between the oscillators. Another
promising direction is the consideration of other models that incorporate ex-
citable behavior, e.g. the Shinomoto-Kuramoto model (see Sec. 6).
Finally, we would like to mention that the Kuramoto model in complex net-
works has been considered in many other applications, such as machine learn-
ing [414–419], characterization of financial market networks [420], modelling of
groups of animals in motion [421], oscillatory dynamics of cell networks [422],
logistics [423–425] and opinion dynamics [426–428], besides being employed in
the methods for community detection in networks based on phase oscillators
discussed in Sec. 3.3.
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10. Conclusions and perspectives
In this article we have reviewed recent advances in the study of Kuramoto
oscillators in complex networks. We have focused our analysis on how the lo-
cal and global dynamics are influenced by the network connectivity pattern.
As we saw, in the last years, the Kuramoto model has been scrutinized and
many different scenarios were considered since the first works addressing syn-
chronization in networks were published. Here we sum up these contributions
and commenting what are most interesting and promising open problems for
future research.
We started by analysing the dynamics in standard network models (Sec. 2),
i.e. SW, random and SF topologies; which were the subject of the early works
that established the foundations for many further studies. In particular, we
presented necessary approximations to treat the problem, including the most
employed MFA. Interestingly, although being unquestionably seminal contri-
butions, it was evident that the first works investigating the Kuramoto model
in complex networks were surrounded by questions that the inclusion of the
heterogeneous connections had raised. Some of these questions, unfortunately,
still remain without an answer. In particular, the disagreement between the
finite value observed in simulations and the prediction of a vanishing critical
coupling for the onset of synchronization by the MFA in SF networks is one
of the most challenging puzzles that persisted from the early investigations.
However, despite the fact that Kuramoto oscillators have long been studied in
these traditional topologies, there are also recent fundamental new results on the
dependence on the system size and on the relaxation dynamics of the model.
In the former topic, we showed the importance of considering sample-sample
fluctuations for the correct estimation of the scaling exponents. Regarding the
relaxation dynamics, we saw the non-intuitive phenomenon of requiring larger
relaxation times to reach the stationary state in the SW regime. This is a sur-
prising effect giving the many results by previous studies showing that synchro-
nization is attainable for weaker couplings in comparison to regular topologies.
It is worth mentioning that the study of the time-dependent dynamics was also
greatly benefited thanks to the Ott-Antonsen theory, whose application was
exemplified in the study of the relaxation dynamics of SF networks.
In Sec. 3 we moved one step further in the level of topological description
of networks by introducing a new set of structural features that are absent in
uncorrelated ones. More specifically, we analyzed synchronization of Kuramoto
oscillators in network models that mimic, to some extent, connectivity patterns
which are often encountered in real-world networks, such as clustering, modular
organization and degree-degree correlations. Initial numerical investigations
exhibited that the increasing of clustering has a negative effect on the network
synchronization. In other words, networks with a high occurrence of triangles
reach lower levels of synchronization in comparison with networks with the
same degree distribution at the some coupling strength. However, as we have
discussed, as the clustering is increased when employing stochastic rewiring
algorithms, several other properties in the network are changed, even though the
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degree distribution remains fixed. The alternative approach is then to consider
the aforementioned models, which, besides being able to generate particular
topological properties of interest, further allow analytical tractability. Possibly
here lies one of the most fruitful directions to be explored in future works, i.e.
the development of analytical techniques that go beyond the MFAs for locally
tree-like networks.
After investigating the effects of structural properties of real systems on net-
work dynamics, in Sec. 4 we reviewed effects of dynamical features that provide
a more realistic modelling of special classes of systems. Specifically, we studied
effects of time-delayed couplings, which are present in the synchronization of
systems in which the speed of signal transmission is comparable to oscillators’
periods, and scenarios where the couplings (and the network structure) is time-
dependent. Regarding the former, we observed that the dynamics is significantly
changed compared to the case where the interaction is instantaneous. In partic-
ular, new dynamical states were observed to emerge. However, while the impact
of delay on synchronization is well understood in small populations, there is still
a lack of results on the time-delayed dynamics of large heterogeneous networks.
There are interesting topics for new research in this direction, such as progress
can be achieved by applying the OA theory in networks in order to thoroughly
evaluate the influence of delay on the dynamics as well as the relation with the
network structure. The same is valid for research on adaptive topologies. This
is one of the branches in the research of the Kuramoto model in networks that
is in its infancy and much remains to be done.
Section 5 reviewed one of the most active topics in the last years within
the research of phase oscillators in networks: the correlation between natural
frequencies and degrees. This strategy to assign frequencies to the network
yielded the first report of discontinuous synchronization phase transitions in
SF networks and, consequently, attracted the attention of many researchers.
However, as later shown, this particular mechanism turned out to be not the
only one to lead to such an abrupt emergence of collective behavior in networks.
The key point is the existence of a sufficiently large gap between the natural
frequencies of connected nodes, a condition that is automatically satisfied in SF
networks if ωi ∼ ki. The effect of other correlations between intrinsic dynamical
characteristics and local topological properties could be an interesting topic for
future research.
Section 6 addressed the Kuramoto model in networks in the presence of
noise. Intriguingly, despite the popularity of the model in the last decade, its
stochastic version still has many scenarios to be explored. For instance, we
presented the derivation of the nonlinear Fokker-Planck equation and thereby
obtained the onset of synchronization. However, a quantitative analysis of the
interplay between the stochastic dynamics and the structure of SF was still
not tackled. In particular, it would be interesting to combine the approaches
developed in Sec. 6 and those in Sec. 2.2 in order to explicitly determine the
dependence with the system size. Another interesting direction is to analyze
how the relaxation time in networks is affected by stochastic forces. For this
task, the OA ansatz used to uncover the temporal dynamics (see Sec. 2.3) is no
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longer applicable. Conversely, as shown in Sec. 6.2, a dimension reduction is still
possible through a Gaussian approximation, which has been recently providing
insightful results into the time dependent behavior of the stochastic Kuramoto
and Shinomoto-Kuramoto model [86, 87, 282, 429]. Regarding the latter, we
saw that interesting phenomena can arise in the excitable dynamics as a conse-
quence of the inclusion of heterogeneous connectivity patterns. Other scenarios
are naturally appealing to consider in future studies, such as the inclusion of
delay and degree-degree correlations. In particular, it would be interesting, for
instance, to verify whether the transitions between periodic and quasiperiodic
states induced by degree correlations [96] and chaos generated by frequency
correlations [144] still persist in the presence of noise. Moreover, the stochastic
Kuramoto model subjected to attractive and repulsive couplings [429–434] could
possibly reveal further peculiarities in the dynamics in networks.
In Sec. 7 we have reviewed studies on the second-order Kuramoto model.
Such a variation of the original model was firstly conceived in order to encom-
pass frequency adaptation, a property observed in synchronization of biological
rhythms, such as exhibited by fireflies and circadian rhythms. We started by
first providing a brief overview of the recent developments on the model in
the fully connected graph with and without the influence of stochastic fluc-
tuations. We followed up by considering the model in uncorrelated networks,
where the mean-field treatment presented in Sec. 2.1 was applied to the case
with inertia. Despite the progress achieved in the last years in understanding
the effects of inertia [4], the theory discussed still has some fundamental limita-
tions. For instance, in order to obtain the synchronization conditions for locked
oscillators we assumed sufficiently small values for the damping coefficient so
that Melnikov’s method can be applied. For large values of mass and damp-
ing the approximations are no longer valid and results to fill this gap are still
missing. Furthermore, the stochastic Kuramoto model with inertia in networks
also remains largely unexplored. An interesting approach to tackle this prob-
lem would be to consider dimension reduction techniques such as the Gaussian
approximation in Sec. 6.2 or even the one recently introduced in [435]. It is
also worth mentioning that the second-order Kuramoto model was brought to
higher attention lately partially due to recent interest in the synchronization of
power grid systems. We strongly believe that this branch in the field of network
synchronization will develop even further. In particular, much effort has been
put into the characterization of the stability of such systems using new set of
complexity measures. For instance, the aforementioned basin stability has been
successfully applied to quantify the robustness of power-grid networks against
large perturbations to the synchronized state.
Methods to optimize synchronization were examined in Sec. 8. Here the
main question addressed is which type of topology or frequency assignment max-
imizes the collective behavior among the oscillators given certain constraints.
This topic is particular appealing for various applications, since typically the
design of real systems is surrounded by constrains that arise due to a limited
amount of resources. In this regard, much can be learned from investigations
presented in Sec. 8. Moreover, studies on optimization of any kind of dynamics
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in networks heavily rely on expensive computational tasks. However, interest-
ing analytical approaches have been taken concerning optimization of networks
consisting of Kuramoto oscillators [345, 435, 436]. Interestingly, the study of
optimal frequency assignments can be benefited from the results discussed in
Sec. 5, since the correlation between frequencies and degrees has been reported
to provide an optimal scenario for the emergence of synchronization. In the light
of these results, it is therefore very likely that more work will attempt to better
understand conditions which significantly improve network synchronization.
Section 9 is devoted to review some applications of the Kuramoto model
in real systems. There we discussed how insights gained in the long studied
question of how topology shapes dynamics (and vice-versa) have been put into
practice. For instance, thanks to the joint approach of network characterization
and application of non-linear stability measurements, important findings were
obtained regarding the dynamics of real power-grid networks. In particular, the
contribution of particular types of subgraphs to the overall grid’s stability was
assessed through the new concept of basin stability, whereby the non-intuitive
phenomenon that stability is threatened by dead-ends and dead-trees in the
topology was uncovered. These findings allied with extensions to higher-order
power-grid models have great potential to become guidelines in the development
of new policies in power-grid design and management. Furthermore, it is becom-
ing clear that, despite its simplicity, the Kuramoto model plays an important
role in the characterization and modelling of the dynamics in cortical networks.
Understanding the neuronal dynamics in networks obtained from real data using
the model variations discussed in Sec. 9 can potentially pave the way for studies
with more sophisticated models. These and other examples showed in Sec. 9
along all the results reported in this paper might also motivate applications of
the Kuramoto model in other fields.
The relation between dynamics and structure of the Kuramoto model in
complex networks was scrutinized over the last years. Much has been done
since the first works addressing synchronization in networks came out. How-
ever, there are still many gaps to be filled and other scenarios to be explored.
The combinations of different topologies and variations of the model dynamics
are countless. Furthermore, the myriad of works published in the last decade
on synchronization of phase oscillators in networks, as well as other dynami-
cal processes, was a natural consequence of the growing interest in trying to
understand the topological organization of real complex systems. Nowadays,
we observe an analogous movement that aims at characterizing the structure
of multilayer networks, a fact that makes us to expect a huge number of works
devoted to the analysis of dynamical processes in these structures.
Finally, we believe that the present review complements previous works of-
fering a guide on structural aspects of the dynamics of Kuramoto oscillators for
new researchers in the field.
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A. Complex Networks
The structure of complex network can be represented by a graph G com-
posed of an ordered pair of disjoint sets G = (V,E), where V is a set of elements
called vertices (nodes) and E is a subset of ordered pairs of distinct elements
of V , called edges [8, 10]. If the network is directed, then the connections are
called arcs (or directed links). While a protein-protein interaction network is
undirected, a network of neuronal connections is typically directed [15]. Math-
ematically, the organization of networks can be represented by the adjacency
matrix A, whose elements Aij = 1 if there is a connection between nodes i
and j or Aij = 0 otherwise. In undirected networks, A is symmetric, whereas
for directed networks, A is generally asymmetric. Figure A.44 illustrates the
mapping of a network in the respective adjacency matrix for the directed and
undirected cases.
The organization of networks can be characterized by network measures [12].
The node degree ki, which represents the number of edges connected to node
i, is one of the most simple measures for local network characterization. For
undirected networks it can be calculated as
ki =
∑
j
Aij =
∑
j
Aji. (A.1)
For instance, in Figure A.44(a), we have k2 = 1, k1 = k4 = k6 = 2, k3 = 3 and
k5 = 4.
The density of connections in a network can be quantified by its average
degree, which is calculated by
〈k〉 = 1
N
∑
i
ki =
1
N
∑
ij
Aij . (A.2)
In the case of directed networks, in which the connections have directions, a
node can be characterized by the out-degree, kouti , which yields the number of
outgoing edges, and the in-degree, kini , corresponding to the number of incoming
edges [25]. In terms of the adjacency matrix, we have
kouti =
∑
j
Aij , (A.3)
kini =
∑
j
Aji. (A.4)
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Figure A.44: Graphs can be represented by adjacency matrices. In (a) we have a example of
a undirected graph and (b) a directed graph. In (a), the matrix elements Aij = 1 if there is
a connection between the nodes i and j or Aij = 0 otherwise. In (b), the matrix elements
Aij = 1 if there is a directed connection (an arc) from node i to node j.
For instance, in Figure A.44(b), kin1 = 1 and kout1 = 2. The total degree of a
node i is defined as ki = kini + kouti .
In unweighted networks, the connections are binary, i.e., Aij = 1 or 0, in-
dicating the presence or absence of an edge. However, some networks have
weighted connections, which can indicates the strength of the interactions be-
tween pairs of nodes [437]. For a road network, for instance, the weight can
specify the inverse of the distance between pairs of cities. Therefore, the closer
two cities, the higher the strength of their interconnection. A weighted net-
work can be completely represented in terms of its weight matrix W, so that
each element Wij expresses the weight of the connection from vertex i to vertex
j. In addition, instead of the node degree, we use the node strength of i, si,
which is defined as the sum of the weights of the corresponding edges [437]. In
terms of the weight matrix, for an directed and weighted network, the in and
out-strength is defined as [437]
souti =
∑
j
Wij , (A.5)
sini =
∑
j
Wji. (A.6)
By using the concept of degree, it is possible to characterize the large-scale
network organization by considering the degree distribution P (k), which yields
the probability that a node selected randomly presents the degree k. The sec-
ond statistical moment of P (k) quantifies the network level of heterogeneity and
is related to several dynamical processed running on the top of complex net-
works [11]. Particularly, the critical coupling of the Kuramoto model depends
inversely on the second moment of P (k) [60].
Networks whose degree distribution follows a power-law (or Pareto distribu-
tion [438]) are called scale-free networks [10], i.e.,
P (k) ∼ k−γ , (A.7)
implying that the degree distribution appears as a straight line when plotted on a
loglog graph. Such networks are characterized by an inhomogeneous topological
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organization, where most of the nodes present a small number of connections,
whereas a small fraction of nodes is densely connected. These densely connected
nodes, called hubs, play a fundamental role in the topology and dynamics of
complex networks.
Another fundamental concept in networks is related to distances, such as the
number of edges along the path connecting two vertices [12]. There are many
important topological and dynamical properties related to distances, such as
random walks, which are defined by any sequence of adjacent nodes. A path
is a special type of walk, which does not allow repetition of nodes or edges.
The paths with the minimum length between two nodes i and j are called the
shortest paths [12]. Observe that it is possible to have more than one path with
the shortest length connecting two nodes. This length, which is called geodesic
distance, is henceforth represented as dij . Thus, it is possible to characterize
the large scale organization of a network by averaging the geodesic distances
between every pair of nodes. The average shortest path length is defined by
` =
1
N(N − 1)
∑
i 6=j
dij . (A.8)
Observe that this definition has a limitation, since the value of ` diverges if two
nodes do not belong to the same component, which yields dij =∞. A possible
approach to avoid this divergence is to consider only the nodes in the largest
component while calculating the value of `.
Networks can also be characterized in terms of the presence of triangles
(subgraphs composed by three fully connnected nodes) [8]. The fraction of
triangles can be determined by a measurement called transitivity (or global
clustering coefficient). Transitivity measures the probability that the adjacent
neighbors of a vertex are connected. For undirected unweighted networks, the
transitivity is calculated as [8, 12, 25]
T = 3N4
N3
, (A.9)
where N4 corresponds to the number of triangles observed in a network and N3
is the number of connected triples. Fig. A.45 illustrates the concepts of triangles
and connected triples. The factor three in this equation is due to the fact that
each triangle consists of three different connected triples, one with each of the
vertices as central vertex, which assures that 0 ≤ T ≤ 1. By using the adjacency
matrix, these properties can be calculated as
N4 =
N∑
k>j
N∑
j>i
N∑
i=1
AijAikAjk, (A.10)
N3 =
N∑
k>j
N∑
j>i
N∑
i=1
(AijAik +AjiAjk +AkiAkj). (A.11)
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Figure A.45: Illustration of the definition of transitivity. This network presents one triangle
and eight connected triples (three of these triples are indicated by gray arrows). Therefore,
in this network, we have T = 3/8.
T is a measure for large scale network characterization. However, it is possi-
ble to define the local clustering coefficient of a node i, which quantifies how well
the immediate neighbors of that node are interrelated [74]. More specifically,
the clustering coefficient is defined as
cci =
2ei
ki(ki − 1) , (A.12)
where e(i) is the total number of undirected edges interconnecting the immediate
neighbors of i. Notice that 0 ≤ cc(i) ≤ 1. The number of edges among the
neighbors of a node i can be calculated by
ei =
1
2
N∑
j=1
N∑
k=1
AijAjkAki. (A.13)
Figure A.46 illustrates the calculation of the clustering coefficient.
Networks can also be characterized in term of degree-degree correlations [439],
which can be analyzed in terms of the conditional probability P (K ′ = k′|K =
k) = P (k′|k), i.e., the probability that a vertex of degree k is connected with a
vertex of degree k′. In uncorrelated networks, P (k′|k) does not depends on k and
the only relevant function for networks characterization is P (k) [439]. However,
due to the difficulties in estimating the conditional probability of degree-degree
connectivity in empirical data [25], researchers often use the assortativity coef-
ficient A as a measure of degree-degree correlation. The correlation between a
pair of random variables is calculated by taking into account the Pearson cor-
relation coefficient. Thus, it is natural to recur to this approach to determine
the correlations in networks [8], i.e.,
A =
1
|E|
∑
j>i kikjAij −
[
1
|E|
∑
j>i
1
2 (ki + kj)Aij
]2
1
|E|
∑
j>i
1
2 (k
2
i + k
2
j )Aij −
[
1
|E|
∑
j>i
1
2 (ki + kj)Aij
]2 , (A.14)
where |E| is the number of edges. Note that −1 ≤ A ≤ 1. In the case of A > 0,
vertices with similar degrees tend to connect with each other and the network is
classified as assortative. On the other hand, if A < 0, vertices with high degree
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cc = 0 cc = 0.1 cc = 0.5 cc = 1
Figure A.46: Examples of clustering coefficient calculated for the (central) red node.
tend to connect with low degree nodes, or vice versa, and the network is called
disassortative. If A = 0 there is no correlation between the degrees.
Centrality is a node property that can influence the network synchronization
(e.g. [440]). Although centrality is important for node characterization, there is
no single definition of centrality in a complex network [441]. For instance, the
concept of “centrality” can be related to the average shortest distances [147],
network spectra [442] and random walks [443]. A possible measure is given by
the betweenness centrality [147], i.e.,
bu =
∑
ij
σ(i, u, j)
σ(i, j)
, (A.15)
where σ(i, u, j) is the number of shortest paths between vertices i and j that
pass through vertex (or edge) u, σ(i, j) is the total number of shortest paths
between i and j, and the sum is over all pairs i, j of distinct vertices. Thus,
a central node in a network should be crossed by many paths and therefore
present a high value of betweenness centrality. This property can be verified in
a city, as its nodes at center tend to present the highest traffic, i.e. to go from
a region to another, it is necessary to pass through the center of the city. bu
plays a fundamental role on network synchronization [440].
In addition to the degree-degree correlation, presence of triangles and het-
erogeneous structure, complex networks may display modular organization [146,
147]. The modules are groups whose vertices are more densely interconnected
one another than with the rest of the network. These modules are called commu-
nities in network theory. Many networks present community organization [146],
e.g. social sciences, families, friendship circles, co-workers, scientific collabora-
tions and villages are examples of communities. In the World Wide Web, pages
related to the same or related topics tend to be connected, forming communities.
There are several methods to find communities in networks [146]. To quantify
the quality of a particular division, most methods have adopted the modular-
ity measure [159]. This measurement is based on the comparison between the
fraction of the edges that fall within the communities and the expected fraction
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whether edges were distributed at random. Mathematically,
Q =
1
2M
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
(
Aij − kikj
2M
)
δ(Ci, Cj), (A.16)
where δ(Ci, Cj) is the Kronecker delta, which is equal to one if Ci = Cj and
zero, otherwise. The term (kikj)/2E represents the expected number of edges
between the vertices i and j in the configuration model. The best network
division in communities yields the largest value of modularity.
Several other measures can be considered for networks characterization [12].
They are used to understand the relation between networks structure and syn-
chronization.
A.1. Complex networks models
Complex systems exhibit specific types of organization resulting from intrin-
sic rules and constraints that guide the system’s evolution, e.g. the intercon-
nection between components in power grids (whose nodes are power stations,
transmission circuits, and substations) is to a great extent a consequence of the
geographical distance between nodes [444]. In other words, two geographically
close nodes tend to be connected, while distant nodes are not likely to connect.
Therefore, the degree distribution of this type of network depends on the geo-
graphical node distribution [444]. For instance, if the distribution of nodes is
uniform in the two-dimensional space, it is expected that the degree distribu-
tion will be close to a Poisson distribution. On the other hand, in collaboration
networks, composed by scientists connected according to coauthorships of sci-
entific works, the most connected researchers tend to attract more scientists for
collaborations (knwon as the rich get richer paradigm). In this case, the degree
distribution follows a power law.
Since different rules result in different topologies, some basic models have
been proposed to generate networks with a given degree distribution and other
topological properties. These models are fundamental to generate networks in
which it is possible to control some properties, such as 〈k〉 and T . As following,
we present the most famous models of complex networks.
A.1.1. Random Graphs
A simple stochastic model for the generation of random graphs was proposed
by the mathematicians Paul Erdős and Alfred Rényi in 1959 [445]. A random
graph (ER) is generated by starting with N disconnected nodes and then con-
necting each pair of nodes according to a fixed probability p. Therefore, this
process is a type of N2 realization of a Bernoulli process with probability of
success p. Therefore, the number of connections follows a binomial distribution.
Nevertheless, as most realizations of this model take into account large values of
N and small values of p, the degree distribution tends to a Poisson distribution
(known as the law of rare events). For small p and large N , we have
P (k) =
N !
(N − k)!k!p
k(1− p)k ' e
−〈k〉〈k〉k
k!
, (A.17)
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p = 0.01 p = 0.3 p = 0.9
Figure A.47: Small-world networks composed by N = 20 vertices and 〈k〉 = 3. Different
rewiring probabilities p are taken into account.
where 〈k〉 = p(N − 1) is the average degree of the network. Random graphs
exhibit a second order percolation phase transition according 〈k〉. If 〈k〉 > 1,
there is an emergence of a giant component [446].
A.1.2. Small-world networks
The ER network is not suitable to model the vast majority of real-world
systems. Indeed, it is difficult to find a system whose structure is similar to
ER. In this way, in order to generate networks with a more structured topology,
Watts and Strogatz suggested a model whose structure lies between a complete
regular graph and a random network [74]. The Watts-Strogatz small-world
model (SW) generates networks with a large number of loops of size three, i.e.
three nodes connected to each other (a loop). This property is observed in
cohesive networks, such as in society, where two friends A and B present a
high probability to share a common friend C, as quantified by the clustering
coefficient (Eq. A.12).
In order to construct a SW network, one starts with a ring of N vertices,
in wihch each vertex is connected to κ nearest neighbors in each direction,
totalizing 2κ connections. Next, we choose a vertex and the edge to its nearest
clockwise neighbour. With probability p, this edge is reconnected to a vertex
chosen uniformly at random over the entire ring. This process is repeated by
moving clockwise around the ring, considering each vertex at time until one lap
is completed. When p = 0 we have an ordered lattice with clustering coefficient,
but with long average shortest paths. When p → 1, the network becomes
a random graph with small shortest distances between nodes but few loops.
Notice that for p = 1 a network does not become an ER network. Figure A.47
presents SW networks generated with different values of the probability p.
A.1.3. Scale-free networks
The model of Watts and Strogatz overcomes the lack of structure present
in random graphs while providing an elegant theory to explain the presence of
cycles of order three, as well as the dependence between the average shortest
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Figure A.48: Illustration of the configuration model. Stubs are selected uniformly and con-
nected, forming a network with a defined degree sequence. Dashed lines indicate the connec-
tions between pairs of stubs.
path and the network size. However, since this model does not generate net-
works with power-law degree distribution, it is not suitable to represent many
real-world networks, such as the Internet, biological networks and World Wide
Web [15]. In 1999, Barabási and Albert [5] proposed a simple algorithm to
construct networks, whose degree distribution follows a power-law. This model,
known as SF Barabási-Albert model (BA), is based on two principles: (i) growth
and (ii) preferential attachment. The network is generated starting with a set of
m0 connected vertices; afterwards, at each step of the construction the network
grows with the addition of a new vertex. For each new vertex, m new edges are
inserted between the new vertex and some previous vertex. The vertices which
receive the new edges are chosen following a linear preferential attachment rule,
i.e. the probability of the new vertex i to connect with an existing vertex j is
proportional to the degree of j,
P(i→ j) = kj∑
n kn
. (A.18)
This rule indicates that the most connected nodes present a high probability to
receive new connections.
A.1.4. Configuration model
ER, SW and BA models generate networks with a well defined degree distri-
bution. However, in some cases, the degree distribution of real-world networks
is not homogeneous and the coefficient of the power law is not the same as that
observed in the BA model. Therefore, it is important to have a model that en-
ables the construction of a network with an arbitrary degree distribution, while
preserving the other network properties as random.
The configuration model is a model of random graph with a defined degree
sequence k = {k1, k2, . . . , kn} [97, 98, 447], where ki represents the number of
connections of node i. To construct the network, initially, each node i receives
a total of ki stubs (half edges). Then, at each time step, two stubs (half-edges)
selected uniformly are connected. This process is repeated until all stubs are
connected. In Figure A.48 we can see an illustration of the configuration model
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algorithm. Notice that self-loops and multi-edges are allowed in this model. At
the end of the process, we have a network with a defined degree distribution.
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